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Preface
At the beginning of my PhD project, I was very excited at the prospect of extending the
design-oriented field of architecture and urban planning to the scientific field of agent
simulation. The initial idea was to create a simulation framework through which architects
and urban planners would be able to test their designs, obtaining scientific feedback about
various aspects of pedestrian flow and health, and understanding how they could change
their designs to have a positive impact on the health of a city or town's occupants.
This initial premise was based on the presumption that the knowledge about how people
walk, and what influences their decisions and the health outcomes of walking, is available.
However, the problem of human behavior modeling showed itself to be very complex and far
from fully understood, even with extensive research from classical disciplines like social
sciences and psychology. For particular situations, like emergency situations, the literature
presented very well understood behavior patterns. The challenge was to find patterns that
are applicable in general cases in the urban environment. Accordingly, the design of the
study was enlarged to incorporate these new challenges.
The first attempt to understand the city as a system and simulating pedestrian behavior
involved the creation of an agent-based system. The system included prior knowledge of
individual and applied it to large crowds. These results are only partly applicable to ‘normal’
situations, where the decision is guided by a multitude of factors. This demanded that the
simulated agents and the urban environment be adjusted to interact dynamically with each
other. With a dynamic environment, the pedestrian decision could be simulated more
realistically.
The question of when ‘more realistic’ is realistic enough to represent reality became the next
issue. Even with validation for individual parameters, I doubted certain aspects of the
simulations to be generalizable. In addition, I wondered whether the link between walking
and health is too subtle to calculate direct health outcome from a single instance where
walking is increased. These two concerns lead me to abandon the model-based evaluation
and guided the research towards using data to observe real world cases. Thanks to
collaboration with the Swiss National Cohort (SNC), it was possible to quantify the long-term
impact of the urban environment on the cause of mortality in Switzerland.
The universality of these results is still limited as they are gained in one country, Switzerland.
Even with the great statistical confidence it is, of course, difficult to transform a correlation at
a particular place into causation. Translating the correlation into urban planning rules that
should have a particular health outcome would be an inversion of a surjective function,
which is not possible. The results have to be taken as what they are observations gained
from a particular case explaining the correlation between the urban environment and causes
of death.
The research was always inspiring and stimulating, but never straightforward. The results I
achieved using the methodological approach of modeling meant that I created the best
possible solution available at that time, as the inherent limitations of modeling as a method
of inquiry weren’t known at the beginning. Some research questions are not possible to
solve in this environment. A fact that needs more close attention and needs to be addressed
in future research. In this respect the nature of the model has changed to be a vessel for
theoretical models allowing testing the limits of ideas. These findings are limited compared
to my initial projections, but valuable in themselves because of the conceptual gains.
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Abstract
Urban planning aims to enhance the lives of people by organizing and shaping the built
environment to address contemporary issues such as pedestrian flow and inhabitant health.
Several examples of such planning exist: the reorganization of Rome under Sixtus V, which
aimed to reduce the congestion of pilgrims visiting the individual churches, or the changes to
Paris under Haussmann, which attempted to improve the flow of sewerage and water in
order to reduce the spread of cholera. Since then, health-related problems have shifted
away from directly observable communicable diseases to non-communicable diseases. This
shift demands new methods able to detect the impact of different urban patterns on the
health of the people.
With the improvement in computational power, simulations are powerful enough to simulate
pedestrian flow in an urban setting. This method, developed in the field of computer vision
and artificial intelligence, is often used in the entertainment industry. This thesis extends the
potential of pedestrian simulations to evaluate the health risks and benefits of different urban
patterns for pedestrians. In order to provide comprehensive evaluation, individual health
hazards are identified. For example, exposure to air pollution is measured, as it is expected
to generate the highest number of premature deaths in the coming decades.
An alternative method to evaluate the impact of the built environment on peoples’ health is
statistical. Due to an increase in urban data, more associations can be detected. One of the
presented cases in this thesis demonstrates the association between different urban
patterns and ground level aerosol exposure. To shift from ambient exposure to ground level
exposure measurement campaigns were conducted, combined with a large number of urban
data dimensions and algorithms applied to estimate the concentration and the associated
health risk for pedestrians.
On a larger scale, the health impact of the built environment on the population of Switzerland
was evaluated with a particular emphasis on walkability and different causes of mortality.
This was possible through collaboration with the Swiss National Cohort, which is a
longitudinal cohort generated through connected Swiss censuses and registers of death.
This cohort showed an association between the integration into the street layout of the
residential place of people and the prevalence of death caused by cardio vascular diseases.
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Zusammenfassung
Städtebau hat das Ziel durch die Gestaltung und Organisation der gebauten Umgebung die
gegenwärtigen räumlichen Probleme der Gesellschaft zu lösen. Gesundheit und
Fussgängerströme existieren als Problemfelder seit beginn der Disziplin. Zu den
prominenten Beispielen, in denen sich Städtebauer dieser Themen angenommen haben,
gehört die Neugestaltung des Strassenraumes in Rom unter der Leitung von Sixtus V, der
die Pilgerströme zwischen den Kirchen effizienter gestalten wollte oder die neuen Avenues in
Paris, die Haussmann anlegen lies, auch um die Wasser und Abwasserströme hygienischer
zu gestalten und um den Cholera Epidemien entgegen zu wirken. Seither haben sich die
Probleme
verschoben,
von
Infektionskrankheiten
zu
nicht
übertragbaren
Zivilisationskrankheiten. Diese Veränderungen erfordern neue Methoden, um den Einfluss
des Städtebaus auf die Gesundheit herauszufinden.
Dank der Steigerung der Rechenkapazität von Computer sind wir nun in der Lage,
Fussgängerströme mit Agenten zu Simulieren. Diese Technik wurde im Feld der Informatik
und Künstlichen Intelligenz erfunden und wird unter anderem auch in der
Unterhaltungsindustrie verwendet. Die vorliegende Arbeit erweitert diese Methode zum
Evaluieren von städtischen Strukturen und deren Einfluss auf die Gesundheit der Menschen
und Fussgänger. Einflussfaktoren wie Luftverschmutzung und Feinstaub werden einzeln
angegangen, da sie das in den kommenden Jahren zum grössten Risikofaktor für frühzeitige
Todesfälle avancieren werden.
Eine alternative Methode, den Einfluss der städtischen Form auf die Gesundheit zu finden,
bietet die Statistik. Die steigende Menge an Datensätze über die Stadt erlaubt es,
Verbindungen zwischen der Gesundheit und der städtischen Form zu finden. Ein Kapitel
beschäftigt sich mit dem Zusammenhang zwischen urbaner Form und Funktion und der
Konzentration von Feinstaub und anderen Aerosolen denen Fussgänger ausgesetzt sind. Um
von der Umgebungskonzentration, die normalerweise Publiziert wird aber wenig mit
Exposition der Fussgänger zu tun hat, zur Konzentration auf Fussgänger-Niveau zu kommen,
mussten eigene Messungen mit einer grossen Menge von Datensätzen verknüpft werden.
Dies erlaubte eine Verbindung zwischen der Städtischen Struktur und der
Luftverschmutzung herzustellen, die ein Gesundheitsrisiko darstellt.
Auf einem gösserem Massstab wurde der Zusammenhang zwischen der städtischen Form
und unterschiedlichen Todesursachen in der Schweiz untersucht mit einem Augenmerk wie
Fussgänger freundlich der Wohnort ist. Dabei wurde die SNC (Swiss National Cohort)
benutzt, die verschiedene Bevölkerungszählungen und Sterberegister verbindet. Dank dieser
longitudinalen Kohorte konnte gezeigt werden, dass es weniger Todesfälle durch
Herzkreislaufkrankheiten gibt an Wohnorten die für Fussgänger gut erschlossen sind.
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Zämmefassig (Baseldytsch)
S Baue vo Stedt het zem Zyyl, dur d Gstaltig und d Organisazioon vo dr bauten Umgääbig
die gäägewäärtige Brobleem vo dr Gsellschaft z lööse. Syt em Aafang vo dr Disziplyyn sy d
Brobleemfälder Gsundhait und Fuessgängerströöm bestandteil drvo. Ze de brominäntischde
Byspil, wo sich d Stadtbauer dääne Brobleem aagnoo hänn, ghööre d Nöigstaltig vom
Stroosseruum in Rom unter Laitig vom Pabschd Sixtus V., wo d Pilger-strööm zwüsche de
Kiirchen effiziänter het welle gstalte, ooder die nöien Avenues, wo dr Haussmann het
aaleege looo zem d Wasser- und d Abwasserströöm hygienischer z gstalte mit m Ziil de
Choleraepidemyye entgääge z wiirgge. Sythäär hänn sich d Brobleem verschoobe, vo
Infegg-zioonsgranggete zu nit überdraagbaare Zivilisazioonsgranggete. Die Verän-derige
verlange nöji Methoode, zum dr Yyfluss vom Stadtbau uf d Gsund-hait uusefinde.
Dangg de hööchere Rächnerkapazitääte vo de Computer simmer jetz in dr Laag,
Fuessgängerströöm mit Agänte z simuliere. Die Tächnig isch im Fäld vo dr Infoormaatig und
Künstligen Intelligänz erfunde woorde sin und unter anderem in dr Unterhaltigsinduschdryy
verwändet wärde.
Die voorliigend Aarbed erwyteret die Methoode zem Evaluiere vo stedtische Struggtuure und
em Yyfluss, wo die uf d Gsundhait vo Menschen und speziell Fuessgänger hänn.
Yyflussfaggtoore wie Luftverschmutzig und Fyynstaub wäärdä ainzeln aagange, well si in de
näggschde Joor zem grööschde Risikoofaggtoor vo friezytige Doodesfäll wäärde.
En alternatyyvi Methoode bietet d Statischtig. Die aastyygend Mängi vo Daatesetz über d
Stadt erlaubt, Verbindige zwüsche Gsundhait und stedtischer Foorm z finde.
Ai Kapitel bifasst sich mit em Zämmehang zwüschen uurbaner Foorm und Funggzioon und
dr Konzentrazioon vo Fyynstaub und anderen Aerosool, wo d Fuessgänger drmit usgsetzt
sinn. Zum vo dr Umgääbigskonzentrazioon, wo noormaalerwyys bubliziert wiird, aaber
weenig mit dr Exposizioon vo de
Fuessgänger z due het, zer Konzentrazioon uf em Nyywoo vo de Fuess-gänger z koo, hänn
aigeni Mässige mit groosse Mängi Daatesetz über d Stedt miesse vergnüpft wäärde. Daas
erlaubt e Verbindig zfinde zwüsche d stedtischer Struggtuur und Luftverschmutzig, won e
Gsundhaitrisikoo isch.
Uf eme gröössere Maassstaab isch dr Zämmehang vo stedtische Foorm und unterschiidlige
Doodesuursache in dr Schwyz untersuecht woorde, mit emen Augemeergg uf d
Fuessgängerfründligkait vom Woonoort. Dooderzue isch d SNC (Swiss National Cohort)
gnutzt woorde, wo die verschiidene Bivölggerigszäälige und Stäärberegischder verbindet.
Dangg dääre longitudinaale Kohoorte het könne zaigt wäärde, ass s weniger Doodesfäll dur
Häärzgraislaufgranggete an Woonoort git, wo für Fuess-gänger tecchnisch guet erschlosse
sinn.
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Content
1. Introduction

City rankings1 for livability include criteria for effective infrastructure that implicitly deals with
accessibility of the city for non-motorized transportation. Even in cities with a high livability
ranking, however, some areas remain inaccessible to pedestrians. Through the education as
architect, it became clear that some aspects of the built environment responsible for this
shortcoming are within the realm of urban planning. For example, places distant to public
transport nodes are difficult to access for people who are not in good physical health. Other
places are not accessible because they are surrounded by physical obstacles such as
highways only with overpasses, or because the street layout disguises the location of
functions. Extensive research, which has been translated into common knowledge, states
that walking has a positive impact on health, especially with regard to civilization sicknesses
(non-communicable disease) (Morris and Crawford, 1958). Because pedestrian accessibility
has an impact on the individual ability to move within the city, the question arises: what
impact does the built environment have on health? If there are urban layouts that affect the
health of the area's inhabitants, a correlation between the structure of the built environment
and the prevalence of specific diseases must be found.
In order to answer the question of how the built environment impacts health through
improved or reduced pedestrian accessibility, the following three factors need to be
examined: pedestrian accessibility as an aspect of the built environment, influences on the
walking habits of individuals and the health impacts of walking in the urban environment.
Pedestrian accessibility refers to the ability of the built environment to provide proximity
and connectivity between destinations on foot. This includes the ease with which one is able
to travel directly between residential places, work and other amenities and functions on foot.
In some cases, this is referred to as walkability. Walkability and pedestrian accessibility are
widely used terms; however, it has no universal definition and contextual consideration is
essential.
Walking is a fundamental mode of human transportation and is essential to all other modes
of transport. Factors that influence walking can be characterized into functional and physical
elements of the built environment. Functional elements focus on the number and distribution
of 'functions' and amenities (bus stops, restaurants, shops etc.) that are offered in a given
area. This relates to land use and commercial density. Physical elements describe the spatial
configuration of the area, such as street layout. Street layout, with its connectivity and the
provision of pedestrian infrastructure is the basis for pedestrian movement and as such, has
a significant influence on the number of pedestrians of an area. While the positive health
benefits of walking are the focus, health hazards that arise through walking such as pollution
exposure or pedestrian safety with regard to vehicles also require consideration.
Health is a ‘state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being and not merely the
absence of disease or infirmity’ (Sharp, 1947). The International Classification of Diseases
1
‘Mercer Quality of Living Survey’ uses public transport, safety, education, hygiene, health care, culture,
environment, recreation, and political-economic stability as indicator MERCER 2013. Full 2012 rankings - Mercer
Survey..
‘Economist Intelligence Unit’s Livability Ranking’ names availability of goods and services, safety and effective
infrastructure as reason for the top ranking EIU, E. I. U. 2013. Economist Intelligence Unit’s Livability Ranking’
2014..
‘Monocle’s Most Livable Cities Index’ combines quality of architecture, public transport, tolerance, safety/crime,
environmental issues and access to nature, urban design, business conditions, pro-active policy developments and
medical care to rate the cities around the world MONOCLE 2013. Monocle’s Most Livable Cities Index. 2014..
This is not a complete list.
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(ICD-10) is a standard diagnostic tool used to monitor the incidence and prevalence of
diseases and other health problems. Identifying the prevalence of a disease and counting the
number of deaths per disease allows for an in-depth examination of the causes of death.
Thanks to improvement of health care in the developed world causes of death from
infectious diseases, such as the common flu, have dropped making non-communicable
diseases, such as cardio vascular disease and cancer the leading causes for death.
Worldwide, cardio vascular diseases are the most common causes of death (WHO, 2004b).
Evidently, this shift is ongoing: the World Health Organization predicts that the economic
burden associated with non-communicable disease in the developing world will double by
2020 (Boutayeb, 2006). Causes for cardio vascular diseases range from biological, genetic to
life style choices. Risk factors for cardio vascular diseases that are both common and are
adjustable by the environment, which is subject to urban planning interventions, are a
sedentary lifestyle and exposure to environmental health risk factors leading to the research
question:
‘How does the built environment influence walking behavior and what health impacts
does walking in the urban environment have?’
In answering this question, three sub-questions must be examined: first, what physical
aspects of the built environment enable people to walk? Second, what motivates
pedestrians to walk? Third, what are the risks and benefits of walking? Investigating such
questions requires use of existing knowledge from a variety of research fields, ranging from
historical urban planning interventions, epidemiology, medicine to the recent developments
in computer science.
Design of the walking surface, including layout and access to transportation infrastructure,
has a major impact on its accessibility. Calculation methods exist to investigate pedestrian
accessibility of a particular place based on geometry of the built environment or geographic
data. Another method of assessing pedestrian accessibility is by observing the number of
pedestrians in a specific area of an existing built environment. Pedestrian accessibility can
also be evaluated through the qualitative research methods such as surveys, but this
particular approach involves questioning individuals and is therefore extremely time
consuming and cost intensive. An alternative method is to simulate pedestrian behavior with
a pedestrian model to investigate the influencing factors. Pedestrian models’ use a specific
theory that is implemented in a program as foundation, which then allows the program to
simulate pedestrian movements in multiple situations.
The motivation to walk is dependent on personal decision processes and habits that are
influenced by physical and functional design of the built environment. These decision
processes and habits cannot be observed directly on an individual outside of a laboratory.
They can, however, be modeled. When using this approach, it is necessary to model the
process on the level of the individual, as decisions are based on individual preferences.
Agent-based models offer this level of individuality, and thus are a highly effective means to
simulate individual behavior. For this type of simulation to be realistic, the individual agent
must be programmed to understand both the physical and functional design of their
environment. In the presented thesis, a combination of agent-based and procedural
modeling is used to create a dynamic reactive urban environment that the pedestrian agent
is able to understand.
Risks and benefits of walking are dependent on the environment in which the pedestrian
moves. The environment exposes the individual to a multitude of elements that increase
certain health risk factors. The etiology of existing diseases provides information about how
these risk factors influence health. Risk factors relevant to pedestrian movement can be
instantaneous, such as in the occurrence of a pedestrian-vehicle accident, or can emerge
only after long period of time, such as through increased mortality risk due to exposure to
aerosols.
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For each research question examined in this thesis (presented above) a case is presented.
The cases investigate the relationship between different locations of functions and transport
mode choice; evaluate the influence of the built environment on the aerosol concentration
along different paths in the area of Rochor, Singapore, using pedestrian agents; use public
transport data to show the influence of function allocation on the distance people are willing
to walk, and show the effect of pedestrian accessibility on causes of death in a longitudinal
study in Switzerland.
Contribution:
The main objective of this research is to examine the link between walking behavior and the
built environment, to evaluate the health risks and befits that arise through walking in the
urban environment. The primary aim is to analyze the existing built environment and how
urban planning techniques can be applied to improve health outcomes. Translation of the
findings into urban planning rules, a possible extension of this work, goes beyond the scope
of this thesis. The thesis contributes to the body of knowledge with the following findings:
•

Pedestrian modeling improvement by including a dynamic urban environment on the
larger scale is achieved though the combination of procedural modeling methods
and agent based modeling. This provides a means to simulate the impact of shortterm temporal changes of the built environment on the pedestrian flow and how
fluctuations of the pedestrian flow impact the built environment. Several innovations
are included like the following: an agent-based model to represent the built
environment; dynamic strategic decision process for pedestrians; a method for the
acceleration-based calculation of emissions by cars; and the dynamic representation
of functions in a city.

•

Refine the pedestrian models’ ability to evaluate individual paths of the built
environment, the health risks that stem from it. The model is evaluating pedestrian
movement patterns towards the exposure to dangerous aerosols. The refinement
includes a multi-staged decision process for the goal finding process.

•

Identifying the association of the built environment, the functional distribution or the
street layout with different causes of death. In particular the influence of ‘walkability’
indicators and graph integration measures in a street network have on the reduction
of cardio vascular diseases

Knowing what motivates people to walk and how the built environment should be structured
to encourage walking is essential for planners and governments to improve the health of the
people for a long period of time. The knowledge of pedestrian movement patterns has to
include additional risks and benefits that exist in the built environment. This knowledge is
essential for adjusting the built environment to improve the health of the people by increased
walking.
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2. Related Works

To understand how the built environment influences walking behavior and what health
impacts walking in the urban environment has, existing knowledge from the fields of
medicine, public health, pedestrian modeling, urban modeling and urban planning are
presented.
At the beginning of this section, current medical knowledge regarding the risk factors that
impact health within the built environment is examined. Two factors, specifically sedentary
lifestyle and air pollution, (aerosols), and their relationship to the built environment, are
discussed.
In the second section, historical urban planning efforts that aimed to improve health and
longevity through the adjustment of the built environment are presented. The influence of
these examples on contemporary problems is limited because changed exogenous variables
since, like new diseases and technology. Furthermore, contemporary health problems have
since shifted from infectious diseases to non-communicable diseases.
The third paragraph presents the statistical methodological approach used to examine the
association of contemporary diseases and the built environment. Then the knowledge about
existing associations is presented. The results highlight the multitude of ways that the
environment influences the prevalence of disease. This connection goes beyond the
exposure to toxic chemicals but includes individual aspects helping people to choose
different modes of transportation adjusting health benefits and risk exposure.
In order to evaluate the health risk pedestrians are exposed to along a particular path,
however, more detailed knowledge about the specific paths taken when walking is required.
This can be gained through pedestrian modeling. Different approaches are explained in the
fourth part. A particular approach of pedestrian modeling, used in this thesis, is agent-based
modeling, a highly disaggregated method suitable for the modeling individuals. Agent-based
modeling is discussed in detail resulting in an investigation into a suitable urban environment
to harbor the pedestrian simulations. The last paragraph examines urban models in their
ability to be suitable for pedestrian modeling.

2.1. Planning the Built Environment for Health
To identify the impact of the environment on health, first the environment has to be
understood. The environment influencing public health can be classified into three aspects:
physical, social, and built (Lopez, 2012). The built environment (at a city scale) is the focus of
this thesis. The city is understood in its urban planning dimension, not in its political or
sociological dimension, but with its existing multi-dimensional forces and their interaction
that shape the urban environment. The scope in this thesis is the physical and functional
appearance of the city and their temporal changes. The city is therefore understood as a
man made artifact of the environment. To adjusting the built environment and addressing
possible health risk factors planning and urban planning are possible tools. Planning
interventions range in scale from single buildings to territorial organization can be temporally
limited to days or have time impacts on the city for centuries. This multi dimensional field of
planning requires the expertise of different experts and research fields, especially when the
goal is a highly complex phenomenon like health.
Therefore, the topic of this thesis is not the aesthetic formulation of a style or theory but the
health outcome of a particular city configuration. The focus is therefore not on beauty, scale,
age or material, but on the following question: what urban configurations have an influence
on the health outcomes of people? In order to answer this question, it is essential to review
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historical examples of city planning, and examines their health outcomes within the context
of the health and technological climate of the time

2.1.1. Historical Urban Planning Approaches
This subsection presents examples where, through urban planning, the built environment
was adjusted to improve the health of the people. In the first example, Barcelona, IIdefonso
Cerdá used findings about the correlation between physical space and life expectancy to
design the master plan of the city (Cerdá, 1867). The second example, Paris, saw GeorgesEugène Haussmann focus on improving air flow and ventilation to successfully prevented
future cholera epidemics (Saalman, 1971). The third example, the 'Garden City Movement',
demonstrates urban planning approaches taken by Ebenezer Howard that aimed to
geographically separate the basic functions of working and living in order to improve air
quality and access to greenery. Each example offers useful insight into the role of healthfocused urban planning.
Barcelona:
Ildefonso Cerdá's plan for Barcelona was motivated by health problems (Cerdá, 1867). Poor
hygiene inside the city wall was a significant contributing factor to cholera epidemics,
causing the residents of Barcelona to become convinced that the city wall constraining the
airflow needed to be torn down. Cerdá, as a socialist, also carried Friedrich Engel’s
argument that the Industrial Revolution worsened health conditions in cities and particularly
the health of workers. Introduction of the “Modern Statistical Classification System” by Spain
in 1856 allowed him to gather statistical data, including life expectancy, on members of the
different socio economic groups. First, he found that life expectancy varied according to
employment: salaried workers on average lived to the age of fifty, while 'day workers' lived
only into their forties. Second, Cerdá discovered that life expectancy was closely related to
living area. Records state that bourgeois class had an average of 3.6 cubic meters of space
per person, while the working class had only 0.9 cubic meters. Living area for 'day workers',
in addition to being small, had very little or no access to daylight and airflow. Cerdá
identified the closing of patios and courtyards (a method used to increase density) as one of
the biggest problems for health because it blocked access to daylight and ventilation. Third,
the compiled tables of data from different cities in 'Teoriá General de la Urbanición' he
showed a direct correlation between density in the city and mortality. One such table shows
population per hectare with corresponding m2 per person and correlates these figures to the
number of deaths. It was shown that not only was there increased mortality rate where there
was less living space, but that the mortality rate increased significantly with continued
reduction of this space (Cerdá, 1867).
Based on these findings of space per person and daylight access he introduced rules for the
ventilation of buildings as well as rules for the ventilation of the city as a whole in his
extension of Barcelona. As such, he proposed that for each person there should be at least
six cubic meters of recycled air. Three diagonal roads of 20m, 30m, and 50m widths attempt
to improve air circulation on the city scale. Each of these roads held up to four rows of trees
(Cerdá, 1991). With regard to daylight access, minor roads on which building rise up to 19m
had to be at least 3.2 meters wide, and city blocks were restricted to a maximum of 50%
coverage by buildings.
Although Cerdá's plan got adapted and changed over time, many aspects of his master plan
remain. It is therefore essential that Cerdá's achievement in designing a functional city that is
responsive to change is recognized as relevant to this thesis (Fernández, 2008).
Paris:
Paris underwent drastic changes from 1851 to 1870 under the guidance of George
Haussmann. There are multiple explanations for the motivation of this transformation. One
holds that Napoleon III attempted to free his regime from the threat of urban insurrection that
had haunted every regime since the French revolution in 1789. Another is that the city was
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transformed with the intention of building a monument to the emperor. Economic interests
are another possible explanation for the change, supported by the fact that building rent
doubled in transformed areas (Pinkney, 1958). For Haussmann, however, the change
represented his attempt to encourage new standards of hygiene as a response to the
devastating Cholera epidemics of the time: in 1832, 20’000 deaths related to Cholera were
recorded.
In an attempt to educate and convince the public about the effect of living conditions on
health, he published images and cartoons showing the Cholera monster attacking him, the
wise civil servant and defender of the public. Even without contemporary scientific
understanding, Haussmann, in contrast to Napoleon III, extended his city plans beyond
street level. He included the area below ground by continuing the discussion of light and air
movement to underground-specific factors such as smell and sewerage. Haussman wrote:
“Everything that is in movement, is healthy, everything that is stagnant is unhealthy: the free
circulation of air and water and the access to light serve to combat the effects of crowding in,
the concentration of foul air, of the exhalation of miasmas and of evil odours. The straight line
therefore reconciles the needs of beauty, the need of hygiene and the needs of commerce”
(Cars and Pimon, 1991).
Haussmann separated drinking water and sewer system with iron piping. The reduction in
Cholera mortality that followed is partly credited to Haussmann’s planning: after the
epidemic of 1849, which killed 19’000 people, no further Cholera epidemics touched Paris.
Garden City Movement:
Garden City Movement from England, a planning approach by Ebenezer Howard was an
attempt to improve the air quality for residents by separating residential areas from working
areas. The fundamental idea of this approach is to decentralize residents away from the
center of the city into 7 smaller cities, arranged in a circle around the old center, that provide
a low density living space with access to nature. Mortality statistics from around 1890 show
that more than 10% of people died from lung-related illnesses (Council, 1949), suggesting
poor air quality from industrial activities was a significant problem. In “Garden Cities of Tomorrow (Howard, 1965)” Howard describes his utopia of a cluster of self-contained
settlements where residential, industrial and agricultural places are separated. By separating
the location of industrial emissions from living and recreational areas, exposure to toxic air
could be reduced. The faith of the old center was to become empty. With the exception of
two preliminary villages (Letchworth and Hertfordshire), Howard was largely unsuccessful in
transforming his idea into reality. His thinking, however, did live on: it is still quoted by the
Singapore National Parks, governing body in their planning framework “Our City in a
Garden”. Even though the quote indicates proximity in spirit the interpretation of ‘garden’
either as a highly controlled object to admire or a place where the individual spends time and
effort shows cultural differences. These differences can’t be neglected when habits
observed or scientific results from one place are transferred to other places.
The results gained are therefor restricted to the place of observation and can only partly be
transferred to other places. Nevertheless the results have to be gained in a stringent way
why the next paragraph focuses on statistical methods to gain insights into data sets.

2.1.2. Statistical Methods for Data processing
The contemporary health problems do not manifest themselves in front of our eyes with
dying people in the street or strong odors. Contemporary health problems have shifted to
non-communicable diseases that are chronic and not infectious i.e. passed from an animal
or person to the next (WHO, 2013). Diseases preventing us from participating in the society
can be subtle and include mental health problems. Non-communicable diseases progress
slowly and have a long duration of up to decades. Methods to understand these subtle
diseases are data analysis to understand the risk factors that might have a delayed effect. To
gain this data studies over a long period with many participants are conducted and
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statistical analysis is applied. The result of the statistical analysis is a statement that
describes the relationship between two prior unrelated variables within confidence range and
error estimation. This statement is limited to the population from which the data has been
drawn.
These studies try to correlate variables of the occurrence of a disease with different values of
known risk factors (dependent variable) and variables of the individual in the population
(independent variables). The population is a group of people in which an observation can be
made. Since there is mostly no data on the whole population or it would be to cost intensive
a sample is used (Lohr, 2010).
A sample is a subset of a population. If the subset is representative for the whole population
it is an unbiased sample. It is essential and difficult to avoid bias in a sample since it impacts
the results. There are multiple aspects that have to be taken into account to avoid bias in the
sample starting from the data collection and survey method, sample size to the sampling
method. Bias can present itself in different forms: selection bias, spectrum bias, bias of an
estimator, omitted-variable bias, systemic bias, or data-snooping bias (Rothman et al.,
2008). To achieve an unbiased sample a ‘sample frame’ can be applied (Särndal et al., 2003).
A ‘sample frame’ is a subpopulation from which the sample is drawn. This can be necessary
since not the whole population is available. The number of dependent and independent
variables, their interdependency and the variance of the value in the observation, defines the
needed size of the sample to derive a statement. Without explaining the details of each
method the following is a list of sampling methods: simple random sampling (SRS) (McLeod
and Bellhouse, 1983), systematic sample (Gundersen and Jensen, 1987), stratified sampling
(Neyman, 1934), probability-proportional-to-size sampling (Khawaja, 2005), cluster sampling
(Levy and Lemeshow, 2009), quota sampling (Moser and Stuart, 1953), line-intercept
sampling (Thompson). The sample is used to infer the quantitative statements about the
whole population.
A statement can only be inferred from a ‘null hypothesis’; a starting position. A common ‘null
hypothesis’ is the assumption that there is no relationship between two variables. If a
population sample and the variables are measured, a statement about the whole population
can be inferred. This statement can be a relationship between two variables in the
population including a probability or within a confidence interval. The confidence interval
presents the range within the relationship could be called a statement within a range and
limits of an error. The error defines the needed size of the sample. For example a small error
range requires a large sample of the population (Sapnas, 2004) (Kotrlik and Higgins, 2001)
(Krejcie and Morgan, 1970) (Cochran, 1954).
The following is a list of possible statements that can be derived with statistical methods:
• To verify the null-hypotheses a ‘t-test’ or ‘Mann-Whitney U’ can be applied to prove
that two populations are behaving the same against all alternative hypotheses.
• Chi-squared test is any statistical hypothesis test where the distribution of the
sampling is chi-squared and the null-hypothesis true (Plackett, 1983).
• A regression analysis is a process to estimate the relationships between variables
and multiple methods exist to perform that process (Dillon and Goldstein, 1984).
• Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is one example that analyses the differences between
means of groups and the variances of theses means (Iversen and Norpoth, 1987).
Correlation is the dependency between two random variables or sets of data. To
evaluate how linear this correlation is a ‘Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient’ method can be applied (Lee Rodgers and Nicewander, 1988).
• To test the ‘goodness of fit’ of a function describing the relation in some cases a
‘mean square weighted deviation’ can be applied (Wendt and Carl, 1991).
• To explain the variability in the observed, correlated data, as a factor analysis
describes it as a function of unobserved variables (Harman, 1960).
For individual fields specialized methods have been developed to cater to the needs. In
public health and medicine this allows including particular type of variables like the time of
exposure. The ‘proportional hazard model’ or ‘survival models’ are special cases in statistics
that relate the period time that passed to the probability that an event, like death, occurs
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(Miller Jr, 2011). The basis is a ‘survival function’ 𝑆 𝑡 that represents a probability density
function describing the time duration until an event happens.
!

Equation 1:

𝑆 𝑡 = Pr 𝑇 > 𝑡 =   

𝑓 𝑢 𝑑𝑢 = 1 − 𝐹(𝑡)
!

‘Survival models’ take into account additional covariates (Woodworth, 1987), a subset of
independent variables, that are associated with the time until an event occurs, age of an
individual is a common covariate for many causes of death. Any ‘survival model’ consists of
a hazard function 𝜆! (𝑡) (Evans et al., 1993) (Audretsch and Mahmood, 1995), describing the
probability of an event per time with respect to the baseline of covariates as well as the
parameters that influence the hazard ratio in response to the explanatory covariates. One
condition is that the individual covariates are multiplicatively related to the hazard.
Equation 2:

𝜆! 𝑡 = lim

!"→!

Pr(𝑡 ≤ 𝑇 < 𝑡_𝑑𝑡) 𝑓(𝑡)
=
𝑑𝑡
𝑆(𝑡)

In case that the proportional hazard assumption holds it is possible to estimate the effect
parameters without prior knowledge of a hazard function called ‘cox proportional hazard
model’, ‘cox regression model’, or ‘cox model’ (Cox, 1972). This model allows deriving the
hazard function and the proportionality of events from data tables with multiple covariates
influencing the event.
These statistical methods are important to identify the impact of different urban layouts and
to remove or normalize against other impacts. Another motivation is that the impact of
changes to residential location is only visible after decades. Therefore long term evaluations
and statistical methods are needed to make these associations visible.

2.1.3. Observations on the Connection Between Built Environment and Health
The built environment impacts the health of the occupants though a multitude of factors like
the location of functions, density and designing of structures and the street layout. The
following paragraph shows correlations found between mental and physical health and
variables from the built environment. These variables are related to the health and wellbeing
of city inhabitants (Kelty et al., 2008).
Factors affecting mental health:
• Noise has numerous possible sources and different levels of invasiveness, and
affects the mental health of individuals in unique ways. Subtle noises from
neighbors, can be detrimental to mental health (Guite et al., 2006) (Halpern, 1995)
(Evans, 2003), while relentless noise from traffic has been found to increase
psychological distress and reduces the reading ability of children (Cohen et al.,
1973).
• Streetscapes for pedestrian activity that create opportunities for social interaction
provide an environment in which personal communication between neighbors is
encouraged is a beneficial factor for improved mental health (Appleyard, 1980).
• Furthermore, public open space and greenery increase the sense of community
(Hur and Morrow-Jones, 2008) (Francis et al., 2012)
• Design of a neighborhood with differentiated spaces fosters the development of
social networks and access to social capital, which are protective factors for mental
health (Wood et al., 2010) (Wood and Giles-Corti, 2008). However, if these spaces
are not age appropriate (children / adolescents / older people) (Randolph, 2006)
(Whitzman and Mizrachi, 2009), the potential for negative mental health impacts on
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•

•

•

both the parents and the children is increased (Evans et al., 2001). Sensitive design
is therefore essential
Density and social interaction do not correlate with each other in a linear way but
changes in different thresholds. Too high a density can lead to social overload and
result in social withdrawal (Evans et al., 2001), while too little can lead to social
isolation (Wood et al., 2008). In older adults, sharing facilities leads to higher overall
social satisfaction (Burby and Rohe, 1990).
Higher Floor numbers are associated with poorer mental health, particular for
people confined to their apartment (e.g. elderly people, stay-at-home mothers)
(Evans et al., 2003, 2000). Amick and Kviz (1975) found that living on higher than 4th
floor increases alienation and social isolation in Canadian cities (Gillis, 1977).
Children living in high-rise buildings in Austria have more psychological distress
(Evans et al., 2002) (Ineichen and Hooper, 1974).
Housing Quality is associated with mental wellbeing: inadequate housing conditions
have been found to cause significant psychological distress (Wilcox and Holahan,
1976). A rigid maintenance regime results in more positive mental health outcomes
in all populations (Freeman, 1993), and reduces fear particularly in older adults
(Devlin, 1980).

Factors affecting health and longevity:
• Walkable Green Space increases the lifespan of senior citizens in megacities
(Takano et al., 2002b)
• High-rise buildings that have good ambient light can increase the health outcomes
in older adults. (Takano et al., 2002a)
• Higher Floor number is associated with a reduction in mortality in Switzerland
(Panczak et al., 2013).
• Traffic Volume: high volume reduces the likelihood of children walking as a means
of transport, particularly when crossing roads is required (Giles-Corti et al., 2011)
(Simmons et al., 2006) (McMillan, 2007), (Giles-Corti et al., 2009). Safety is the
primary reason for this trend. (Frumkin et al., 2004). Furthermore, proximity to busy
roads increases the chance of respiratory deceases (Duhme et al., 1996) (Edwards et
al., 1994) (Wjst et al., 1993) (Roemer and van Wijnen, 2001). This risk can also be
found in children if their school is within close proximity (200 – 300m) of a major road
(Kim et al., 2004) (Gehring et al., 2002).
• Floor number has an impact on perceived parent supervision and the likelihood that
children will play outside (McMillan, 2007) (Becker, 1976). Children are also less
likely to walk in neighborhoods where the majority of buildings have more than 6
stories (Gillis, 1977) (de Vries et al., 2007).
• Access to public transport: good accessibility correlates with increased walking
and a decrease in obesity (Villanueva et al., 2008) (Besser and Dannenberg, 2005).
Countries with a higher number of pedestrians, cyclists and public transport users
have a lower obesity rate (Bassett Jr et al., 2008).
• Access to cycling routes increases the use of bicycles reduces vehicle use and
reduces air pollution (Humphrey, 2005). Furthermore, cycling as a mode of transport
increases a tendency for physical activity (Humphrey, 2005) and decreases obesity
(Bassett Jr et al., 2008) (Colley et al., 2011).
• Public open space and greenery increases recreational walking (Francis et al.,
2012). Leafy neighborhoods (low-allergen) are beneficial for asthma (Lovasi et al.,
2008) and longevity (Takano et al., 2002a). Furthermore, access to public open
space in the local neighborhoods increases participation in moderate and vigorous
physical activity in children and adolescents (Giles-Corti et al., 2009) (Giles-Corti and
King, 2009). Consequently, they have a reduced risk of developing cardiovascular
(and other chronic) diseases or becoming obese.
Walking, in its pure form, is not a common mode of transportation but is still an essential
element of most other modes of transportation. The following paragraphs of this chapter
focus on the association between walking and health in the urban environment. Walking can
be divided into two classifications: walking for recreation or exercise and walking as a means
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of transportation. The thesis focuses on walking for transportation, specifically walking as an
element of commuting. Some factors, like access to public transport or open green space, of
the environment influencing directly or indirectly walking have been mention above in
respect of its ability to prolong life or its influence on health.
Walking is a form of transportation as well as a form of physical activity for people of all ages
with numerous benefits for health (Shephard, 2008) (Kavanagh et al., 2011) (Manson et al.,
2002). Walking adjusts the modifiable risk factor of physical activity that is responsible for a
wide range of chronic physical and mental illnesses. These include cardiovascular disease,
diabetes mellitus, cancer (colon and breast), obesity, hypertension, bone and joint diseases
and depression (Haskell et al., 2007a) (Bouchard et al., 1994). Despite this, walking as a
means of transport is becoming less common (DfT, 2012). This trend is particularly evident in
industrialized countries, where cardiovascular and lung diseases are the leading cause of
death (Statistics, 2009) (FSO, 2013), (MOH, 2013).
Two scientific fields investigating the link between the built environment and walking,
transport planning and public health. Transportation planning typically examines the effect of
the use of individual transportation methods (e.g. personal cars) on the transportation
infrastructure: the built environment is considered to be part of transportation infrastructure
(Handy et al., 2002). Public health researchers have historically studied walking as a form of
physical activity beneficial to health, focusing more recently on the connection between
different aspects of built environments and pedestrian activity (Owen et al., 2004) (Kavanagh
et al., 2005).
The focus of this paragraph lies on the urban fabric as a facilitator or inhibiter of walking (Lee
and Moudon, 2004) that has shown to have an effect on health indicators like the Body Mass
Index (BMI) (Robertson-Wilson and Giles-Corti, 2010) (Lake et al., 2010).
The following is a list of characteristics of the built environment that influence the probability
of walking and the adjunct number indicates the number of papers identifying positive or
negative (including neutral) correlation with walking as a mode of transportation:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Density (6 / 2) of population and employment (Badland and Schofield, 2005) (Clifton
and Dill, 2005) (Bourdeaudhuij et al., 2005) (Cervero and Kockelman, 1997) and
mixed density by different dwelling types (Gebel, 2005)
Distance (7 / 2) to non-residential land uses like shopping (Cao et al., 2006)
Proximity (8 / 3) to non-residential destinations (including land use mix measures
and transit access) (Bourdeaudhuij et al., 2005) (Handy et al., 2006) ,
Network / Route connectivity (3 / 4) (Clifton and Dill, 2005) (Bourdeaudhuij et al.,
2005),
Parks and open spaces (2 / 3) (area & quality) (Bopp et al., 2006) (Clifton and Dill,
2005) (Ellaway et al., 2005) (Ellaway et al., 2005)
Pedestrian infrastructure (2 / 6) (sidewalk presence and condition) (Bopp et al.,
2006, Cao et al., 2006, Bourdeaudhuij et al., 2005),
Crime or personal safety (3 / 4) (Bopp et al., 2006),
Traffic safety or volume/noise (6 / 2) (Cao et al., 2006) (Bourdeaudhuij et al., 2005),
Aesthetics or cleanliness (1 / 4) (Handy et al., 2006),
Physical activity facilities (0 / 4) like wellness, gym (Bourdeaudhuij et al., 2005)
Social Strata (1/0) by income (Turrell et al., 2010).

Not all of these characteristics have clear positive impact on the probability – some are
contested and showed different effects in different studies like park and open spaces
(Saelens and Handy, 2008). Some characteristics like physical activity facilities, aesthetics
(quality of open space) and traffic, produced a negative correlation (Saelens and Handy,
2008). Some of the factors had either no or incoherent impact on the occurrence of
pedestrians like route / network connectivity, parks an open space. Others are positive
correlating with pedestrian occurrence like the traffic volume. This shows that the decision of
walking is guided by a multitude of environmental factors and that none of them is absolute.
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Additionally the question of self-selection processes between the built environment and
walking remains unclear (Handy et al., 2006): are people who walk moving to places where
they can walk or are people living in places that are advantageous to walk encouraged to
walk more. Never the less this shows that urban planning has an impact on pedestrians and
can influence people to walk longer distances (Weinstein et al., 2007).
After elaborating on factors that increase the number of people walking leads to the question
of health benefits from walking that cannot be answered in an absolute binary manner and
relies on multiple factors of the individual and the environment it moves in. The following
paragraph tries to elaborate on the multiple factors that constitute health.

2.2. Association between the built environment and health
Hippocrates: “THE CONSTITUTION AND THE HABITS OF THE PEOPLE FOLLOW THE
NATURE OF THE LAND WHERE THEY LIVE.”
The World health Organization defines it as ‘the overall well-being of an individual, the ability
to fully participate in the social interactions of a community and a lack of barriers to good
health across a lifespan’ (WHO, 1950). This takes health from being a momentary parameter
that is cared for by medicine to a state. Another description is the presence of a disease.
Besides the field of medicine public health investigates what influences health. In contrast to
medicine that focuses on healing by diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of diseases public
health focuses on preventing disease, prolonging life and promoting health. Public health
identifies the environment as an influencing factor to health (Lopez, 2012). It separates the
environment into physical, social and built environment. Lopez narrows the physical
environment to features like forests, prairies, watersheds, plants, animals etc. and aspects
like air, water, pollutants, radiation hazards and so forth. Social environment constitutes of
features that arise from human interaction. This includes income distribution, race, and
political power within a society. The built environment is the sum of all features that are
manmade. Urban planning can influence many of those features. The range from the small
scale of a room layout, structure of neighborhoods to the way regional geography and
infrastructure interact to promote health.
Current health problems do not manifest themselves as they did in the past: most causes of
death in the developed world are non-communicable and approach the society silently and
have multiple causes (Boutayeb, 2006). An example of a group of non-communicable
disease are cardio vascular ones that are currently the most common cause of death in
Switzerland (2011: 33.8% Bundesamt für Statistik) and the world (WHO, 2004a). Noncommunicable diseases take decades until they emerge and have multiple risk factors that
are accumulated over a long period of time.
The following paragraphs take a look at findings from medical research with a focus on risk
factors and causes of specific diseases.
Table 1 shows the number of death per diseases in Switzerland and Singapore. Diseases are
classified in an ‘International Classification of Disease’ (ICD) by the WHO that was updated
2010 (ICD-10). Even though both countries are grouping the diseases differently they show
the same pattern. The most prevalent cause for death is cancer (ICD-10 C00-D48). The
second most prevalent causes in both countries are circulatory diseases (ICD-10 I00-I99)
that are all causes like stroke and heart attack combined (see
Table 1). This pattern observed in develop countries like Switzerland and Singapore is
emerging in the rest of the world too (WHO, 2004a).
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Most Common Causes of Death 2011 in %
Singapore
Infectious diseases

Switzerland
1.2

Cancer

30.0

26.5

Diabetes mellitus

1.7

1.9

Dementia

8.3

Circulatory Diseases

30.4

33.8

Cerbrovascular disease

9.0

5.9

Cardiopathy: IHD

16.4

12.4

pulmonary embolism
other Cardiovascular disease

0.5
5.0

13.2

Pneumonia

16.0

6.0

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease

2.2

Alcoholic liver cirrhosis

0.7

Harnorgane

1.4

Accidents and trauma

5.5

Urinary Tract Infection

2.5

Nephritis

2.0

Other Diseases

9.7

5.9

27.9

Table 1: Causes of death in Switzerland and Singapore in percent of total causes in 2011

Figure 1: Percentage of deceased people divided by cause for Singapore (left) and Switzerland (right)

For each disease medicine has identified ‘risk factors’. ‘Risk factors’ define the probability to
fall sick to the respective disease or infection. The prevalence is calculated by comparing the
number of those who are exposed to the number of people who experienced an event
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(Wilson et al., 1998). To calculate the relative risk that stems from an exposure the
probability of death is compared in two groups, one with and the other without exposure e.g.
lung cancer and smoking. Not every correlation between risk factors and mortality are
necessarily causal, like being young doesn’t cause measles, but young people have a higher
rate of measles because they haven’t developed immunity during the previous epidemics.
Equation 3:

𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘!"#!$%"#%  !"#  !"#   =   

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟  𝑜𝑓  𝑝𝑒𝑜𝑝l𝑒  𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔  𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
  
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟  𝑜𝑓  𝑝𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒  𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑  

(Cantor, 2003)
Therefore health can be approached from two ways, either through the eyes of the disease,
evaluating the risk factors and reducing them, or through the risk factors themselves,
reducing negative exposure and improving the risk for several diseases. The following
paragraph uses both approaches by looking first at two particular diseases that are very
prevalent, cardio vascular disease and pulmonary disease. These tow groups of diseases
have been selected since their risk factors are adjustable directly by the built environment
unlike cancer where genetic preposition is a leading cause. Then two particular risk factors,
aerosol exposure and physical activity are explained to understand their impact on health.

2.2.1. Diseases of the Circulatory System
This is a range of disease that cover the heart and circular vessels of the body. They can be
classified into cardiac diseases, vascular diseases of the brain and kidney and peripheral
arterial disease. Two main sources lead to complications, the tear of arteries (aneurysm)
leading to an internal loss of blood, and the blocking of an artery reducing the supply of
oxygen to this area. The reduction of oxygen supply can be critical and can cause further
damage when a critical organ is affected like heart (commonly known as heart attack or
Ischemic heart diseases (I20-I25)) or brain (commonly known as stroke or cerebrovascular
disease (I60-I69)). Common causes of death are also pulmonary embolism where a blood
clot obstructs the arterial flow from the heart to the lungs. The result is low oxygen saturation
that can cause collapse and sudden death.
Etiology (Risk Factors): Risk factors for heart disease are classified in biological, behavioral
and hereditary groups. In particular: age, gender high blood pressure, high serum cholesterol
levels, tobacco smoking, excessive alcohol consumption, sugar consumption, predisposition
(family history), obesity, lack of physical activity, psychosocial factors, diabetes mellitus, air
pollution. The risk factors increase the probability of venous thrombosis that generates the
clot that is additional amplified by cancer or prolonged bed rest (Goldhaber et al., 2005).
Prevention Factors: Practiced measures for prevention focus on the dietary, behavioral
changes as well as medical interventions. The medical interventions range from surgical
removal of clods to reduction of blood pressure through medication. The dietary changes
reduce fat and sugar, increase fiber intake with the goal of reducing the body mass index
and prevent obesity. The behavioral changes focus on the reduction of smoking and the
increase of physical activity to reduce body fat and psychosocial stress (Linden et al., 1996).
2.2.2. Disease of the Respiratory System
The diseases of the respiratory system encompass all pathological conditions of all organs
and tissues that are needed for the gas exchange. This includes everything from the upper
respiratory tract (Nasal Cavity, Pharynx, Larynx) to the small alveoli in the pleural cavity
(potential lung space).
Many infectious diseases are diagnosed on these organs and tissues. Common
classifications, excluding cancer, are obstructive pulmonary disease (OPD) or restrictive lung
disease that is when the whole system reduces or looses its possibility for gas exchange.
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Etiology (Risk Factors): Causes can be a chronic infection and asthma. Exposure to
aerosols is a risk factor that triggers an inflammatory response in the lungs. Chronic
obstructive pulmonary diseases (COPD) (J40-J44) are the fourth leading cause of death
worldwide. Risk factors for COPD include smoking (primary cause), air pollution,
occupational exposures, genetics and others (Pauwels et al., 2012). Urban air pollution is
very prevalent in developing countries due to the use of biomass for heating and cooking
leading to an increase especially in women. Living in proximity to industrial centers and
traffic increases the urban air pollution further. Halbert showed that the living in urban areas
increases the overall prevalence of COPDs by 10.2% (Halbert et al., 2006).
Prevention Factors: Reducing the exposure by stopping to smoke or avoiding exposure
during work and at home is the safest way. In many cases workers and people are not aware
of the exposure (e.g. cooks) since small particles can be tasteless and invisible or be
associated with positive experience, e.g. campfire or roasting chicken.

2.2.3. Exposure to Aerosols
The reason for focusing on aerosols is an OECD report that estimates that urban air pollution
is going to be the biggest killer by 2020 (OECD, 2008). The body interacts with aerosols
through the respiratory system where they are either absorbed into the body, remain or
repelled. All of these three interactions lead to physiological stress for the body and can
cause different disease. The most severe is the absorption of toxic aerosol that can lead to
death. Historic examples from cities like Pittsburgh and Pennsylvania where bituminous coal
fires increased the all cause mortality by 1.25% during the winter months (Barreca et al.,
2014) are similar to contemporary examples from China (Kan and Chen, 2003). This health
risk increase doesn’t have to be instant; the accumulation of particle matter in the lungs over
time can lead to a reduction of oxygen exchange, inflammation increasing the chance of
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).
Most diseases are the result of long-term exposure to small particles. Particles that are
bellow 10 micro grams are not filtered by the nasal cavity or the walls of the trachea and end
in the lung in the alveoli. There some small particles are absorbed into the bloodstream
where white blood cells are attacking them, dissolving or transport them to be discarded.
Some particles are moved into different organs where they cause inflammation. A chronic
inflammation is caused by particles that are to big to enter the bloodstream and to small to
be filtered out (< 2.5 micro gram). These particles cause interact with the epithelial,
endothelial and the blood cells causing an oxidative stress, a disturbance of the redox
balance. This imbalance is the source of multiple diseases like cancer (Toyokuni et al., 1995),
atherosclerosis, heart failure (Byrne et al., 2003), myocardial infarction and many more. To
understand the magnitude of this inflammation image the surface of the human lungs to the
amount of blood flowing through has the same ratio as a drinking can of blood (3.3dl) spread
out on the surface of one side of a tennis court (97m2).
The following is selected list of diseases where aerosols exposure is increasing the risk for
development.
Hypertension (I10-I15):
Correlation between increased exposure to aerosols and increased blood pressure beyond
the time of exposure. One explanation is the inflammatory reaction of particles on the
epithelial that leads to an activation of the immune system. Even though the signal chain is
disputed this activates the Vagus nerve and increases the pulse and blood pressure.
Increased blood pleasure is stressing the vascular walls and a risk factor for all vascular
diseases (Collaboration, 2002).
Cardio Vascular Disease (CVD) (I00-I99):
Long-term exposure to particular matter increases the risk of CVD (Pope et al., 2004). For
every 10 µg/m3 of PM2.5 there is an estimated increase in CVD mortality risk of 8%-18%.
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Particular for woman the relative risk for coronary artery disease is increase. The risk for
arteriosclerosis and inflammation is increased over all (Khallaf, 2011).
The short-term (2h) increase of 25 µg/m3 PM2.5 already increased the mortality risk of CVD
by 48%. A longer-term effect is the increase in blood pressure, 2.8mmHg systolic and
2.7mmHg diastolic for every 10.5 µg/m3 PM2.5 after an exposure of only 5 days (Nogueira,
2009) (Haber et al., 2007).
Diseases of the Respiratory System (J00-J99):
Respiratory system includes all from oral and nasal cavity (upper respiratory tract) to the
lungs and diaphragm (lower respiratory tract). The purpose of the system is the intake and
exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide between the blood and the surrounding air. With the
inhalation additional particles are inhaled. The body has multiple ways to counteract these
particles. Depending on the size of these particles the counter measures are effective in the
nasal cavities (>PM10), in the bronchi (>PM4) or in the alveoli of the lungs (rest). In cases
where the intake is to high over a longer period of time the counteractive measures are
depleting and can be damaged permanently. One example is the reduction in the hair-like
cilia cells ability to catch toxins and move them upwards. Another example is the breakdown
of lung tissue known as emphysema reducing airflow, absorption and release of respiratory
gases (Rabe et al., 2007).

2.2.4. Physical Activity
Body movement that requires energy is physical activity. Physical inactivity causes an
estimate of 3.2 million deaths around the world and is the fourth leading risk factor (WHO,
2014). The following are lecture notes from the Stanford University course ‘Mini Med School:
The Heart” (2011) that explain the medical mechanism happening during physical exercise
with a focus on the cardio vascular system. Daniel Bernstein, Alfred Woodley and Mabel G.
Salter from Stanford University guide the lecture. Guest lecturers of particular interest to
health and physical activity are John Cooke (Reversing Vascular Aging) and Evan Ashley
(The Athletic Heart: Cardiovascular Risks/Benefits in Performance Athletics).
Medical research shows that exercise has a positive impact on the risk of having cardio
vascular diseases. A study of veterans in America has shown that the second last quintile in
exercise already provides 80% of all benefit in reducing the chances of having a heart attack
(Rosenman and Friedman, 1958) (General et al., 1996a).
The body reacts to the activity one performs, most prominently the cardio vascular system.
This system delivers oxygen and nutrients to the body, removes waste, delivers the immune
system and regulates the temperature of the whole body.
The system consists out of the heart, the vascular system that can be further separated into
the arterial and the venous system, and the blood that consists of red cells (40%), white
cells/platelets (5%) and plasma (55%) (Institute, 2014). The heart is muscle that has the
function of a pump moving the blood in the circulatory system. The circulatory system is
organized in two main circles. One going from the heart to the lungs and back to the heart,
the second going from the heart to the rest of the body supplying the cells with oxygen and
back to the heart.
Physical exercise starts in the brain. The brainstem prepares the body even before the
movement starts. The muscles in the extremities start to contract and squeeze the veins.
The blood in vein can only flow towards the heart thanks to the valves. This is called venous
return (Brecher, 1956). To accommodate the additional blood the heart stretches improving
the endothelial function.
Proportionally to the strain of the exercise the heart rate increases (Rodeheffer et al., 1984).
The heart is controlled by two nerve systems, the sympathetic and the parasympathetic. The
sympathetic nervous system is active in cases of danger, increases the heart rate when in
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‘fight or flight’ mode caused by adrenalin. During the resting time the parasympathetic
system is controlling the heart rate by the Vagus nerve. The heart is more efficient at lower
rates. Every beat the heart contracts and pushes blood into the circulatory system. The
volume is called the stroke volume. By exercising the possible stroke volume increases.
Resting stroke volume is ca. 50ml, during exercise an untrained heart increases the stroke
volume to 120ml and a trained heart to >200ml. Exercise therefore increases the blood flow
in the body. The blood is transporting the oxygen and CO2 in body. The CO2 people exhale is
a direct indicator how much the heart works.
By exercising the heart becomes more compliance, the cavity size slightly increases (~5mm)
and the wall thickness increases by just 1mm. In general at rest the exercised heart is very
similar to an untrained heart. The resting heart rate decreases (minimum of 22bpm) and is
also slower at any given workload. The upper boundary for the maximal heart rate doesn’t
change. The heart muscle in general gets more elastic to accommodate the extra blood from
the venous return and increase the ‘stroke’ volume.
To get the psychological benefits of exercise as little as 10 minutes mild exercise a day is
needed. The cardio vascular benefits start at medium exercise levels for 30-40min a day.
This can also be an accumulation over the day. Meyer and Frolicker have shown that
veterans, who are in the second last quintile, if they are organized according to amount of
exercise performed each week, gain 80% of the exercise benefits (General et al., 1996b)
(Warburton et al., 2006) (Frank and Dahn, 2005).
Already light physical activity (lowest quintile) reduces anxiety (Dunn et al., 2001). At least
moderate exercise (more than 4.5h per week) is needed to reduce cancer risk (Thune and
Furberg, 2001). An inverse linear dose-response relation between all-cause mortality and
physical activity is detected (Lee and Skerrett, 2001). The American College of Sports
Medicine showed that 30min of walking a day is sufficient to maintain general health (Haskell
et al., 2007b).
Physical activity has the following health benefits:
Cardio Vascular Diseases:
Longer life (Paffenbarger Jr et al., 1986), decreased risk of heart attack, decreased risk of
stroke (Lee and Paffenbarger, 2000) (Do Lee et al., 2003), reduced obesity (Fox and Hillsdon,
2007), reduced diabetes (Sigal et al., 2013), improved cholesterol (Strong et al., 2005),
reduced blood pressure (Nelson et al., 1986), improved endothelial function (the lining of the
blood vessels), improved varicose veins (Hambrecht et al., 2003).
Neurological:
Improved mood (Dubnov and Berry, 2000), better cognitive function (older adults) (Weuve et
al., 2004), reduced stress, enhanced sleep, improved agility, enhanced coordination and
balance (Wrotniak et al., 2006).
Movement Apparatus (Bone, joint and muscle):
Reduced obesity, improved agility, improved endurance, improved posture, less back pain,
increased bone density (Montoye et al., 1976), reduced inflammation (Abramson and
Vaccarino, 2002), improved muscle metabolism (GRIMBY, 1986).
Cancer:
Decreased risk of breast cancer (Ainsworth et al., 1998), decreased risk of colon cancer
(Slattery et al., 2003), decreased risk of pancreatic cancer (Michaud et al., 2001).
Others:
Other benefits of exercise are enhanced immune system (Pedersen, 1991), reduced risk of
glaucoma (Shapiro et al., 1983), reduced inflammation, improved appetite for healthy food,
reduced risk of gallstones, and reduced diverticulitis.
Walking is one of the most common physical activities that can be performed with little to no
equipment even in high age. The following paragraph will look into different aspects of
walking.
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2.3. Walking
Lao-Tzu: “A JOURNEY OF A THOUSAND MILES BEGINS UNDER OUR OWN FEET” (Laozi,
6th century BC)
“Walking is a pattern of locomotion by legged animals for movement in space”. It is a mode
of transportation and performed as part of other modes of transportation or as a leisure
activity. The ‘household interview transport survey’ (HITS) in England that samples the
transport habits annually showed that walking as a mode of transportation not combined
with other modes of transportation is declining. The Department of Transportation in England
found that the number of walking trips reduced within 10 years by 16% (DfT, 2012).
However, walking is used frequently in combination with other modes of transportation. In
the post-industrial age, that changed employments away from physical demanding jobs,
walking has become a leisure activity and exercise. This includes additional professional
gear like pedometers and walking / hiking clubs. The focus of this work lies with walking as a
mode of transportation.
There is an inherent dialectic to ‘walking’ that describes it either as the function of an
individual ‘taking a walk’ or as a function of the environment enabling walking. As they are
interlinked both dimensions have be addressed to understand ‘walking’. On the one hand
the reason that lead the individual to walk have to be understood and on the other side the
requirement on the environment need to be defined. In some cases this is called
‘walkability’.
Walkability is a feature of the environment that is not defined in its full extent but widely
used. It can be understood as the over all condition provided by the environment to walk.
Since Cervero and Kockelman (Cervero and Kockelman, 1997) have found correlations
between factors of the built environment with the occurrence of people walking these factors
have become the influencing factors of ‘walkability’. These take into account quality and
design of pedestrian facilities, street network, diversity of land use patterns, density of
functions and residential places. The work by Cervero is reduce in its data demand and
extended to include commercial indicators calling it ‘walkability’ (Cao et al., 2006) (Cao et al.,
2009).
Still, the impact of the built environment on the individuals’ decision to exercise or walk is
not fully understood. Local indicators from the built environment have shown a positive
and/or negative correlation on the number of people walking in the same area. The
hypothesis is that people living in an area that is more ‘walkable’ are more encouraged to
walk that leads to a reduced mortality risk of cardio vascular diseases.
In cases where people are counted and cross-referenced with urban indicators (e.g.
proximity to parks) the origin or the social background of the counted people is not taken
into account. Without knowing any meta data on the counted people it is impossible to know
if the people are residents, commuters, shoppers or somebody else, making these counts
only interesting to shop owners who are looking for high number of clients. Unannotated
information in general prevents identifying health benefits of a particular area since the
information about the background of the pedestrians contains hints on existing health risks.
This is particularly true for places with a large catchment area. The example of Orchard Road
(Singapore) and Bahnhofstrasse (Zürich) exemplifies this effect. It is evident that not all
people walking in shopping streets are living in the vicinity. This thesis aims integrate
parameters of the background of an individual to show the health benefits of ‘walkability’ at
the place where the person is living.
‘Walkability’ is the extend to which the built environment is promoting and encouraging
people to walk either longer distances or preferring walking instead of a different mode of
transportation. Calculating the ‘walkability’ of an area is generally disputed but includes the
main factors of density, diversity and design (Cervero and Kockelman, 1997). Cervero
(Cervero et al., 2009) also showed that there is a negative correlation between the walkability
of an area and the self reported BMI of people living there. Others contest that view and
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relate the previous findings are inadequately controlled against other covariates in the
population (Eid et al., 2008).
The decision of the individual to walk is guided by many factors. One factor that promotes
walking is pet ownership (Anderson et al., 1992). In this study, pet ownership reduced the
systolic blood pressure and the triglyceride levels in the plasma significantly in men and
slightly in women. The socioeconomic profile of the pet-owners and non-pet-owners was
comparable and no difference was found in the BMI (body mass index) or smoking habits.
The following paragraph explains existing ‘walkability’ measures and their calculation
methods.

2.3.1. Measuring Walkability
Three general methods exist to quantify ‘walkability’: crowd-based rating (heuristic) of the
walkability, geographic indicators that correlate to people walking and graph-based
measures that indicate how well a place is integrated into the street.
The crowd sourcing method asks the public to evaluate and rate streets. Walkonomics for
example uses 8 individual dimensions that are mainly based on personal experience (like
“Fear of Crime” or “Smart and Beautifully”) to rate the walkability of a street. One might
argue that the owner and occupant knows his street best, but the personal interest of a
home owner might influence the rating also the number of ratings per street is really low,
mostly done by one person. Based on the idea of social capital Leyden (Leyden, 2003)
proposed an index that is based on the accessibility to different amenities. In a questionnaire
occupants were asked if they are able to walk to a specific amenity, e.g. corner shop,
church, park, local school, community center, childcare facility, chemist, pub, workplace or a
place not explicitly mentioned. The goal of this study was to show an association between
pedestrian accessibility and social capital. The social capital, regarded as the network of
relationships among people in a particular society that enables the effective function of
society, was measured by “how well residents knew their neighbors, their political
participation, their trust or faith in other people, and their social engagement”. They were
able to show a strong correlation between their walkability and the social capital.
The second category is based on geographic information. The basis to this approach has
been laid by Cervero and Kockelman (1997) defining the calculation matrices of the 3D’s
(Density, Diversity and Design) and their twelve sub-categories. Cervero’s approach
demands extremely detailed information and is calculation intense. Frank (2005) proposed a
reduced version for his “walkability index” reducing it to three evenly weighted measures:
Equation 4:

𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦!"#$% = Net residential density + 2 x Street Connectivity + Land-use
mix + Retail Floor area

He then showed a connection between this index and the transportation mode-choice
towards active transportation (bicycle and walking) where this index was high. Later they
removed the retail floor area from the Land-Use Mix and added it as an additional
parameter. Marshall et al. (2009) then used this index and weighted the intersection density
double and correlated it with air pollution estimates derived from a land-use regression
model. The use of the same input values for the air pollution modeling and the walkability
index reduces the value of their statement drastically.
The third category uses graph theory. Hillier and Hanson (1984) showed in their work that the
arrangement urban spaces follow a logic understandable to people and quantifiable. In doing
so the highlight the relational properties among urban form attributes that are relevant to
characterize street design and layout, which is neglected in the other approaches. Especially
that a street is part of a whole network and cannot just be read as a single entity and
characterized in as a sum of its attributes.
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A contribution is the quantifiable measure of integration and choice of an individual link into
the network structure of the whole network indicating the configurationally properties of
urban space. The foundation of this theory is that urban spaces are organized, have
relational properties to each other that have meaning to people using the space. Urban
space is therefore shaped according the special understanding of people and the
configuration of urban spaces shapes the use of it. The built environment is understood as a
system that affords or carries movement. An association between the immediate relation
between two urban spaces, through direct line of sight or better physical connection, and
the density of movement has been shown (Baran et al., 2008) (Peponis and Wineman, 2002).
The measures indicating relation are called ‘Depth Distance’, ‘integration’ and ‘Choice’ and
are explained in the following paragraph.

2.3.2. Space Syntax Model
The space syntax model describes the artificial system of spatial arrangements. In order to
explain the arrangement space is divided into discrete components. Theses components
have relations that represent the structure of human cognition. Representing these relations
in a map forms network of choices (Hillier and Hanson, 1984).
The spatial components can be classified in two types: Isovists, the field of view from a
given point; and convex space, a convex polygon where all points are visible from all other
points. Adding the relation between these spaces by axial lines, the possible longest straight
line limited by sight representing a possible path, generates a graph that can be used for
mathematical evaluation. Road centerlines are an acceptable substitute for axial lines. The
mathematical evaluation can explain the relation to the graph and not only to the adjunct
spaces.
Furthermore, Hillier (Hillier, 2002) introduced the idea that a city and spaces in general can
be divided into components, that can be analyzed as a network of choices and that can be
represented as maps and graphs. Penn and Turner (Penn and Turner, 2002, Turner et al.,
2001) described how the line-based graph can be substituted with a point-based grid for
open spaces. The individual points are connected if an unobstructed line of sight exists
between them. The resulting graph is called visibility graph (Penn and Turner, 2001). This
graph can be transformed into a look-up table of pedestrian movement behavior, where for
every point in space all possible next points are stored. Beyond the local structure of space
it allows to evaluate the global mean depth visible from each point and allows computing
rational routes from every point to every other point. This can be used for an agent-based
pedestrian model that transforms the agents-movement from being guided by perception to
knowledge about the spatial structure. This is needed since pedestrian movement, in
particular commuting, is guided not only by the immediate perception of the environment but
also by the knowledge of the structure of the environment. This spatial knowledge in
combination with the functional knowledge is needed to simulate realistic pedestrian flows
on a larger scale like the urban environment.
The common measures are Integration, Choice and Depth Distance to analyze the spatial
network of a city or village. All methods are applied to the segment, not the nodes, of a
graph. Distance radii can limit the measurement method. The distance can be metric
(shortest path), topological (fewest turns paths) and geometrical (least angle change path).
Smaller radii analyze local aspect of the network.
Since the resulting values depend on the network and its design they only provide
information with the network itself. Values therefore are read in comparison with other values
from the same graph. In order to facilitate this the values of different street graphs are
therefore divided according to their values like quintiles for comparison. This method has
been applied in a wide range of cities from villages to metropolitan regions and on all
continents showing signs to be a universal structure of human settlements. (Hillier and
Hanson, 1984)
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Depth Distance is the sum of the distance along the shortest path from the center point of a
segment to all others. A low value indicates therefore that the segment is nearest to all other
segments described in the following function:
!

Equation 5:

ℎ 𝑠! =   

𝑎!"
!,!!!

Where 𝑠 is the segment and 𝑎!" the shortest path between 𝑠! and 𝑠! .
Integration or its antonym segregation measures the proximity of a space or segment in the
network. The parameter indicates how many spaces have to be traversed to all other
segments. The value of integration is calculated using the shortest path, with the angular
change as measurement of distance, of each link to all the others, incrementing each link
along the way. The algorithm sums up the number of turns from a particular segment in the
graph to all other segments. Integration, also called relative asymmetry, is calculated by the
following equation (Iida and Hillier, 2005):
Equation 6:

𝑓 𝑠! =

2(𝑀𝐷!! − 1)
𝑘−2

With 𝑀𝐷!! depicting the mean depth and 𝑘 the number of nodes.
The segment with the least number of turns to reach all other segments in the graph is called
‘most integrated’. Theoretically the ‘most integrated’ segment needs the least cognitive
complexity to be reached. This method is bias towards long straight segments that intersect
with many other segments.
Choice is a betweenness centrality introduced by (Freeman, 1977). It measures the centrality
of a particular segment in respect to the graph. Choice can be understood as the flow of
water. From each link a normalized value is transported across the whole network, divided at
each intersection according to the number of links and their angular directions. It is the
number of shortest path that go from all segments of the graph to all other segments and
pass through that segment and can be described in the following equation:

Equation 7:

𝒈 𝒔𝒛 =   
𝒔𝒊 !𝒔𝒛 !𝒔𝒋

𝝈𝒊𝒋 (𝒔𝒛 )
𝝈𝒊𝒋

Where 𝑠 is the segment, 𝜎!" is the number of shortest paths from the segments 𝑖 to 𝑗 and
𝜎!" (𝑠! ) describes the number of paths going through 𝑠! .
Each of the measures can be calculated with a restriction on the distance, angular change or
number of links, calculating the values of a particular segment in respect of the segments
with a particular radius. This is can be applied to simulate the values for different modes of
transportation that, have through their velocity, a maximum distance of reach.
The different measures have shown how easy to navigate different spaces are. The scale of
application ranges from museums to whole cities. The measurements have shown to
correlate with the intensity of outdoor public space (Read, 1999) and indoor exhibition space
is used (Hillier and Tzortzi, 2006). These topological measures also correlate with the number
of people walking (Koohsari et al., 2013) and biking (Rybarczyk and Wu, 2013).The sales of
retail stores in malls has shown to be more effected by the spatial configuration than its size
or the choice of products and brands (Kong and Kim). The method has even been applied to
improve the urban ecosystem of bees (Marcus et al., 2013).
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These measures can therefore be applied to measure how many places can be reached from
a particular place with different modes of transportation. Or how frequented a place is by
different modes of transportation. Both indications can be encouraging, enabling or
increasing the risks for pedestrians.

2.4. Pedestrian Modeling
Albert Einstein: “It can scarcely be denied that the supreme goal of all theory is to make the
irreducible basic elements as simple and as few as possible without having to surrender the
adequate representation of a single datum of experience.” (1934)
Modeling is the abstraction from a theory into a set of rules or procedures that define the
behavior of a system. It is a process of simplification, and therefore 'poses the problem' of
how much to include and how much to exclude when setting up the model. This is
dependent on the questions it needs to answer, and from which field it comes. In this case
the purpose of the model is the recreation of pedestrian movement in the urban
environment.
The increase in disaggregation in transport models already models individuals that represent
a population. Each individual is generating trips, takes mode choices, plans and re-plans.
This does not yet include the simulation of pedestrians walking. Pedestrian simulation has
been applied for emergency situations simulation, like evacuation in fire situations, has been
a major motivation for a large majority of research in the field (Helbing et al., 2000) (2002)
(Klüpfel et al., 2001). This special case of human movement might not be applicable to
movement in the urban environment.
The simulation of pedestrian movement in ‘standard’ situations is important in architecture
(Okazaki, 1979), urban planning (Jiang, 1999), land use (Parker et al., 2003), marketing
(Timmermans et al., 1992) traffic simulations (Nagel, 2004) and many more. Simulation of
pedestrians and in particular the decision processes has been divided into three levels:
‘strategical’, ‘tactical’ and ‘operational’ (Hoogendoorn and Bovy, 2005). ‘Strategical’ is the
level where the list of activities people like to perform is created. The ‘tactical’ level decides
on the order and location choice for the activities is performed leading to route choice. The
last level is the ‘operational’ one where the instantaneous decisions are performed. In most
pedestrian models the ‘strategical’ and ‘tactical’ level is exogenous, assuming that the
activities and their sequence is predetermined. A large body of knowledge therefore exists
for the route choice as well as the ‘operational’ modeling where direct observations can be
made to see behavior dynamics.

2.4.1. Behavioral Dynamics
Crowd behavior is a complex phenomenon where large numbers of individuals interact one
by one and collective behavioral patterns emerge. This allows two modeling approaches
either understanding the crowd movement as a collective or the crowd movement as a set of
individuals.
The self-organizing properties of the first approach have been described by Henderson
(Henderson, 1971). He used partial differential equations (Navier-Stokes or Boltzmann-like
equations) to describe pedestrian flow analogue to the movement of fluids or gas-kinetic. To
generate a realistic set of functions the planning of individuals, their interaction has to be
taken into account and the conservation of momentum and energy neglected. This functions
can be formulated (Helbing, 1998). This system uses fluid-dynamic equations making it too
rigid to incorporate disturbance. Consequently this research focuses shifts to the second
paradigm that understands crowds as a set of individuals. The self-organizing effect is
therefore a result of the complex interaction of individuals.
Analogue to the Cellular Automata (CA) the pedestrian movements can be estimated on a
grid. The neighborhood function of the CA is extended by Schadschneider to incorporate
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long-range forces called the floor field (Schadschneider, 2001). The floor field is a dynamic
element that reacts to the pedestrians and changes their preference. The preference / choice
for the next element can be modeled with a game theory approach, using a payoff matrix, or
a Markov Chain (Markov, 1971).
Based on the Equation 8 (discrete time) a formula for continuous time model can be created
by a differential equation like:
Equation 8:

𝒅𝒙
= 𝒇(𝒙 𝒕 , 𝜷)
𝒅𝒕

With 𝑥 𝑡 a vector describing the state as a continuous function of time. Even though
implementations exist that use this approach (Helbing and Molnar, 1995) (Teknomo et al.,
2001) its seems difficult to capture complex interaction of multiple agents in such a system
that also includes behavioral heterogeneity like it is needed for pedestrian modeling. Multiple
applications for pedestrian simulation have been implemented (Dijkstra et al., 2001, Blue and
Adler, 2001). It is also impossible to show that in real cases an analytical solution exist for
the formulas. This and the fact that this is an aggregated model on a rigid grid with a limited
number of states for each cell is not a suitable method for the simulation of individual risk
exposure why this method is not elaborated further.

2.4.2. Individual Modeling
Understanding crowd behavior is an active research field since the late 19th century (e.g.
see le Bon (Le Bon, 1995)). Contemporary computer simulation models have a young history
and have produced most notable results within the last 20 years. Since pedestrian models
have become specialized to different fields and applications. One example is Reynolds
(Reynolds, 1987) flocking method, which uses particle systems and represents one of the
most common approaches for simulating group movements.
One of the models for individual modeling is agent-based. An agent is a software entity with
its own behavior. The method has been developed in the field of artificial intelligence (Ferber,
1999) and is used for transportation simulation (Bowman and Ben-Akiva, 2001)
(Hoogendoorn and Bovy, 2005) and discrete choice modeling (Balmer et al., 2008). Each
agent’s behavior can be modeled independently making the system flexible and allowing
capturing complex interactions. This microscopic modeling method is based on the ability of
each agent to sense its environment and a basic intelligence to react to it. Behavior rules,
like vision and collision avoidance, then allow the system as a whole to simulate more
complex phenomena. In this thesis agents are used to represent pedestrians as well as other
urban actors.
For multi-agent and large pedestrian crowd simulation, several techniques have been
proposed to animate or simulate large groups of autonomous agents and crowds. These
methods can be classified in five groups (Pelechano et al., 2008):
•
•

•

Potential-based or social-force model methods: Pedestrian-agents are modeled as
particles with potentials and forces between them (Helbing and Molnar, 1995).
Flock-like methods: Introduced by Reynolds, creating simple rules for separation,
alignment, and cohesion for computing the velocities to simulate bird behavior
(Reynolds, 1987).
Geometric method: Computing collision free paths though pre-calculated
interaction. They either integrate the velocity space or use optimization methods (van
den Berg et al., 2011a) (van den Berg et al., Guy, 2009).
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•

•

Field based methods: Agents follow vector field that are pre generated by
algorithms, or generate navigation fields for individual agents based on continuum
theories of flows or fluid modes (Narain et al., 2009) (Still, 2000).
Least effort crowds: The paths of crowd agents are defined by Zipf's (Zipf, 1949)
principle of ‘Least Effort’. Recently these have been augmented with collision
avoidance and emergency behaviors.

Brooks (Brooks, 1991) provides a comprehensive foundation for the basis of these models
and theories, describing many failing artificial intelligence approaches to set up agents.
Artificial intelligence (AI) has been adopted to use a knowledge-based methodology so that
models can be constructed in a compositional way and to provide the ability to simulate
decision-making processes of a single agent or a group of agents (Batty and Xie, 1997;
Arend et al., 2001). The agent can act / react to its environment and other agents / plan
ahead according to a set of internal plan to optimize its position. This is a development from
the field of Artificial Intelligence. Since the behavior of an individual can be model on an
agent it provides a high degree of flexibility and captures the possibility to show emergent
patterns.
Musse and Thalmann (Musse and Thalmann, 2001) introduced a hierarchical behavior
allowing more flexible models. Physics and body effects had been described by (Helbing
and Molnar, 1995) to simulate escape behavior and panics effectively. In other fields, like
robotics (van den Berg et al., 2011a), safety science (Still, 2000), and sociology (Jager et al.,
2001), similar approaches have created simulations involving groups of individual, intelligent
units. For a more comprehensive description of agent-based pedestrian movement, referring
to Thalmann and Magnenat-Thalmann (Gutiérrez A et al., 2007). Parallel systems evolved in
computer graphics to populate urban environments in real-time where agents perceive their
environment through vision (Penn and Turner, 2002, Turner et al., 2001) (Tecchia and
Chrysanthou, 2000).

2.5. Urban Modeling
Plato: “THIS CITY IS WHAT IT IS BECAUSE OUR CITIZENS ARE WHAT THEY ARE.”
Walking and pedestrian modeling is never context free. Even the simulation on a 2D plane
assumes an environment that is obstacle free and flat. For a more appropriate simulation of
pedestrian behavior the model has to include the built environment representation of a city.
The built environment is the combination of ‘urban design’, ‘land use’ and ‘transportation
system’ (Handy et al., 2002). ‘Urban design’ is the design of the city in its physical structure
that includes the arrangement and appearance of the elements. This includes the functions
of public spaces. ‘Land use’ is the density, mixture and distribution of functions and
activities in space. ‘Transport system’ has the two aspects of infrastructure like roads,
sidewalk, bike paths, railroad tracks, bridges etc., and the service they provide like level of
service, bus frequencies etc.
From a historical perspective, the city formation can be read as a coevolution between
modes of transportation and street patterns (Rodrigue et al., 2009). From an economic
perspective, the city is a complex marketplace where stakeholders compete for space. Both
perspectives are a combination of spatial imprint, spatial location and spatial interaction or
space it occupies, land use and transportation system.
Wegener (Wegener, 1994) proposed a classifying model for urban models. It consists of submodels that simulate land use, networks, population, housing, employment, workplaces,
travel and goods transport as well as their interaction and the interaction with the urban
environment.
Waddell and Ulfarsson broadly define urban simulation as “operational models that attempt
to represent dynamic processes and interactions of urban development and transportation”
(Waddell and Ulfarsson, 2004). Their introduction gives a good overview of specific
techniques (such as cellular automata or multi-agent systems) that have been successfully
implemented in a state-of-the-art urban simulation system, UrbanSim (Waddell, 2002).
Traditionally, the tools operate on the level of regular grids considerably larger than individual
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building lots. More recent approaches overcome the rigid grid cell model by taking more
refined scales into account, typically starting from parcels to zones (Waddell et al., 2008).
The following sub paragraphs are organized around the fields of architecture modeling, land
use models, cellular models and transportation planning that all represent the city as a
model that can be used an environment for pedestrian modeling.

2.5.1. Architectural Modeling
Architectural urban models refer generally to physical representation in scale of the existing
city or a proposed project. With the increased computer calculation power and improved
methods a shift from physical towards digital model can be seen (Liebowitz et al., 1999).
Purpose-built physical models in architecture are common to evaluate specific aspects, like
acoustics (Picaut and Simon, 2001), daylight (Kleindienst et al., 2008) or construction
models. On the building level an architectural standard exists called BIM (Building
Information Model). BIM is the digital representation of physical and functional
characteristics of a facility (Committee, 2013). No standard exists for urban models. Urban
models can be evaluated towards daylight and shading (Marsh, 2003), propagation of noise
(Jacobs et al., 1980), wind flow (Van Hooff and Blocken, 2010). The requirements on the
model vary and are exemplified on shading evaluation where the functional aspect is not of
importance and a rough volumetric representation of buildings are sufficient (Yang and
Kang, 2005).
In practice architects craft digital urban models in an artisan way (by hand). Alternative ways
are to generate them by LIDAR scan (Mather, 1965). This method has been proven reliable in
remote places and is applicable for archeology. Remote sensing technology started in the
1960s and measures the distance by shooting lasers from a point source and measuring the
distance to an object by analyzing the reflected light. For each reflected laser a point is
stored measuring its distance and direction from the source and can include the color of the
surfaces it is reflected from. The result is a point cloud, an assembly of points without
relationship between each other beyond geometrical location. Contemporary point clouds
are generated by moving scanners that are mounted on cars, unmanned areal vehicles,
helicopters or planes.
An inherent problem of this method is the transformation of points into planes or lines.
Efforts are undertaken to automate this process (Pauly et al., 2003). Another limitation for the
application, particularly in the urban context, is that objects like trees and other buildings
obstruct the line of sight between the scanner and the object. Even though efforts exist
compensating this by combining scans from multiple sources (Armin Gruen, 2013) the
application is limited to unobstructed lines of sight and demands a high amount of manual
post-processing of the data.
A similar method from the field of computer vision uses multiple images to generate 3
dimensional urban models (Fruh and Zakhor, 2001). The process includes taking images –
georeferenced them – identifying reference points in the images to ensure overlap – find
common points in different images – locate points from the pictures in 3D - generate point
cloud.
Since this method is image based is limited by two factors: to visible parts of the urban
environment and by the resolution of the pixels in the image. An additional inaccuracy is the
georeferencing. Every image is georeferenced with a single GPS point that has a 95%
accuracy of 0.85m (calculated by Distance Root Mean Squared 𝐷𝑅𝑀𝑆 =    𝑠𝑝 ! + 𝑠𝑙 ! ; sp =
standard deviation latitude; sl = standard deviation longitudinal).
A modeling technique from the field of computer vision called procedural modeling uses a
formulation and codifying of the geometrical make-up of the urban model with shape
grammars, a programming language, and is called procedural modeling (Anas et al., 1998,
Aschwanden et al., 2009, Bellinger et al., 2004). The procedural modeling technique is based
on the procedural generation of buildings and initially presented by Parish and Mueller (2001)
for the modeling of cities. Then, Mueller et al. (2007) developed it for the modeling of
buildings, and it has since been practically applied to the context of urban planning by Ulmer
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et al. (2007) and Halatsch et al. (2008a and 2008b). The bases for this method are multiple
datasets, ranging from building footprints, street graphs to master plans. Additionally for
each typology of buildings a set of rules and shape grammars have to be implemented to
generate the building. This limits the accuracy of the building geometry to the available data
sets. Once the shape grammars are set up the generation of the model is fully automated
and done within seconds or minutes for a whole city allowing for reconfiguration and
generation. Since multiple data sets are included and linked to a set of rules the information
contained can be attached to individual elements of the model. This technique is promising
to provide an environment for pedestrian simulation since its geometry can include
information needed for the individual’s decision processes.
2.5.2. Land Use Modeling
Modeling as a abstraction of the urban reality historically started with von Thünen and his
observed a correlation between distance from the market and land use patterns (von
Thünen, 1826).
The earliest land use model by von Thunen is a land rent model in combination with a
distance-decay function for land rent to allocate different land uses in particular different
forms of agriculture use (von Thünen, 1826). The fundamental idea is that agricultural land us
is driven by the maximum rent a product can provide. The rent is defined by the price it
yields at the central market minus a transportation cost that varies for every product. The
central market therefore absorbs all surpluses. This early model established a link between
the transportation system and the agricultural land use. In the contemporary context the
correlation between agricultural production and proximity to a market are difficult to
established out of the polycentric topology of the world market and the reduction of
transportation cost decay function that converges towards 0 (Gersbach and Schmutzler,
2000, Krugman, 1991).
A direct derivative of von Thunen aggregated conceptual thinking is the Burgess concentric
model that applied it to Chicago in the 1920 (Park and Burgess, 1921). This has two
essential improvements, the application to an urban scale and the use of urban land uses. In
its model he analyses the location of social classes in relation to a commuting distance to a
central business district and a factory zone (Rodrigue et al., 2009).
The next step in land use models adjusts the topology of space by introducing multiple
centers (Harris and Ullman, 1945) and reduced transportation costs along transportation
sectors (Hoyt, 1939). Von Thunen already included a river to distort the circular land use
pattern. This has to be understood in front of the background of increasing motorization of
transportation, that itself is becoming a land use. The combination of both is the hybrid
models, try to incorporate the concentric effects of CBD’s and sub-centers and reduced
proximity provided by the transportation. The land use is explained as an overlay of
transportation, both concentrically and radial, at different points in time.
The underlying principle of all these models is a land rent theory that assumes that a
complete market guides land use allocation. Multiple land uses and activities compete for
land at a location – similar to a bidding system. In this system the highest bidder gets the
location and with an increase in number of bidders the land price increases.
To model a complete market all decision-guiding parameters have to be known to all market
participants. This implies a closed world and absolute information. This assumption has
proven to be wrong and can lead to market failure (Stiglitz, 1979). Additional parameters and
asymmetric information distribution in the model is therefor needed to represent reality (Nash
equilibrium (Nash, 1950) ). Therefore the objects, e.g. land or buildings, as well as the actors,
e.g. pedestrians or cars, need to be modeled equally.
The land-use models in the 20th century are based on three main different theories. The first
set of models is based on an aggregated theory, mimicking social physics, using theories of
energy and potential from the field of physics. The second set is using an aggregated theory
of macroeconomic relations focusing production and consumption. The third set of models
is disaggregated and uses microeconomic theories of individual market participants.
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Alonso (Alonso, 1964) introduced a formal statement of urban economic theory that got
translated by Isard (Isard, 1951, Isard, 1956, Isard, 1970) into a set of practical methods.
They were based upon the notion of social physics and macroeconomic models such as
input-output analysis. The models representing these theories were treating the urban fabric
as an aggregation of static entity at a specific point in time. These entities head for an
equilibrium to optimize their economic rent or industrial production output.
Trip estimation was the foundation of these models. They were simulated based on a
gravitational or potential theory and implemented in a distance dependent cost function,
leading to a inverse relation between monetary cost and distance between ‘origin’ and
‘destination’ (Muth, 1969) (Mills, 1967).
In mathematical terms urban economics divides employment E into basic B and services S
leading to E = B + S. P (population) is motivating the demand for S and the total amount of
services is S = ßE leading to E=B/(1-ß). Since population is considered a function of
employment multiplied by an activity rate P = aE the result is the basis of the sequence
which has been widely used by input-output models. By adding trips (𝑇!" ) between work i
and home j with a spatial component and can be formulated as follows:
Equation 9:

𝑇!" = 𝐸!

!!
𝑅! 𝑑!"
!!
! 𝑅! 𝑑!"

with
Equation 10:

𝑃! =   𝛼

𝑇!"
!

𝑑!" = Distance or travel cost from i to j, 𝜆 = friction of distance parameter, 𝑅! = attraction at
residential location j
By adding location of services to population through a similar gravitational model links
population and employment by an economic link, which is spatially aggregated and a
gravitational relation that is spatially disaggregated (Lowry, 1964). Land supply, the rent yield
or other infrastructures are not taken into account. By adding the theory of Alonso (Alonso,
1964) the housing prices can be introduced as a function of their location j inverse
proportional to the distance or travel cost to the work places I.
Even though the macroeconomic focus is reduced, some of these methods still exist in
current land use models (see UrbanSim (Waddell, 2002)).
These early models were lacking several aspects found in real city system like diversity,
heterogeneity and volatility. This leads to a loosening and decoupling of theory and model.
To encompass these effects the notion of the equilibrium got widened.
Population models are an application where temporal changes are modeled in more detail.
Even with exponential growth the population growth is constrained through capacity
representing density. In an aggregated form the change from t-1 or Δ𝑃(!) is defined as
Equation 11:

Δ𝑃(!) = 𝜂𝑃(!) 𝑃!"# − 𝑃(!)

𝜂 = growth/change rate; 𝑃!"# = maximum population capacity
By examining this equation it is evident that for a small 𝑃(!) the growth is exponential and is
stunted by converging towards 𝑃!"# . This classic logistic growth as been implemented by
Forrester (Forrester, 1969) and represents reality better then Malthusian growth models with
pure exponential growth (Malthus, 1766). The models by Forrester have been extended even
more complex phenomena with singularities and catastrophes. Allen (Allen, 1997) und
Wilson (Wilson, 2000) overcame the nonlinearity of this system by coupling equations to
represent development cycles.
Adding individual actors to these urban models is achieved in agent-based models. An
agent-based model consists of individual objects, which compete to fulfill their tasks leading
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to the emergence of complex pattern also over time. These models have dynamic and
behavioral and are expandable leading to an even higher demand of data and computing
power. An early example is the housing market model of (Ingram and Kain, 1973) where
individuals, developers and market processes are integrated. Contemporary approaches
include TRANSIMS. These models also do not fit anymore into a top-down process that
drives some parts of the urban systems and their scope is at the micro-level, useful to model
individual pedestrians.
To avoid the immense data need incremental choice models are implemented like DELTA or
URBANSIM. They are evaluating iteratively data sets to define existing trajectories and
predict the next step (Waddell, 2000, Wegener, 2004).

2.5.1. Cellular Automata
The entity that can’t be divided any further and combined create a higher-dimensional object
is a cells. Cellular automata are mathematical models that describe the evolution of a system
over time with rules translated to equations that describe the evolution of each grid cell
based on state of its neighbors. This bottom up decentralized and dynamic approach started
to substitute the aggregated models and are called cellular automata (CA) (Von Neumann,
1951) and can be applied to land use models.
The system is based on a discretization of time that has the following form
Equation 12:

𝑥!!! = 𝑓(𝑥! , 𝛽)

With 𝑥! beeing a vector that describes the state of all grid cells at time 𝑡, 𝛽 describes all
parameters of the model.
An additional underlying assuming that the land use can be symbolized in a set of discrete
cells, the state of the each cell is the land use. The base of CA systems is a partition or cell
with individual characteristics, e.g. use, and change their state in respect to their neighbors.
Adding transition rules from one state to the next allow dynamic representation of land use
patterns.
Applied models exist in North America where Wu and Webster developed a model including
a multi-criteria evaluation using cellular automata to simulate land use changes (Wu and
Webster, 1998). Cellular automata include the special features of traditional mathematic land
rent models and capture spatial interaction features.
With a growing amount of details these models require bigger amount of data and
computing power, delaying the widespread of these methods to the 90s. The growth of
attributes makes calibration or validation impossible (Batty). Since many concepts and
transformation rules are learned from observation in North America and Europe it is
questionable if the observations can be applied in other places in the world.

2.5.2. Transport Planning Models
With the introduction of the car in the early 20th century the nature of the streets and their
layout changed and started to serve high-speed traffic. Parallel the character of observation
changed to distances and speeds natural to the car, loosing the human perspective in the
process (Forsyth and Southworth, 2008). Urban Planning on a large scale includes experts
from the infrastructural part of transport planning. Even though the land use patterns and
transportation patterns are highly interlinked the specialization guided the development into
individual and distinct professions, fields of research and method. The focus lies with the
evaluation and design of transport facilities. The transport planning has historically followed
very rational planning models that try to improve traffic flow by identifying problems,
generating alternatives, evaluating alternatives, and developing plans. With the increasing
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importance of other aspects, e.g. environmental, the role is shifting from a purely technical
analysis to a multi-disciplinary approach (Southern, 2006).
A core competence is the modeling and prediction of the traffic volume. In this respect a
specific case of modeling is transportation modeling. Early sequential four-step models or
urban transportation planning (UTP) were implemented first for Detroit and Chicago in the
1950s as part of the ‘Detroit Metropolitan Area Traffic Study’ and the ‘Chicago Area
Transportation Study’ (CATS). The process starts with gathering data and forecasting land
use and other parameters, e.g. population growth, for the planning area as a whole. The
planning area is the sub-divided into individual zones that have individual trends for
population and employment. From each zone to all others a ‘four-step model’ simulates
traffic. The classic four steps are ‘trip generation’ – ‘trip distribution’ – ‘mode choice’ – ‘rout
assignment’.
‘Trip generation’ defines the number and temporal distribution of origins and destinations in
each land use as a function of land use and household.
‘Trip distribution’ generates an origin / destination matrix and allocates trips according to
either a gravity model function or a friction function that increases with distance.
‘Mode Choice’ defines for each origin / destination pairs the mode share of different modes
of transportation.
‘Route assignment’ defines for each origin / destination / mode of transportation group a
route. Two classic approaches exist to define the route, Wardop’s principle or Stackelbergs
competition model. Wardop uses shortest path and Stackelberg a ‘traffic manager’ that
guides the flow.
The inherent problem of aggregation in this approach is over come in later activity-based
models. Activity-based transport models, e.g. MATSIM, model the behavior of individuals
that are represented by agents, where the state of a model is not time-based but eventbased. The state of a system is computed for each event in a predefined agenda.
The underlying assumption is that transportation demand is generated by the activity
individuals are performing over the course of the day. The advantages are compiled by
Shiftan (Shiftan, 2000). In the case of MATSIM each agent can choose different modes of
transportation according to its ability or cost to perform its activities. A utility function is
defining the gain each agent has and is added up globally at the end of the day. The agents
interact if they are in traffic, which can lead to traffic jam, delayed arrivals and reduced utility
for the individual agent. The system runs the same day iteratively with each agent
rescheduling his activities, rerouting and or changing the location where an activity is
performed. If the new schedule / route leads to an improved utility the schedule is adopted.
After a finite iteration of simulation runs the global utility function is not improving
significantly and the system enters a semi-equilibrium state. In this state validation can be
performed where predicted traffic is compared with observations.
Activity-based models are extremely disaggregated and provide information on a continuous
temporal and disaggregated spatial scale for the road network and the agent’s location.
Some aspects of the city are stable, like the activities availability over time, the road network.
Some aspects of transportation are also simplified – like the pedestrian movements to and
from public transport stops is a teleportation the duration it takes to walk the Euclidian
distance.
The data demand of these models to generate schedules for each individual, transportation
choices, work locations, residential locations and many more is immense. The available
parameters to tune the model or to fit the model to reality are also extremely large. Taking
into account that for n variable n+1 cases have to exist to validate the model it seems
impossible to prove the validity of these models without assuming some variables to be fixed
or known. It is also difficult to use a queuing model to simulate pedestrian movement since
the movement of pedestrian is not on a graph the interaction between the pedestrians is
complex and the predefined agenda for a specific path is not fixed.
The dependency of land use on transportation and transportation on land use, illustrated by
Lautso and Wegener (Lautso and Wegener, 2007), is asking for hybrid models that combine
the efforts from both. In this respect the ‘SustainCity’ project has to be highlighted. This
project integrates agent-based transportation simulation (MATSIM) with land use simulation
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(OPUS UrbanSIM) to simulate and predict long-term development of three metropolitan
areas in Europe (Paris, Zürich, Brussels) (Zöllig et al., 2011). It detail it combines a
demographic model, residential choice model, business location choice model
(Firmographics), multi-modal transportation micro simulation and a economic model. The
model therefore uses a myriad of parameter making it difficult to calibrate and the results are
difficult to interpret (Bodenmann and Axhausen, 2010).
All models are highly data dependent. The individual dataset for the individual sub-models
(household location choice, job location, hedonic price model,) have been estimated with
observed data. The inherent correlations between different variable that may exist make it
difficult to estimate the accuracy of the model. To validate effects of a given variable on
other variable surveys with uncorrelated variables have to be conducted. This is a crucial to
calibrate models beyond their initial state and shows also the inherent problems of data
heavy models.
The urban models show a large variety of applications for architecture, economic,
transportation planning purposes. To provide an environment for pedestrian simulation
multiple abilities of the presented models are needed ranging from geometrical
representation, functional representation and dynamic reaction.
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3. Problem Statement

This thesis focuses on two questions: I) what is the relationship between the built
environment and walking behavior?, and II) what are the health impacts of walking in the
urban environment? In order to narrow the scope of this thesis to solvable problems, the
research questions are presented again in combination with a short summary of the existing
knowledge and current knowledge gaps, culminating in the problem statements. The last
paragraph of this chapter introduces the individual experiments that have been developed
and conducted to investigate the problems.
What aspects of the built environment have an impact on the walking behavior?
The effect of environmental variables on an individual's motivation to walk is difficult to grasp
because it is influenced by multiple factors. The existing work examines some factors of the
built environment and their impact on the number of pedestrians in the area. They range
from the design of infrastructure to the location and quality of open space. Most of the
existing work, like Cervero and Kockelman, uses counting stations to correlate the number
of people with the different aspects of the built environment, but exclude the path they take,
social background and motivation of the people. Alternatively, it is possible to use
questionnaires to investigate personal traveling behavior, like the household travel surveys,
and investigate the variables that influence individual walking behavior. This technique
doesn’t allow verifying individual statements about a person’s behavior. As such, the
following remains unknown:
Problem:
The weight of individual factors influencing walking behavior in the multi-factorial decision
process is not known.
What motivates pedestrians to walk?
The decision process for pedestrians is presented as three hierarchical levels: ‘strategic’,
‘tactical’ and ‘operational’. Only the lowest level that defines the path-finding process
(operational) is explained in parts. To observe the ‘strategic’ or ‘tactical’ level in reality is
difficult for two reasons: one, a suitable data to observe this type of decision making is
difficult to obtain, and two, the impact of function allocation on transport mode choice is not
totally explained. In most attempts secondary indicators of the built environment neglected
to explain the number of people walking in the same place.
Problems:
Data to observe the ‘tactical’ and ‘strategic’ decision processes are difficult to gain.
Modeling method for the ‘strategic’ decision process in pedestrians does not exist.
The impact of function allocation on the mode choice is not explained.
A suitable method to model the pedestrian decision process does not exist.
What are the risks and benefits of walking?
The consensus from a medical perspective is that walking reduces the risk of cardio vascular
disease of individuals (Morris and Crawford, 1958). To quantify the risks and benefits for
different groups in a population the field of public health identified additional health risk
factors for different diseases like the proximity between school locations and the prevalence
of asthma. Despite growing knowledge, the influences that define the health of an individual
person can not be identified since it stems from multiple factors and their individual
probability (Lopez, 2012). As such, each influence only adjusts this probability. To define this
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probability a population has to be observed. The influencing factors are currently gained in a
static environment with aggregated densities representing paths of individuals. This is not
sufficient since the urban environment is highly heterogeneous and extreme risk exposure
exists that have to be taken into account. With a disaggregated pedestrian model, it should
therefore be possible to refine the evaluation of individual pedestrian paths.
Problem:
The connection between the built environments and the health risk pedestrians are exposed
to is not established.
The term ‘walkability’ is used to describe the quality of an area to walk according to the
variables of the built environment (Frank and Dahn, 2005). A direct relationship between
walkability and health outcomes, including the prevalence of specific diseases, has not been
established. Furthermore, the impact of city design (including street layout) on disease
prevalence is unknown.
Problem:
Walkability, as a function of the built environment, has not been connected to the health
benefits of the people.
Summary of Cases:
Four cases are used to approach the problems stated above. In order to find a suitable
framework for pedestrian simulation on the urban scale, the first case introduces a
pedestrian modeling technique that uses a combination of agent and procedural modeling
(5. Case 1: Modeling the Impact of Function Allocation on Pedestrian Mode Choice). This
case attempts to produce a suitable environment for pedestrian simulation, where architects
can test such factors as land use distribution, urban form and travel patterns jointly. The
framework is applied in the second case study located in Punggol, Singapore (6. Case 2:
Validation and Calibration Attempt of the 'Strategic' Decision Process in Pedestrian ). Travel
patterns of public transport users are used to validate and adjust the strategic decision
process of the pedestrian model to improve the pedestrian modeling technique. This model
incorporates the location of functions and amenities along the pedestrian's path, making it
more realistic. The pedestrian model is utilized in case three to investigate the risks
individual pedestrians are exposed to along their walking path (Case 3: Pedestrian Exposure
to Aerosols in Rochor). In this case, the problem of quantifying the health risks is exemplified
on the case of aerosol exposure. A risk pedestrians lack the sensor to quantify. Even though
aerosol exposure can be measured and its risk is proportional to its concentration, knowing
the concentration as a function of the built environment is difficult. The second part of the
chapter therefore elaborates on an empirical method to infer the aerosol concentration for a
large area by combining measurements with data and to train an artificial neuronal network.
This identifies the influencing factors of street design and land-use patterns on aerosol
concentrations, connecting a specific health risks to the built environment. The final case,
case four (8. Case 4: Built Environment, Walkability and Mortality) examines the culminating
factors of health by looking for correlations between walkability indicators or graph
integration measures and different causes of death in Switzerland. This links the differences
in the built environment to the health of the people.
The different methods used to investigate each case, ranging from statistical to agent-based
modeling, are introduced in the following section, Chapter 4: Methodology.
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4. Methodology

The identified gaps in the existing body of knowledge are varying from large-scale
geographical indicators to the decision process of an individual. To find some solutions for
the presented problem the following methods are deployed: agent-based pedestrian
modeling to simulate movement and decision processes, procedural modeling to create a
data rich urban model to harbor the pedestrian simulation, aerosol exposure mapping for
risk estimation and applying self organizing map for aerosol monitoring network
improvement, evaluating street networks with integration measures and using survival
models to define the hazard ratios for residents occurring from it. This chapter is therefore
divided into five blocks. The first block elaborates on the procedural urban model that is
used to be the environment for the later agent simulation (4.1 Urban Modeling for Pedestrian
Simulation). The second block explains how the agent-based method is used to simulate
individuals as well as the urban environment (4.2. Agents). The third block shows how
pedestrian agents can be used to evaluate the environment in respect to its health risk for an
individual (4.3
Pedestrian Risk Exposure). The fourth block explains how aerosol
measurements and urban indicators can be used to estimate aerosol concentrations (4.4.
Aerosol Concentration Estimation in the Urban Environment). The last block describes the
methods used to evaluate the mortality in a longitudinal study by different walkability indices
(4.5 Time to Event Analysis: Mortality by Walkability in the Swiss National Cohort ).

4.1. Urban Modeling for Pedestrian Simulation
This chapter examines the combination of two methods to simulate pedestrian flow: a
generative, or procedural city model, and an agent-based model. This combination is of
particular use for the present research because it allows modeling the behavior of individual
pedestrians on the one side and modeling the geometry of an entire city with its functions on
the other side.
The advantage of using procedural modeling is that it allows for the recreation of a city with
variations according to a given set of rules. This makes the procedural modeling method a
suitable candidate to generate numerous initial demand models. The disadvantage,
however, is that each element is fixed in its configuration and the individual components are
limited in their ability to interact with each other. Pedestrian flow fluctuates over short
periods of time and constantly interacts with the urban environment: this interaction cannot
be incorporated in the static structure of a procedural model.
To overcome this shortcoming, the model is paired with an agent-based model, which
provides agents able to act, interact and adjust dynamically within the procedural model.
The introduced agent method allows a dynamic simulation of the urban environment.
Beyond that, the procedural urban model allows the pedestrian agents understand the
environment in which they exist not only in its geometry but also in its functional make up.
This is possible by using agents that not only to represent pedestrians but also to represent
other actors and buildings of the urban environment. The whole procedural city model is
therefor combined with an interactive multi agent system that represents pedestrians, cars,
buses, buildings and bus stops that interact with one another. An example for this interaction
is the building-agent that represents a function with a specific capacity that can be used by
pedestrian agents. This kind of interaction represents the complex and dynamic
representation of the city. This provides a comprehensive testing environment for pedestrian
behavior.
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Before the details about the pedestrian model are explained the urban environment is
introduced as a procedural model. This is needed since this method generates an initial
demand model of the urban environment that can contain information for the agent-based
pedestrian simulation. The kind of information is particular to the procedural model,
demanding that the agent-based model is adjusted towards it.

4.1.1. Procedural or Grammar Based City Model
Procedural or grammar based city modeling is an iterative process based on a hierarchical
programming language call shape-grammars. 'Grammar', a word borrowed from linguistics,
describes the set of rules used to govern natural language. In urban modeling, grammar
describes a set of structural rules that generate a city model. This method uses a digital
representation of a plot of land as a starting point to apply a hierarchical set of rules to
generate the geometry of buildings. The generation of the geometry happens though a
sequential application of the grammars. First the grammars are applied to the plot,
generating rough shapes that can define the volume of the building. The grammars are then
applied on the resulting shapes, producing more detailed shapes. This step is applied until
the level of detail required is achieved. This leads to the final step, in which all intermediate
shapes are removed and only the final shapes remain, defining the geometry of the building.
In order for the city model to be used for the pedestrian simulation, the shapes are
augmented to contain information required for the agent-based simulation, extending the
possibilities of existing procedural models.
The procedural city model used for research documented in this PhD is an extension of a
technique initially presented by Parish and Müller for the modeling of cities (Parish and
Müller, 2001) and for the modeling of buildings (Müller et al., 2006). Ulmer and Halatsch have
applied procedural city modeling in urban planning research in 2008 (2008a and 2008b).
Procedural city modeling is limited in its ability to represent behavior and interactions
between elements. This is due to the hierarchical programming language, generating only
hierarchical relations between the elements of the model. The model is composed in a
surjective way, where shapes have a distinct relationship to their predecessors but can
generate multiple types of successors. This is problematic to simulate individual behavior
that reacts dynamically to other elements on the same level because the interaction would
have to be implemented on the level above the level of its occurrence, leading to a constant
reshaping of elements that are connected to the higher level but not influenced by the
interaction.
In order to overcome this limitation of the procedural model, the behavior and interaction is
implemented in an agent-based model that is combined with the procedural model (see
Figure 2). This framework allows the agents to constantly reevaluate their surroundings, the
procedural model, interact with other agents and plan their next move in a changing
environment.

Figure 2: Workflow for design iterations (Input-output based system)
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First the generation and demands on the procedural model is introduced and afterwards the
agent-based method simulating the interaction and its results.
The procedural model is crafted in a similar workflow used to create architectural and urban
planning models. The bases are plot and maps, either color-coded or geometrical with
additional information, those activate individual grammar rule sets. The individual grammars
rule sets translate urban planning rules into architectural designs on each plot. For example,
urban planning rules can define the Gross Plot Ratio (GPR), the ratio between net floor area
of the buildings and the size of the plot the building is on, and with it the maximum m2 for
each plot but it does not define the composition and articulation of the volume. The
composition and articulation of the building is implemented in the shape grammars.
The shape grammars use the plot as a starting point to apply a hierarchical set of rules.
When a rule is triggered the underlying data sets can be used to guide the decision. The
data sets can be external, like the master plan, stored in a geo-database, or originate from a
higher level in the generation tree. This information can be plot ratios defining the capacity of
buildings to generate and absorb pedestrian agents, or surface characteristics important for
mobile agents like pedestrian agents or car-agents. The information on the construction
year, for example, can guide the generation of a particular typology of buildings, e.g.
Singaporean shop house. The interpretation of the data sets depends on the rule set as
shown in the following example:
-‐ Predecessor → [case Condition1:] Successors 1 [case Condition2:] Successors 2 [else:]
Successor N
The step from the ‘predecessor’ to the ‘successor’ is repeated in the production of the
model and can generate one or many ‘successors’ shapes until a final ‘shape’ is generated.
The final ‘shape’ is the geometry of the building. Each ‘shape’ can contain information from
all preceding steps. For example a window has information about its orientation and floor
number its on or a door can have the information of the function indicated for the parcel it’s
on indicated in the master plan. This information is available for agents to navigate within the
urban model, is the basis for their decision processes, goal-finding algorithm and for
evaluating the environment. The necessary input data for the initial state of the agent-based
simulation is generated automatically from a single grammar rule set.
In order to use the procedural model in many cases as a basis for the agent-based model an
export algorithm has been developed in collaboration with Simon Haegler from Esri, a
company that provides Geographic Information System (GIS) software. This exporter
generates data packages, separating terrain geometry, obstacle geometry, starting location
for agents (pedestrian, bus, car, buildings etc.) and terrain map for the agent-based
simulation. All information interpretation is synchronized between the procedural model and
the agent-base model. In order to use the agent-based simulation for different design some
global parameters are calculated in the procedural model. One key number is the number
and type of pedestrians in each building and in open spaces. This is a number that is defined
by the environment, like number of buildings and their function. With an adjustable urban
environment this numbers have to be recalculated for each initial demand of an urban
environment. The procedural urban model is suitable to perform this calculation since it
contains all necessary information. The calculation method is explained in the paragraph
‘Pedestrian Density Calculation’.
To generate the initial state of the agent-based model from the procedural model, the export
algorithm scans the names of the shapes of the procedural model to trigger the creation of
one of the input data types for the agent simulation. For the origin-destination pairs the
shape called “door” defines the location of the building-agent. The grammar then defines,
according to the master plan, the type of agent representing a function that is placed at each
particular location of “door”. The existing grammar code is modified as follows to reduce the
urban model to the elements the agent based simulation needs.
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•
•
•
•

Conditional rules to deactivate all geometry not needed in the simulation
Adding rules that define the starting locations of all agents
Identifying the parts of the urban environment with which the agents interact (e.g.
sidewalks, walls etc.)
Identifying a set of appropriate control features (vision, sound, colors, vector fields,
etc.) to trigger certain behavior of the agents (e.g. for pedestrian agents walk, stop,
avoid)

These rules then generate a package consisting of buildings geometry, locators for all
functions, terrain and color map (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Export algorithm package consisting of detailed geometry (left), obstacle geometry (middle left), terrain
geometry (middle right), ground map (right) and starting location (not visualized).

In order to adjust the procedural model and use the output for the agent-based pedestrian
simulation, a metric is needed that defines the population density. Without the calculation of
pedestrian density, these two models could not be connected. The following explains how
the pedestrian density is calculated.
Pedestrian Density Calculation:
Density in urban planning can refer to different aspects of the urban environment, such as
development density or activity density. For the present simulation, density refers to the
number of pedestrian using the public space. This combination between the built
environment and the number of people in the public space is essential to create an initial
state of the urban model for different configurations. An existing approach by Anas and
Arnott (1998) to calculate population density uses a distance decay function from a virtual
center and aggregates the number of people living there based on a grid with cells that
spans over the whole city. This method does not, however, give any indication about the
number of people beyond the level of the cell. For this reason, the used method
disaggregates the information on pedestrian density to the level of the building. In
combination with a temporal function, this allows us to quantify the number of people
emitted by the buildings and activating the spaces surrounding them (‘The Charged Void:
Architecture’ (Smithson and Smithson, 2001)). The number of people occupying a building is
defined by the total number of m2 divided by the number of m2 allocated to each person. The
amount of space per person is dependent on the function.
Because the focus of this research is on the number of people occupying the public space,
knowing the number moving in or out of buildings is essential. The number of people emitted
by each building is dependent on the time of day, as well as the function it contains (see
Figure 4). The methods calculates first the total number of people occupying a building by
summing up the available floor space for each function and then dividing it by the space
required for each person. By multiplying the total number of people by function that
describes the %-change of people occupying the function at a given moment gives the
number of people emitted by a given building.
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Figure 4: Influencing functions and the resulting parameters that leads an equation defining the number of
pedestrian agents emitted by each building.

Equation 13:
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with 𝐹! describing the land use and 𝜙(𝐹! , Δ𝑡) the change in occupancy for a particular land
use per time.
Using Switzerland as an example, it is evident that individual parameters can vary
significantly and therefore have to be calibrated separately. For example, for residential
buildings in each city of Switzerland, the number of m2 is calculated from data provided by
the Swiss ‘Bundesamt für Statistik’. This data contains the number of people and m2 per
household by municipality. This is used to estimate the floor area occupied per person in
each municipality ((Diener et al., 2005) “urban portrait of Switzerland”). A random sample of
the data reveals a high variance in available floor area per person per municipality ranging
from 35.5 m2 (Zürich) to 55.7 m2 (Maisprach). Another example is the variance between
different functions. Comparing the residential space available per person to the requirements
for office space already shows a factor of up to 12.5:1 (4.46 m2 for secretarial workstations to
27.89 m2 for a vice-president’s office (Neufert and Neufert, 2012)). The comparison of both
number sets already indicates that office buildings generate a higher pedestrian traffic than
residential buildings of the same size.
With the knowledge of floor space per person, the total capacity of a building can be
calculated. The sum of all doors of a building is the sum the capacity of the building. The
total capacity of all doors is the total capacity of the building. Adding a function over time
allows for the amount of pedestrian traffic to be estimated over the course of a day.
The limitation of this method can be seen in cases where the emission function for
pedestrians is not stable. For example, concert halls emit pedestrians only several times per
week in a very short space of time, and with inconsistent numbers. Even with regard to
functions and amenities with more stable occupation, this limitation is evident. Restaurants,
cinemas, hospitals etc., while consistently used, are subject to fluctuations in occupancy
and therefore may produce random patterns of pedestrian traffic.
With the number of agents calculated the package containing the obstacle geometry, terrain
geometry, agents starting positions and terrain map is complete. This data package then is
the initial state for the agent-based model.
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4.2. Agents
An agent is a software entity that senses its environment and acts upon it independently to
achieve its goals. Agents in this thesis represent pedestrians, buildings, buses and cars. Like
humans, agents' have a duel entity of cognitive ability enabling them to process sensory
information, react to the environment and plan, and a physical body with a limited set of
abilities to act and interact. The agents’ cognitive brain is comprised of sensory (perceptive),
behavioral, and cognitive components using a fuzzy logic (Perfilieva and Močkoř, 1999). The
cognitive aspect comprises of different capabilities to sense, filter, evaluate, plan and act. A
visual logic programming language is used to program and edit the capabilities of the
agents. These capabilities are to process the input from the sensory channels, filter
important information and to evaluate against internal parameters, adjust plans and react to
a changing environment. The sensory channels of all agents are the same and simulate
vision, hearing, reading ground-maps or lane. The difference between agents lies in the
activation of different channels and their interpretation by the cognitive components.
The agent’s physical representation allows specific interactions and also limits its possible
interactions with other agents and the environment. This duality of brain and body allows
each agent to evaluate the urban model from its individual point of view and the experience
of an individual moving through it, like stress, exhaustion and health risk, that arise through
different locations and modes of transportation available to each.
To start the simulation, an initial state of the simulation is imported from the procedural
model. This includes the initial states of all agents and their starting positions. The agents
used are either based on a social force model (Helbing and Molnar, 1995) programmed with
Massive Prime 4.0, an industry standard application for the simulation of crowds and social
dynamics (Sprinkles, 2011), or particle based programmed in java based (Ferguson et al.,
2012). The software simulates the cognitive aspects of an agent primarily using a fuzzy logic
model for artificial intelligence (Zadeh, 1965). Agents can represent mobile entities such as
pedestrians, buses and cars, or immobile entities such as bus stops and buildings. All
agents can interact with each other. Every agent uses sensory channels to learn about its
surrounding environment and report its statistical feedback.

4.2.1. Sensory Channels
Agents have multiple sensors on their disposal as receptors to sense their environment.
Each type of agent uses them differently and interprets them independently. Each sensor is
tuned to the exported datasets from the procedural model.
These sensors include the following channels:
Vision:
A simplified replication of human vision that uses ray tracing to measure the distance and
orientation of other agents, their parts (e.g. head) and other geometries of the built
environment. The vision is enriched with rating information, such as color.
Hearing:
Sound transmits information even if the agent is not able to see the source e.g. pedestrian
agents can inform each other about public transportation movements. The sound carries a
frequency and can be limited to a specific distance. Every agent that perceives the sound is
able to determine direction, distance, frequency, emission radius, and amplitude of each
source.
Ground:
Ground is comprised of geometry and map. The geometry of the ground is the basis for
moving agents to move upon. The height of steps that can be surmounted varies for each
agent. The ground map stores information in color to inform agents about the function of the
area, state of the surface or if this area should be avoided like streets for pedestrians. The
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ground map has four dimensions (RGB+Alpha) that overlay the 3D environment with a
functional master plan readable to all agents.
Lanes:
Along the streets, lanes contain information about direction and maximum speed for
movement. At intersections, they indicate the orientation of the street options. They are
incorporated into the color of the lane.
The steps of filtering, selecting, rating and simplifying are encoded in the brain for post
processing of the primary sensory information. These steps then lead either to an immediate
action or to a re-planning. The process applied depends on the agent type and the individual
agents’ parameter. For example, the hearing of pedestrian agents is tuned only to
frequencies that are important for navigation, while the lane attributes are only
understandable to the car and bus-agents. The building-agents read the ground to know
their total capacity.

4.2.2. Building-Agents
Buildings have two aspects: the physical occupation of space, and the function they contain
and offer. Explaining the relationship between the two goes beyond the scope of this thesis
and therefore is not investigated here (for details about the link see ‘utilitas’ in ‘De
Architectura’ by Vitruvius (Vitruvius, BC 15)).
The geometry and the function a building offers is only related in the procedural model but
detached in the agent-based model. The building geometry is merely a shell to contain one
or multiple building-agent that represent functions and offer them to other agents (car- and
pedestrian-agents). The function of the building-agent is defined by the grammar rule (see
4.1.1) that is triggered by the underlying data sets like the master plan. Building-agents serve
as the origin and destination for pedestrian agents and as destinations for cars. The
building-agent encapsulates the function and its capacity information and adds the temporal
aspect. It reacts dynamically to being used by pedestrian agents. Encoded functions include
workplaces, residential places, and secondary points of interest, e.g. restaurants and
shopping. By reducing the information of their function in this simple way, the buildings are
reduced to a symbol of their function on a location without geometrical extend, defined as a
building-agent or 'points of interest' (POI). The information on the initial state of the buildingagents and their capacity is encoded in the terrain map generated and exported by the
procedural city model. Any behavior, like the rate pedestrian agents are emitted or absorbed,
is encoded into the building-agent.
To inform other agents about their function and state the building-agents emit sound with a
frequency that informs about their function. A predefined set of frequencies represent
different functions that are attracting pedestrian agents, which are interest in a particular
function. The building-agent counts the number of people moving in and out and compares
the occupancy with the maximum capacity. If the maximum capacity is reached, the
building-agent changes the sound frequency it emits indicating its full occupancy. If one or
more pedestrian agents end their activity and leave the building the frequency changes back
to indicate its availability.
Buildings are also programmed to transport information between different mobile agents. For
example, the bus stop agent gathers the information from pedestrian agents about their
desire to board a specific bus line and transfers the information to stop only for the
approaching bus-agent from the required line. Bus station agents act as POIs for the
pedestrian agents and define the area where they can wait for the next bus.
Another special case is the traffic control system. This agent emits sound with changing
frequency according to an internal clock resembling the switch between red and green for
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individual lanes. Once set to start this agent doesn’t react to other agents, making this
particular software program strictly speaking not an agent. On the other hand pedestrian
agents and all street-based agents react to the alternating phases of the traffic control
system.

4.2.3. Car-Agents
Car-agents are restricted to the streets, represented by the color-coded lanes. After a caragent is emitted, the agent randomly chooses one function that it will attempt to reach.
Since multiple building-agents can offer the same function, the agent chooses the closest
available one and tries to find a way through the street network. At each intersection, the
car-agent chooses from the possible streets the one that is closest in the direction towards
its goal.
The car-agent is interacting with other street using agents as long as it is on the road. The
agents are aware of other road users and adjust their speed according to the distance and
speed of the agent ahead. The pedestrian agents are only recognized on an intersection
leading to an adjustment of speed. All these interactions can lead to traffic density
fluctuations and ultimately to congestion.
The output tracked from cars is I) the absolute deviation from maximum speed, II) their
acceleration patterns, III) their deviation from the direct line to their goal and IV) emissions
caused by acceleration and velocity. This identifies streets with high congestion (deviation
from max speed) and emissions (acceleration patterns). The acceleration based emission
system is explained in the following setup:
Emissions are defined by the acceleration pattern and velocity of the car. The velocity is
limited by the maximum free speed encoded into the lane and the acceleration is defined by
the distance to the car ahead, the distance to the next curve and the angular change of the
lane (i.e. curve). Pairing the velocity and acceleration values with the engines specific
emission data allows for the calculation of the flux and emission at every given time and
location ((Kerner and Konhäuser, 1993) (Kristensson et al., 2004) (Sjödin and Lenner, 1995)
(van den Berg et al.) (and Van Den Berg et al., 2011b). The system also allows simulates the
emergent behavior of congestion and moving density waves in the traffic flow. The two main
factors that lead to the congestion waves, the oscillation around an equilibrium by each car
(Yokoya, 2004) and the inhomogeneous reaction of drivers to other street users (Wiedemann,
1991). With increased utility rate of the street, the congestion waves can build up and lead to
a collapse of the flow itself (Kerner and Konhäuser, 1993). As an example for pollutants that
are emitted by each car-agents during the simulation mg CO are tracked.
As a proof of concept for this agent based acceleration based emission model, these waves
are recreated in two intersecting loops with two traffic lights changing the flow between one
and the other circle of 70s with a green phase for each circle of 30s (see Figure 5). The
emission values are monitored for two set ups, 5 vs. 50 agents and 10 vs. 100 agents (see
Table 2). The acceleration profile and corresponding CO emissions are in Table 2). The
acceleration and deceleration dramatically increases the average emission per agent already
at a low rate.
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Figure 5: Geometrical set up with two intersecting loops with different density of cars and 2 traffic lights

Acceleration profile are discretized in six velocity intervals and five acceleration classes for
emission mapping according to Cernuschi summarized in Table 2(Cernuschi et al., 1995).

Emission and distance traveled per car for intersecting circles
low density
high density low density
high density
unit
5 car-agents 50 car-agents 10 car-agents 100 car-agents
total emissions
g CO
676.8
3816.9
1232.6
6187.8
total distance
km
105.6
294.7
181.1
262.6
average emissions mg CO/m
6.4
13.0
6.8
23.6
average distance m
21.1
5893.0
18.1
2626.0
Table 2: Emission and distance monitored by car-agents in two intersecting circles with low and high number of cars

Current Emission [mg CO/s] uses the momentary velocity interval and acceleration class of
each agent to calculate the emissions [mg CO].
Average Emission per car-agent [g CO/m] each car-agent sums the current emission and
the distance it travels for the whole period of observation.

4.2.4. Public Transport Agents
The bus-agent, as representative of public transport agent, transports pedestrian agents
from station to station. The acceleration engine and emissions are modeled on the basis of
the car-agent. The difference is a reduced maximum velocity and a lower acceleration rate.
For busses, the directions and stops are predefined. These stops are served only if a
pedestrian agent, that is waiting to board the bus, is present. Each bus route consists of
multiple bus-agents. The output tracked from the bus-agent is the amount of people they are
currently transporting. This highlights the part of their route that is in high demand.
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4.2.5. Pedestrians Agents
The interaction between the urban environment and pedestrian agents and why that is
essential is explained here. Furthermore, agent-based pedestrian simulation is introduced as
a suitable tool to evaluate urban design layouts.
Pedestrian modeling is a suitable approach for urban planning and planners to gain
information about the use of public space in the design phase. Alternatively the information
on the individual traces of people becomes only available after the completion of an urban
layout, and it is only accessible through financially intense surveys or through labor-intensive
observations. Additionally the spatial qualities of architectural and urban planning designs
cannot be fully evaluated through observing the static geometrical representation on a map
or a rendering. The experience of moving through extends the evaluation to a temporal
experience (Narahara, 2007). To further complete the information on use the interaction with
other occupants needs to be known. Agent-based crowd simulation allows evaluating the
overall structure of the urban design and to recreate the experience of an individual moving
through the urban environment.
Two approaches for pedestrian modeling are used in this thesis. Both are extensions of
existing pedestrian models. For differentiation they are called particle-based and social force
based model. The particle-based model uses a visibility graph introduced by Penn and
Turner (Penn and Turner, 2002) and the other is based on the social force model by Helbing
and Molnar (1995). Social force based agents are mainly used to simulate small-scale
interaction of pedestrians in high-density crowds. The particle-based agents are creating
convincing movement patterns for large-scale urban layouts where the interaction between
individuals can be neglected.
The theoretical framework by Hoogendoorn and Daamen structures the decision process of
pedestrian movement in three levels, ‘strategical’, ‘operational’ and ‘tactical’ (Hoogendoorn
and Bovy, 2005). Taking the three levels as a basis the social-force model agent investigates
the modeling of ‘strategic’ and ‘tactical’ level of decision processes and the particle based
model the ‘operational’ plus the ‘route choice’ of the agent. The multi-agent urban model is
therefore geared to interact with pedestrian agent based on the social force model. This
system is very calculation intensive due to its interactive nature, limiting its ability to
represent large number of agents or geographic extends. The particle-based agents are
calculation efficient allowing to evaluating movement patterns over a larger area simulated
by a larger number of agents.

4.2.5.1.

Social-Force Model Agents

The pedestrian agents are using these sensors to find and evaluate their path, the urban
design and spatial qualities they encounter. The pedestrian agents evaluate the space they
have, distance traveled, strain and time it takes to travel and the number and category of
other agents they encountered along the path.
To generate a heterogeneous crowd attributes are varied in the crowd. For example the
walking speed is modeled after the variance in walking speed observed by Bohannon
(Bohannon, 1997). This in combination with a variance in preferences for some decision
results in a varied crowd for each simulation cycle.
The agents based on the social force model have the same set of sensors like the urban
agents introduced in 4.2.2 Urban Agents. The agents are able to read the ground and
understand where they walk, defining the way they interact with the environment. They are
trained to avoid streets and prefer the sidewalk but are also able to cross streets with
adjusted field of view to take into account the oncoming cars.
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Similar to human walking behavior, pedestrian agents are primarily using their vision for
collision detection (Gibson, 1950). The definition of distance in relation to the agent's
direction and height, in combination with the color of an object or other agent allows the
agent to define if an object is or is going to be in the planed path. The ground color allows
the pedestrian agent to adjust its perceptive model, e.g. widening the attention laterally
when crossing the street to avoid collisions with oncoming cars.
To interact with the built environment and other pedestrian agents, each agent emits sound,
changes its color to convey its state to other agents and paints the ground as evaluation
output. The evaluation of the path a pedestrian takes can be based on absolute empiric
indicators (e.g. amount of personal space, time traveled etc.) or individual indicators (e.g.
exhaustion, deviation from direct line, stress etc.). These indicators might be subject to
cultural differences like personal space, vary over time like personal space during commute
or hiking. The mechanism defined in the cognitive brain of the agent take into account
information about the effort it took the agent to reach the designated point-of-interest. This
is a function of slope, surface property and distance. The individual parameter of ‘minimum
personal space’ varies from one agent to the next and correlates with the resulting stress the
agent is experiencing (Helbing et al., 2000). Some parameters used to evaluate are
exogenous to the model and defined by local cultural differences like personal distance and
collision avoidance.
Pedestrian interaction / Collision avoidance:
Modeled after the social force model of Helbing (Helbing and Molnar, 1995) (Helbing et al.,
2000) the collision avoidance is calculated as a combination of the agents’ velocity vectors
and a density parameter. Every agent is trying to keep a minimum distance from other
agents (‘territorial effect’). Beyond the minimum distance the agent is subject to a repulsive
force. That repulsive force is the sum of interaction of the agent with all surrounding agents.
Each force between an agent i and j can be described as follows:

Equation 14:

𝑓!" = 𝐴! 𝑒

(!!" !!!") !!

𝑛!" (𝜆! + 1 − 𝜆!

1 +    cos 𝜑!"
)
2

Where 𝐴! is the interaction strength, 𝐵! the range the repulsive force is active, 𝑑!" ist the
Euclidian distance between agent i and j, 𝑟!" the sum of the radii, 𝑛!" the vector pointing from
i to j , the angle 𝜑!" describes the angle between the direction of motion and the direction of
the agent that is exerting the repulsive force. The parameter 𝜆! takes into account that the
agent is directed and the situation ahead more important to the agents’ movement behavior.
Goal Finding and Decision Process:
Hoogendoorn and Daamen proposed a plausible framework for decision processes for
pedestrians (Daamen, 2004) (Hoogendoorn et al., 2002, Hoogendoorn and Bovy, 2005). It
assumes that people make decisions on three different levels. In the highest level the
individual decides about the activities that it wants to perform, it is the ‘strategic’ level. The
activities can be optional or mandatory (Arentze and Timmermans, 2004) (Dijkstra et al.,
2001). The second level is the ‘tactical’ level where the individual decides in which order the
activities from the ‘strategic’ level are performed. In this level the location is also chosen
(‘activity area choice’ process). These decisions are very conceptual and limited literature
exists that explains the process. In most pedestrian models strategic processes are
assumed to be external. Another problem is the difficulty to collect objective data that allows
for the observation of the ‘strategic’ decision process. A key process in the tactical level is
the ‘route choice’ that defines the path between the origin and destination. The basic
principle is the minimization of expected disutility like travel time, distance travelled, safety,
comfort, etc. The used framework is not a discrete choice but offers infinite number of
competing options in continuous time and space environment. What guides the decision of
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an individual is a cost function for each path. Group behavior and social structure is
neglected for this system. The following equation describes the cost C of a path i:
!"

Equation 15:

𝐶! (𝑇! , 𝑣 !,!! 𝑇!!! , 𝑥 𝑇!!! ) = 𝐸

!

𝐿 𝜏, 𝑥 𝜏 , 𝑣 𝜏 𝑑𝜏 + 𝜙 𝑇! , 𝑥 𝑇!

The time to arrival is 𝑡, 𝑇! , 𝑣 !,!! is the velocity path 𝐿 𝜏, 𝑥 𝜏 , 𝑣 𝜏 describes the ‘running
cost’ that occur for every 𝑑𝜏. The cost function is not a purely monetary one but includes
cost factors like discomfort, walking speed, expected number of pedestrian interaction etc.
The costs function is dependent on the location 𝑥 𝜏 and velocity 𝑣 𝜏 at the time. The cost
occurring to arrive at the new position 𝑥 𝑇! is described in the function 𝜙 𝑇! , 𝑥 𝑇! .
The lowest level of this framework is the ‘operational’ one that guides the instantaneous
decisions the individual is taking for the next time step. Taking the two levels above into
account the individual walking behavior is guided here. On this level interactions with other
people and the surrounding environment are guided.
This three level approach is comfortably separated in queuing models. In case of a dynamic
urban model the absolute separation of the three levels has to be dissolved and merged. The
top two levels are merged and continuously evaluated by the pedestrian agent. The
pedestrian agents divide this decision process into two parts. First they define the goal
depending on preference and distance. In the second level the mode of transport is chosen
according to distant and individual preferences. The available modes of transportation
include walking, public transport or individual transport.
The decision process is based on a probabilistic socio-statistical data (Schenk, 1999). Each
agent has an individual set of preferences for each function and measures its distance
towards them to define its next goal (Zipf, 1949). The inconsistency in this approach reduces
with the number of agents used in the experiment and therefore valid for our example using
large crowds of agents. The combination of distance and preference data sets produces a
decision. When reaching the first Point Of Interest (POI), the agent chooses a new one and
the visited places are non-competitive. The number of POI visited can vary from 1 to 3
places.
In the second stage, the pedestrian agent performs a transport mode choice based on two
aspects: I) Euclidian distance to the preferred POI in comparison to the distance of the next
bus station and II) weighted according to individual preference for public transport, individual
transport or walking.
Proof of Concept 1: Choice of Point of Interest
The starting positions of the pedestrian agents are on line parallel to a line of the same
length where the four different POIs are located (see Figure 6). The pedestrian-agents have
to go to one of the first three POIs before they go to the fourth one. They can decide
between the three first POIs according to their preference and draw their path accordingly a
blue, red or green line. As soon as they reach their first goal they continue to point nr 4
where they get removed from the simulation.
Each of the three POIs has a subjective popularity, but is statistically indifferent. Multiplied
with the measured nearness (0 is extreme far, 1 is closest), the pedestrian-agent makes the
decision by preferring the highest product.
Figure 6 shows how each agent draws a line according to the chosen POI. While the agents
prefer the closest POI, they do not do so exclusively. In the middle are 3 POIs (1–3), around
them different colors are visible, indicating the agents decision process before they go to
POI 4) and get removed.
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Figure 6: Color-coded lines indicating the choice of the pedestrian-agents for different destination in blue / red /
green

Proof of Concept 2: Choice of mode of transportation
This case uses the same geometrical setup as above (Choice of Points of Interest), where
agents move from their starting position along a line to an intermediate goal (1,2,3) and then
to their final goal. Additional the pedestrian agent has the option to use public transport to
get from their first goals (1,2,3) to their final one (4). The public transport stops are arranged
on a line and indicated with a, b, c. The pedestrian agents draw a line when they walk
indicating their transportation mode choice decision. Blue indicates walking and red
indicates the use of public transport. This decision is based on a distance-weighted
preference. To indicate the public transport use the path is colored from red (low loading) to
yellow (high loading) or no color when empty (see Figure 7).
The number of pedestrian agents deciding to walk declines with distance, which can be
seen in Figure 8 where few agents walk from 1 to 4 but many from 3 to 4. This leads to a
pattern where the closest goal to the final goal 4 has a high number of pedestrians walking.
Since each pedestrian agent has an individual preference the graphical output shows that
even from the furthest goal (1) pedestrian agent can decide to walk.

Figure 7: Individual traces of pedestrian agents indicating the use of public transport instead of walking from 1), 2), 3)
that are sources of pedestrians to either a), b), c) that are bus stations or 4) which is the final goal.
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The path finding algorithm is a ‘greedy best-first search’ (Bonet and Geffner, 2001) where
each agent tries to improve his current position by reducing the distance to his goal by
moving in the direction of the goal. This is adjusted by the position of other pedestrians or
buildings.
The pedestrian agents’ cognitive abilities are hierarchically layered in two stages. The lower
level consists of capabilities and activities, the higher defines in a motion tree the sequence
of the activities. The motion tree is modeled after a discrete-time Markov chain (Markov,
1971). The elements of the motion tree are the activities agent can perform with weighted
probabilities. Each pedestrian agent has a unique set of preferences towards particular
functions, control parameters and sets of abilities allowing the crowd to realistically
represent the heterogeneous goals and preferences of a population. At the end of each
activity a decision process to find the next goal is started by performing a probabilistic draw
over all possible next activities multiplied by a preference for it. This choosing of a new goal
can either happen at the end of an activity or be triggered by a change in the environment
like a desired function or amenity losing its capacity. In a dynamic environment these
changes occur and the agent is able to re-evaluate its strategic list.
Output:
The experience of the agents can either be captured individually by writing out a text file or
collectively. The collective output is a map. Each agent color-codes its current position
according to its experience. This can include the agent not moving at its full speed since
other agents are blocking the way or other experiences. The maps have 4 channels that can
carry individual aspects of the evaluation. Multiple designs can be evaluated with a
simulation generating multiple sets of maps. These maps can help planners taking design
decisions. They evaluate each design towards aspects like time and distance traveled /
walked, optimize public transport stops locations, walking strain etc.

4.2.5.2.

Particle-Based Agents

The second set of agents modeled after the visibility graph by Penn & Turner are particlebased agents (without physical extent or minimum space need) moving on a grid based
graph (Penn and Turner, 2002) and has been implemented by Eva-Maria Friedrich (Ferguson
et al., 2012).
The reason for using these agents is the focus on path finding process on an urban scale.
This modeling approach shows more realistic movement patterns for large-scale urban
environments and allows evaluating the paths the agent is taking. The particle-based agents
guide themselves through the urban environment based on a portion of a grid-based graph
that is visible to them.
Sensors:
The particle-based pedestrian agent can read values from multiple layers of the ground,
evaluating its current position with regard to static or dynamic aspects of its environment.
These are stored in a trace that is a set of points and values depending on the question of
that particular simulation. The process of generating the trace is explained in detail on an
example later in ‘output’.
The particle-based pedestrian agent has a vision that enables it to sense obstacles in its
vicinity. The vision is reduced in comparison to the social force model. In contrast to the
wide range of channels that are available to the social force model agent the particle-based
pedestrian agent’s vision is only able to evaluate the distance to its goal at its vision. The
vision is explained in detail in ‘Goal Finding and Decision Process’.
Pedestrian interaction / Collision avoidance:
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The interaction between pedestrian agents is reduced from a the all-to-all interaction like
social force model agent (Helbing and Molnar, 1995) to an all-to-one interaction with a
dynamic grid based density map. A dynamic map stretching over the whole extent of the
observation and counts the number of agents that are on top of each grid cell at every
instance and calculates the density of pedestrians per m2. At the moment the agent moves
over a grid cell it adjust its speed according to the density of the grid cell (Moussaïd et al.,
2010). This reduction in interaction reduces the complexity significant and allows to extend
the scale of the observation geographically as well as in number of agents.
Goal Finding and Decision Process:
Unlike the social-force model agents introduced above the ‘strategic’ and ‘tactical’ decision
on the sequence of activities does not exist. Each agent is trying to reach one activity which
is decided when they are emitted.
The urban model is simplified in a way that the functions and amenities are fixed and do not
react to the pedestrian agents. Instead the building agents have the duty of collecting data.
When the pedestrian agent reaches its goal, it transfers the information about its path to the
building agent upon which the pedestrian agent is deleted.
For path finding, the particle-based pedestrian agent reevaluates its speed and direction in
every calculation cycle. The pedestrian agents define their velocity by determining the
density at their current location that is stored in the density map (explained above).
The particle based agents are moving on a grid-based graph that stores the distance to the
goal based on a Dijkstra algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959). The distance from each point on the map
to each goal is stored in a metric distance map. This is a 3 dimensional map where X and Y
are the coordinates and the Z value is the distance to the destination. The distance is
calculated incrementally by a flood fill method that refills grid cells if their Z value is bigger.
This leads to a special case of a Dijkstra algorithm that uses a grid-based graph with
constant length for all edges and stops when the distance is calculated from the goal to for
every point on the map. The metric distance map is generated by starting at the grid cell of
the goal with the value ‘0’ and using a four-way flood fill with a queue for storage to fill the
area pedestrians can walk. The distance stored in the Z dimension uses the cell size as
incremental value for each new cell. If a neighboring grid cell is found with a higher value
than the current value plus grid size, the value is overwritten. Since the distance of the edge
is constant also for diagonal relations in the grid a deviation between the stored distance
and that of a circle is emerging. To be as close the circular distance the new cells are added
to the queue are chosen randomly between a rectangular or diagonal fashion. The
proportion of this has an impact on the accuracy.
Figure 8 shows the deviation between the distance stored in the grid and the distance on a
perfect circle as a function describing the ratio between rectangular and diagonal
propagation of the flood fill. This function shows the smallest summed up deviation from a
circle at a proportion of 19% diagonal 81% rectangular.
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Divergenz of Metric Distance Map Distance Measured on a Circle in
respect of Ratio between Diagonal and Rectangular Propagation
and Orientation
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Figure 8: Deviation of the distance between a circle and the distance stored in the grid created with different random
values to switch between square and diamond shape procreation of the floodfill algorithm
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The pedestrian agent is using only the visible part of the graph for the instantaneous
decision that determines the direction of the instantaneous move. The direction is defined by
is using vision rays to evaluate if the visible points along the rays are better then the current
position of the agent. Better is defined as closer to the goal based on the grid-based graph.
The agent is evaluating the distance to its goal along the length of each ray; if a point is
closer it is stored in a vector. In case the ray is obstructed by insurmountable obstacle or
reaches the maximum distance the points along the next ray are evaluated. This is
performed until all rays are exhausted. The result is a vector with all points visible that are
closer to the goal than the pedestrian agent. The total length of the vector is the number of
points stored within. To define the direction the agent will turn next, the agent performs a
random draw to choose one points from the vector. Since the rays are sometimes blocked
by obstacles the agent has a higher probability to turn in directions where it can see further.
The agents are therefore biased towards directions where they have a longest line of sight.
Output:
The outputs generated are maps and traces. The maps are cell based and dynamically
representing information that is received from the agents over the course of the simulation.
The information can vary from density on each cell to average distance traveled depending
on the nature of the simulation. To transform it into a dynamic map each value transferred
!
from the agent to the cell decays over time. The function describing the decay is !  with 𝛿
!
very close to 1, making the latest value the most important value.
Traces are poly lines representing the path an agent has been taken and evaluations along it.
Together with the locations the pedestrian agent has been different evaluation measures are
stored. The example of aerosol exposure measurements is explained in detail bellow in 4.2.1
Agent Based Risk Evaluation.

4.2.6.Validation
To validate the movement pattern the simulated results have to be congruent with
observations. This requires observation data of the urban environment. Singapore offers
some urban data that can be visualized to find pattern and deduct information about the
temporal and functional structure of the city. The following paragraph presents two data sets
from Singapore: location of points of interest and transportation data. Despite their
difference in temporal or information aggregation they all reveal clusters of centrality, both
on the neighborhood and the city scale, and indicates the location of functions in the city.
The use of georeferenced data to find patterns has a tradition in Geographic Information
Systems (GIS). An early application of GIS recounts how John Snow identified a specific
pump as the source of a cholera outbreak in London by using points on a map that
represented cases (Snow, 1855). Since data collected changed to nation wide areas,
increased in dimensionality to incorporate temporal changes.
The public transportation data visualized shows the daily movements patterns and the
publicly available data on the locations of functions and amenities indicate the locations of
residential and business places in Singapore. This illustrates that different data can used for
validation or calibration.
Geo-referenced Points of Interest:
“OneMap” (www.onemap.sg) is a geospatial portal for data and location-based services
produced by Singapore government agencies for the use of public and private sectors. The
basic layers of “OneMap” include geospatial data of road networks, building footprints,
schools and other public infrastructures of Singapore. OneMap embeds thematic layers from
participating agencies including transportation, education, tourism and environment. The
current available data is presented in the form of Points Of Interest (POIs). Based on these
data sets and spatial functions, OneMap provides basic services to public users for journey
planning, school selection and land lease information.
However, as it is a web-based application, it is not able to provide sufficient spatial functions
to support an in-depth analysis such as the present one. In order to fully explore the
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potential practical applicability of OneMap thematic data layers, the OneMap Application
Programming Interface (API) was used to download all layers from OneMap ERSI ArcGIS
Server. The returned data streams from the server for thematic data layers are in the format
of JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). Each record in JSON corresponds to one POI and
contains at least one attribute field and its longitude and latitude coordinates. After
converting the JSON files into shape files ArcGIS as deployed to generate a density map for
each layer, displaying the location of the following functions and amenities:
Community: Community Clubs, Community Dept. Councils, Community Mediation,
Residents Committees, Silver Infocomm and Water Ventures.
Culture: Auditorium, Exhibition Centers, Heritage Sites, Monuments, Museums and
Performing Arts.
Education: Kindergartens.
Environment: After Death Facilities, Funeral Parlors, Hawker Centers, NEA Office, Recycling
Bins, Waste Disposal Site and Waste Treatment.
Family: Child Care Services, Disability Services, Eldercare Services, Family Friendly
Establishment, Family Services and Student Care Services.
Health: Breast Screening Center, Cervical Screening Center and Dengue Clusters.
Recreation: ABC Waters Projects, Community Use Sites, Hotels, Parks, Tourist Attractions
and wireless spots.
Sports: Sports Centers.
Others: Friendly Buildings, Green Mark Buildings and Libraries.
Some of these layers are indicators for residential locations or service industry. By colorcoding them accordingly a probability map for these functions can be drawn. For example
‘Recycling bins’, ‘Residents Committees’, ‘Kindergartens’ and ‘Student Care Services’ are
indicators for residential areas whereas ‘Hawker Centers’, ‘Tourist Attractions’ and ‘Wireless
Hotspots’ are supporting functions for the service industry and indicate employment areas
(see Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Location of residential (bottom) and service industry (top) based public data in Singapore in collaboration
with Dr. Tao Wang

Daily Public Transportation Pattern:
In Singapore, most people pay for their public transit trips using stored value on a RF-card
called an EZ-Link-Card. This card is a valuable source of information for the temporal spatial
data (Zhong et al., 2013). Users of the public transport use an RFID card to pay the fare.
They tap their card when they board a bus or train, and tap it once again when they alight.
The trip fare is then deducted and the trip is centrally stored. This includes the id of the user,
origin and destination with the respective time at the tap. By cross-referencing the time
stamped trip origin/destination pairs stored on the card with a map of Singapore’s
transportation network, it is possible to obtain a detailed representation of movement
patterns in Singapore throughout the course of a day. These patterns show the movement in
Singapore.
Each trip is stored in a central database by the LTA comprising the following data fields:
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-‐ CARD_ID, Passenger Type, Origin name, Destination name, Journey start date, Journey start
time, Journey distance, Traveled time, Journey end time, Latitude of Origin, Longitude of
Origin, Latitude of Destination, Longitude of Destination, Trip ID

EZ-Link Data
Total Trips
Destination, Time and Distance not available
Origine = Destination
Trips from/to unknown stops (not in the official stop DB)

Trips
Unique IDs
3491968
1797707
64176
19497
271

= Total Trips used

3508096

1777620

Table 3: Cleaned EZ-Link data for the whole day 15. September 2010

The data used here is from the 15. September 2010. A time laps that aggregates the trips for
every 15 min shows the movement from the northern corona, stretching from Tuas (industrial
estate) in the west over Woodlands (mixed residential) in the north to Changi in the east, and
to the central business district clustered around City Hall MRT station.

Figure 10: Time laps of boarding (blue) and alighting (red) in Singapore over one day.

The OneMap POIs and the daily movement patterns from the EZ-Link data both indicate the
segregation of residential and office locations in Singapore, this might explain the steep
increase in transportation demand, visible over time and location (see Figure 10).
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4.3. Pedestrian Risk Exposure
The evaluation of risk that arises through walking in the urban environment is exemplified on
the case of aerosol exposure through bad air quality. To evaluate the risk arising from
aerosol exposure the concentration of multiple aerosols are measured to generate an
exposure map. The risk to fall sick to many diseases, like cardio vascular, correlates linear to
the concentration. A concentration map can therefore be translated into a risk map. The
pedestrian agents ability is extended to evaluate individual paths towards this risk.
Pedestrian-agents moving on this map can accumulate the risk they read from the map. To
create the exposure map measurements of aerosol concentrations are used and
extrapolated with ArcGIS or a Self Organizing Map (SOM). Aerosol concentration are
extremely volatile in time and over space making it necessary to have a large number of
measurement cycles.

4.3.1. Agent-Based Evaluation
Each agent is moving along an individual path from which it generates a trace. The trace
consists of multiple points that also include the values from the concentration map. To
generate the traces, each agent stores its path with a set of points and values from that
location when moving though the urban environment. Every 20 millisecond the agent adds a
new point to its trace. The point is multi dimensional, storing the coordinates X and Y in the
first two dimension plus the values of the individual experience at that point, like the
exposure to aerosols, speed, distance to other agents, origin ID and destination ID in the
following dimensions. When the agent is about to reach the goal, the trace is stored with the
goal for post simulation evaluation. When an agent arrives at its destination the trace is
transferred to the destination agent and post processed.
In case of aerosol exposure the distance between all measurement points and the exposure
at their locations is summed up. This results in two values describing the total traveled
distance and the total dosage exposed to. This gives the average dosage per distance
traveled that allows comparisons between different paths. By comparing multiple values
from agents connecting different origin and destination pairs or the same two points the
health risks through aerosol exposure of individual paths can be compared.

4.4. Aerosol Concentration Estimation in the Urban Environment
The aim is to find a function that describes the aerosol concentration as a function of the
urban environment. Influencing factors of aerosol concentration are numerous, ranging from
emission sources over distribution through wind to the deposition on surfaces to name a
few. Each factor contributes to the concentration in a non-linear way making aerosol
concentration a complex phenomenon.
To estimate the concentration two principle methods exist to model this complex
phenomenon – theory driven and data-driven methods.
The theory driven models are based on scientific theories and mathematical models that
describe the phenomena. These phenomena have been observed in a laboratory
environment where all influencing factors are known and controllable. A theory on the
influencing factors has therefore been derived. For example, to simulate and analyze the
behavior of wind flow and pollutant particles in the air a set of mathematical equations based
on the proved physical and chemical theories of the ideal gas and material flow can be used.
Since there is no analytical solution for these systems of equations a numerical simulation of
the constructed system of equations in order to simulate the real environment is conducted.
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This is the main concept behind computational fluid dynamics (CFD) (Li et al., 2006) (Milne
and Thomson, 1973) (Harlow, 2004) and in the case of pollution distribution simulation in
urban environments one can refer to Large Eddy Simulation (LED) (Sagaut and Drikakis,
2010) (Smagorinsky, 1963). Because of the complexity that the urban heterogeneity
represents as a system, the modeling solutions of these equations rely on numerical
functions and simplified assumptions in idealized cases (Tominaga and Stathopoulos, 2013).
This limits their ability to be applied in the design of air quality monitoring networks at
ground level.
With the recent progress in computing technology and sensing methods, the application of
data-driven approaches, also known as inverse or empiric modeling, offers an alternative to
the solution of complex systems. Through statistical and probabilistic methods in
combination with large amount of data (i.e. measurements), the construction of an inverse
model to find the role of individual urban parameters (e.g. land-use, population density,
vehicular traffic, etc.) on the pollutants concentrations seems to be possible, and thereby a
potential tool to identify representative locations for air quality measurements at ground
level.
This inversion in the process of modeling leads to new requirements. For example, the
fundamental elements of any data driven modeling case includes the task of feature
selection and extractions (Yang and Pedersen, 1997), state space clustering (Cattell, 1943),
prediction and classification (Gottfredson, 1987) function approximation and in general the
statistical learning theory (Vapnik, 2000). These problems are issues in the field of computer
science and machine learning.
In the case of ground level aerosol concentration data driven modeling is applied. First an
initial state space modeling is performed and then cluster identified in regard to pollutions
levels and urban parameters to find urban areas with similar characteristics. This has two
aims: find the role of individual urban parameter or groups of urban parameters on the
pollution level in a specific area and improving monitoring networks for ground level aerosol
concentrations. The goal is to find a function of the urban parameters that defines the
pollution levels:
Equation 16:

𝒀 = 𝑭(𝑿)

Where 𝒀 =    𝒚𝟏 , … , 𝒚𝒎   are m different pollution measures and 𝑿 =    𝒙𝟏 , … , 𝒙𝒏 are n urban
parameters.
To capture the characteristics of aerosol concentrations, the method needs to be able to
represent volatile and discontinues functions. Among machine learning methods Self
Organizing Maps (SOMs) offers these characteristics (Kohonen, 1982). SOM is a method
generic enough to be applied for multiple dimensions and in different cases. SOM can
visualize high dimensional data, state space modeling and clustering and most importantly
offers a nonlinear function approximation.
An existing work by (Zheng et al., 2013) (Yao et al., 2012) uses a combination of
measurements and data to estimate the aerosol concentration. The approach used in this
project extends the existing learning approaches by including fine grain urban indicators and
measurements on the ground level that extends the prediction to the ground level exposure
and quantifies the influence of individual urban parameters.
Self Organizing Map (SOM) is a data driven modeling method, introduced in 1982 by Teuvo
Kohonen (Kohonen, 1982). Mathematically, SOM acts as a nonlinear data transformation in
which data from a high dimensional space is transformed to a low dimensional space
(usually two or three dimensional space), while the topology of the original high dimensional
space is preserved. Topology preservation means that if two data points are similar (close) in
the high dimensional space, they are close in the new low-dimensional space of SOM. This
low dimensional space is called a map. The map consists of individual nodes that are multi
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dimensional vectors. Each node in this map has an index of low dimensional space as well a
high dimensional vector that has the same size as the original space had dimensions:
(xi1, xi2) as coordinates in the SOM grid and Wi = (wi1,..,wiN) where the original observed data
are in an N dimensional space.
The basis for any SOM approach is a set of parameters describing the n parameters and m
influencing factors in the form of a vector with n+m dimensions. The SOM method is able to
generate a compact space with n+m+1 dimensions that has the same topological property
like the vectors. The topological property allows identifying clusters in the SOM since
distance within the SOM is an indicator of dissimilarity. The compactness of the SOM space
allows finding for any combination of variables a point within the SOM that is similar. This
includes also vectors that have missing values for some dimensions allowing predicting
some values according to other existing dimensions.
To generate the SOM map, a training data set is applied using unsupervised learning. The
dataset consists of individual vectors with n+m dimensions. They are iteratively applied in
competitive learning process. When a training vector is applied the most similar neuron in
the map is search by calculating the Euclidian distance to all neurons. The neuron with the
closest Euclidian distance is called best matching unit. The values of the best matching unit
and its neighboring neurons are adjusted towards the input vector. The extend of neurons
affected and the magnitude of their adjustment declines with every applied training vector.
The maps adjustment therefore declines over time. This training is performed for each
training vector with the result that vectors of the training data set are associated with the
neurons in the map called a trained SOM.
The trained SOM can be used for different tasks including visualization, clustering and
predictions and function approximation. In this case SOM is used for clustering and function
approximation
Using SOM for clustering:
Once the SOM is trained it can be used for clustering and grouping of similar neurons in the
low dimensional space. A clustering method can be applied on neurons of the SOM instead
of original data by using a K-means clustering method. Since SOM filters and flattens the
original data points it reduces the application of K-means to a problem of finding the
Euclidian distance in the map of the SOM to the center of each cluster (MacQueen, 1967).
The main issue is that the number of clusters (K) should be given in advance. The heuristics
elbow method can be applied to find this number (Goutte et al., 1999, Ketchen and Shook,
1996, Sugar and James, 2003).
Using SOM for function approximation:
A trained SOM can be used for nonlinear function approximation, since it can detect local
correlations between parameters. The fundamental idea is that even with an incomplete
vector a nearest neighbor can be found in the SOM map from which to derive the missing
values. Therefore a combination of KNN (k-means nearest neighbor) or RBF (radial basis
function) with a trained SOM constructs a nonlinear function approximation method.
A SOM is trained assuming a relation 𝒚𝒊 = 𝒇(𝑿) for a data sets including 𝑿 =    𝒙𝟏 , … , 𝒙𝒏   and
𝒀 = 𝒚𝟏 , … , 𝒚𝒎 . For a new data point without Y the most probable Y can be predicted based
on the trained SOM from the observed X and the KNN.
In the case of aerosol concentration the urban parameters 𝑿 are used to find the closest
neighbor in the trained SOM. The closest neighbor then has the concentration values 𝒀 that
can be assumed are similar to the real values.
4.5. Time to Event Analysis: Mortality by Walkability in the Swiss National Cohort
Jane Jacobs: “YOU CAN NEITHER LIE TO A NEIGHBOURHOOD PARK, NOR REASON
WITH IT. ‘ARTIST’S CONCEPTIONS’ AND PERSUASIVE RENDERINGS CAN PUT
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PICTURES OF LIFE INTO PROPOSED NEIGHBOURHOOD PARKS OR PARK MALLS, AND
VERBAL RATIONALIZATIONS CAN CONJURE UP USERS WHO OUGHT TO APPRECIATE
THEM, BUT IN REAL LIFE ONLY DIVERSE SURROUNDINGS HAVE THE PRACTICAL
POWER OF INDUCING A NATURAL, CONTINUING FLOW OF LIFE AND USE.”
To investigate the association of different indices of walkability on health outcomes, data
from the Swiss National Cohort (SNC) were used. In short, the SNC is a nationwide
longitudinal study of the resident population of Switzerland. Individual records of the 1990
census were linked to the 2000 census using probabilistic record linkage methods (Bopp et
al., 2009) (Spoerri et al., 2010). The census records were additionally linked to Federal death
or emigration records. Participation in the census, registration at the community of residence
and reporting of deaths are mandatory. For this study, census from the year 2000 data and
linked deaths record up to the end of 2008 were included, excluding person records aged
bellow 30 or above 95.
First the individual walkability indicators are presented in 4.5.1 Walkability Indicators then the
statistical method used to identify individual hazard ratios is presented in 4.5.2 Hazard Ratio
estimation.

4.5.1. Walkability Indicators
The walkability indicators used in this thesis are either based on geographic information (see
(Frank et al., 2006)) or based on the street graph (see (Hillier and Hanson, 1984)). The first
group is chosen because of the availability of data. The second group is parsimonious and
demands only the street graph.
The following shows two pilot studies where the graph measures is applied. The first is
network that is modeled after the bones of a coral (see Figure 11) that shows the capability
of the algorithm to identify mayor arteries and the asymmetry of the graph that stems from it
growth direction. The second is the street graph of Singapore where different Radii are able
to find major highways and local paths Figure 12).
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Figure 11: Different graph measures on a network derived from the bones of a coral: Choice N, Choice 800,
Integration N, Integration 800

The limitation of this method lies in a small bias towards it center that can be addressed by
reducing the radius within which to calculate to a fraction of the total diameter. Varying the
radius has also shown a correlation with different modes of transportation.
This analysis is based on the centerline of the street. Using only the geometrical properties
of length, it measures connectivity to other links and the connecting angle, without metadata (e.g. width, speed, adjunct functions). Since this method is based on such a
parsimonious model it has been used in many places. The idea is that the organization of
urban space follows an inherent logic that is understandable to all humans. The Space
Syntax theory was developed in England on the basis of settlements with a long history and
a bottom-up planning (Hillier and Hanson, 1984).
The results of a pilot study using Space Syntax graph measure evaluation on the
Singaporean street graph highlights, depending on the measure distance radius, the CBD
and the residential sub-centers (Figure 13) or the highways (Figure 12). The combination of
local integration and global integration highlights a specialty of Singapore’s' urban structure:
the generation of urban pockets that are disconnected like islands. Looking at the indicator
‘integration measure 800’ (see Figure 13) and highlighting the fourth and fifth quintile
indicates streets well integrated for a distance covert when walking. The indicator ‘choice n’
measures the centrality across the whole network. Streets well integrated according to
‘choice n’ are associated with highways or mayor roads (see Figure 12). These streets are
not easy to cross for pedestrians since they have multiple lanes and only few overpasses. In
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Singapore roads with a high ‘integration measure 800’ are clustered together and have
streets with a high ‘choice n’ value between them. This shows that the clusters of pedestrian
friendly streets are disconnected from each other.

Figure 12: Space Syntax map of Singapore indicating choice values calculated over the whole network (choice n)
with red indicating the highest values and blue the lowest values

Figure 13: Space syntax map of Singapore indicating on a logarithmic scale the values for ' integration' on a radius
of 800m

The different integration radii can therefore be understood as the distance that is possible to
be covert with different modes of transportation. Since from every given point travels in both
directions are possible the radius needs to be double the distance possible to cover. Radii
bellow 5km are therefor associated with pedestrian walking distance or self-propelled
modes of transportation like cycling. Beyond 20km only motorized transportation or trains
are able to cover the distance in a meaningful time period.
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The walkability indicator after Frank (Frank et al., 2006) uses 4 indicators (Equation 17), all
were available except 𝒁𝑹   the number of retail floor area.
Equation 17:

𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦!"#$% =    𝑍! + 2×𝑍! +    𝑍! +    𝑍!

With net residential density 𝑍! , the number of dwelling units per square kilometer of
residential land; intersection density 𝑍! , the number of intersections per square kilometer;
retail floor area ratio 𝑍! , the retail shop floor-area divided by retail land area; land-use mix
𝑍! , the evenness (i.e., equality) of floor space among categories of land use.
4.5.2. Hazard Ratio Analysis
To quantify the impact of individual parameter on the survival of the people a survival
analysis is performed. The survival analysis uses a regression model to obtain the hazard
ratio within a confidence interval. To know the hazard ration at a particular moment  𝑡 we
converge Δ𝑡 → 0 in Equation 20.

Equation 18:

𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑  𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠  𝑖𝑛  𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝑡, 𝑡 + Δ𝑡 𝑁(𝑡)
!!→!
Δ𝑡

ℎ 𝑡 =    lim

(Case et al., 2002) with ℎ(𝑡) indicating the risk at the beginning and 𝑡, 𝑡 + Δ𝑡 the beginning
and the end of the observation period. This is true for a singe variable. In case the effect of
multiple variables is estimated a proportional hazard regression model is applied, one of
them is called Cox semi parametric proportional hazard model (Cox, 1972). In this case the
hazard ration is understood as a function of a the existing hazard ℎ! 𝑡 and a linear
multiplication of the influencing parameters:

Equation 19:

log ℎ 𝑡 =   𝑓(  ℎ! 𝑡 , 𝛼 + 𝛽! 𝑋! + ⋯ + 𝛽! 𝑋! )

With a derived 𝛽 that indicates the effect of a particular variable the probability can be
estimated for an event to occurs for a change in this variable if all other variables a constant.
Assuming that the difference between the observed groups is proportional this method can
therefore be applied to estimate the impact of a variable from the built environment, like a
walkability variable, taking into account existing variables in a population.

4.5.3. Swiss National Cohort
This project uses a different approach than the existing data-driven statistical methods
because the data used is a population where N=all rather than a sample. Using a nearly
complete data set changes the paradigm and handling of data. Using only a sample of the
data demands an extrapolation and rationalization into a function representing a trend in the
data. By doing so extreme values are deemed outliers and can be neglected or their
influence on the function reduced. But with completeness each measurement point has to
be taken into account: outliers are not removed from the data set in the interest of avoiding
statistical errors.
This case uses Swiss census data, which is linked over 20 years to form a cohort of people
living in Switzerland between 1990 and 2000 that includes 6’873’687 (1990) and 7’288’010
(2000) entries (Bopp et al., 2009). The longitudinal cohort links not only the individual
censuses to each other, but also the mortality registry, the emigration, immigration and
naturalization of foreign and Swiss nationals. This longitudinal cohort allows for the
observation of how many people died during this period of time, and what the cause of
death was.
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For the study conducted with the Swiss National cohort, age marital status, highest
educational level, type of household, type of community and nationality where included in
the models. Time to event or survival analysis was performed, using a Cox regression model.
The association between the walkability indices and all-cause mortality was explored
between the 5.12.2000 and the 31.12. 2008. Causes of death were coded according to the
ICD10. Since the aim is to show that areas with a high walkability indicators motivate people
to walk which has health benefits for circulatory and particular ischemic heart diseases
cause specific analysis on these diseases is conducted. The results are presented in 8. Case
4: Built Environment, Walkability and Mortality.
To compare the impact of the walkability indicators the values of the residential place is
mapped to each individual. The cohort is then divided for each indicator into its five quintiles
in order to compare them against each other. For each quintile the total number of life years
is calculated and divided by the number of deaths caused by each individual disease.
Because prevalence of diseases vary according to multiple factors, like age and income, a
Cox analysis is used that assumes a Weibull-distribution of risk factors in the population.
This allows taking the additional risk factors into account that stem from age and other
indicators that are parameters available in the cohort (Cox, 1972). The parameters that are
used to control against other risk factors are: age / sex / education / civil status / household
type / nationality / community type (according to ‘Bundesamt für Statistic’).
Table 4 shows the correlation of integration with a radius of 800m with selected parameters
of the individuals in the cohort.
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Association between all cause mortality and parameters in the SNC
Quintiles Integration
800

Education

Marital status

Type of household

Nationality

5.2 - 79.3

1.00

ref

79.4 - 103.0

1.00

(0.00 - 0.00)

103.1 - 132.6

1.02

(0.00 - 0.00)

132.7 - 183.7

1.03

(0.00 - 0.00)

185.5 - 455.4

1.04

(0.00 - 0.00)

primary

1.50

(0.00 - 0.00)

secondary

1.28

(0.00 - 0.00)

tertiary

1.00

ref

single

1.41

(0.00 - 0.00)

married

1.00

ref

widowed

1.34

(0.00 - 0.00)

divorced

1.46

(0.00 - 0.00)

single person HH

0.96

(0.00 - 0.00)

multi person HH

1.00

ref

Institution

1.79

(0.00 - 0.00)

Swiss

1.00

ref

Rest of Europe

0.81

(0.00 - 0.00)

Others/unknown

0.61

(0.00 - 0.00)

1.00

ref

50 - 99m

0.95

(0.00 - 0.00)

100 - 149m

0.95

(0.00 - 0.00)

150 - 199m

0.94

(0.00 - 0.00)

>= 200m

0.92

(0.00 - 0.00)

Men

1.00

ref

Women

0.52

(0.00 - 0.00)

Distance to main road 0 - 49m

Gender

Table 4: Association between all cause mortality and parameters in the Swiss National Cohort

Since the cohort is adjusted for all socio demographic parameters the results can be
understood as if the cohort comprises of people with the same age, sex etc.. This allows
distilling the association of the walkability indicator on the prevalence of a particular cause of
death.
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5. Case 1: Modeling the Impact of Function Allocation on Pedestrian Mode Choice

In this chapter, agent-based simulations are used to test different urban layouts. In
particular, they test the relationship between the location of functions and amenities, which
is guided by the master plan, and pedestrian flow. In order to simulate pedestrian flow, the
multi-agent system is extended beyond representing the pedestrians, to represent the urban
environment. This allows simulating the pedestrian movement within an urban environment
that reacts to the use by the pedestrians. The goal of using a dynamic urban model is to
analyze the spatial configuration of mid-scale architectural urban designs, and the
movement of pedestrians as they respond to aspects within these designs.
This first case uses the introduced combination of procedural and agent-based models to
evaluate the impact of different master plan configurations of functions on the mode choice
of pedestrians and emissions from cars. In order to evaluate this two artificial city
configurations are compared that differ only on the location of functions. The street layout
and number of lanes are alike. Car-agents are entering the system from the boundary of the
observation area and are not generated within. The volumes and footprints of the buildings
are the same and serve as origins and destinations for car and pedestrian agents. Pedestrian
agents have the choice of walking or using two public transport routes for transportation.
Public transport has a fixed sequence of stops and shares the streets with cars-agents.
What differs in the cases is the location of functions and amenities. In case A same functions
are clustered together and in case B all functions are homogenously distributed over the
whole area (see Figure 14).
The aim of this simulation is to show how different distribution of functions and amenities
impact transportation mode choices of pedestrians. This has further implications on the
capacity of the bus system that is monitored to. The effect on street capacity as a whole is
tested with agents representing cars. In particular the effect of different distribution on the
total emissions from the cars that populate the area is monitored.
This artificial case is created to illustrate the capabilities of the system designed to evaluate
different urban configurations with respect of pedestrian movement, transportation mode
choice and CO emissions from transportation.

Figure 14: 3D rendering and coloring indicating the allocation of functions and amenities clustered A (left) and
homogenous (right)
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5.1. Setup
The agent-based simulation setup consists of building-agents, public transport agents, busagents, car-agents and pedestrian agents. 500 pedestrian agents decide between 40
different building-agents representing 5 individual functions or amenities. The preferences
towards a particular function are equally distributed within the population of pedestrian
agents. Two bus lines serve 3 and 5 bus stops in the area for the pedestrian agents to
choose from. Additionally a traffic simulation covering one hour is conduced with up to 8000
car-agents passing through the area also choosing between the different functions and
amenities. Each intersection at the boundary is a source for cars agents. Additional caragents are released if there is enough space.

5.2. Results
The evaluations by the car-agents are presented first. Major differences between the case A
and B is the average CO emission per car, reduced by 20% in the case where functions are
distributed (see Table 5). The location of the emissions also shows a different pattern,
highlighting the central spine as the location of emission (see Figure 15 ). Both are indicating
that the acceleration patterns, that cause a large amount of the emissions, is better in the
case of a homogenously distribution of functions.
The total number of cars passing through the area, also known as junction capacity, the
average distance traveled and the resulting emissions can be explained through the distance
to the individual functions from the source. In a homogenous setup the minimal proximity to
a function is much shorter, reducing the distance car-agents are driving and the time they
are in the system. This opens up more possibilities for other cars to enter and leads to a
higher number of cars passing through the system. Nevertheless this simple example shows
that a homogenously distributed location of functions reduces the distance traveled,
increases the throughput though higher capacity of the system and reduces the emissions
generated by individual transportation.

Emission and distance simulation results in different setups after 52 min
total
total
total
average
average
number of emissions distance emission / distance /
car-agents
distance
car-agent
#
g CO
km
mg CO/m m
no POI

3839

40596.07

3530.65

11.5

919.7

case A clustered Functions

6376

28333.07

1861.64

15.2

292

8085

21236.42

1773.29

12

219.3

case B

homogenously
distributed functions

Table 5: Emission and distance data of the three different setups after 52min 1:1 simulation time.
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Figure 15: Left: average emissions homogenous distribution of amenities, Right: average emissions clustered
distribution of amenities.

The following map indicates if a pedestrian is moving towards its goal all the way walking or
taking public transport as an intermediate mode of transportation. In the case of
homogenous distributed functions and amenities more pedestrian agents choose to walk
without taking the public transport.

Figure 16: Pedestrian decision for different modes of transportation indicated by red for buses and blue for walking.
Left: homogenous distribution of amenities, Right: clustered distribution of amenities.

5.3. Summary
This case illustrates the impact of urban planning techniques, in this case the master plan,
on the mode choice of people, the pedestrian patterns, the resulting emissions and the
resulting rates. In the presented case only one parameter of the master plan that contains
multiple parameters was adjusted. The master plan stretches over multiple dimensions like
the presented functional layout, but also includes physical structure and temporal
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development. The influences of the other dimensions, like political structure and
transportation choices, and their respective parameters would be subject of further
investigation.
The combination of procedural city modeling, for the initial state, and agent-based technique
for the behavior modeling has shown to be fruitful to overcome the limitations of the
respective methods. In particular the ability of the procedural model to calculate urban
indicators, like density, is useful for planners. The additional empiric information on
pedestrian density can be further used to calculate secondary information like preferable
business location in need of walk-in-costumers.
Also the use of pedestrian agents to evaluate an urban design in a early design phase
seemed useful for an urban planners to convey the design intention to a layperson. The
pedestrian agents evaluation is a good indicator for future planning adjustments. Agent
based modeling is able to resemble the complex system of a city. It allows the evaluation of
existing configurations in a 1:1 representation. The evaluation of individual streets or the
knowledge about individual experience is hard to come by and would need either individual
questionnaires or individual measurements.
Simulating how pedestrians are using the public space, the functions and amenities of the
city by individual agents is an extension of the discourse on how physical design impacts the
social structures. The interaction of agents can be seen as discourse of individuals, not
unlike a democratic process on the use of public space extending the urban modeling
beyond a representation of economical forces that shape the human decisions and the
allocation of functions.
The results of the simulation show that the pedestrian’s choice to walk instead of using
public transport is increased significantly for the setup where different functions and
amenities are distributed homogenously. This can be explained through the effect that at
every given place the required amenity or function is within reach. Since this is the case it
might lead to a relay situation. The pedestrian gets rest after every walking trip at the
location of the function, moving to the next and not getting exhausted or bored walking. That
multipurpose trips prolong the distance individuals are walking or cycle has been proposed
but has not been proven (Ewing and Cervero, 2010). The question arising from this finding is
if the additional distance walked is beneficial for the health of the pedestrian. As shown
above the cars emit toxic gases that are harmful to people. The prolonged distance also
increases the time the pedestrian is exposed to it, resulting in a heightened health risk
through aerosol exposure. To know the resulting health outcome from both physical activity
that is beneficial and aerosol exposure that is harmful the respective health risks need to be
known. The simulation conducted provided results on the distance walked but has no
knowledge on the exposure of the individual. Even though the emission is known, the link
between emissions and the resulting exposure has not been established since aerosol
distribution is a complex phenomenon.
This case illustrates that urban planning has a subtle impact on the pedestrian’s motivation
to walk – create in total longer trips and increases the physical activity. To be precise, the
distribution of functions and amenities has an impact on the walking behavior and motivation
of people to walk. This aspect is beneficial for the health of the occupants. The additional
risks arising from walking in the urban environment are investigated for the case of aerosol
exposure in ‘Case 3: Pedestrian Exposure to Aerosols in Rochor’. The culminating health risk
and its association with the build environment like land use distribution and street design are
investigated in ‘Case 4: Built Environment, Walkability and Mortality’.
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6. Case 2: Validation and Calibration Attempt of the 'Strategic' Decision Process in
Pedestrian Modeling

This chapter introduces a calibration attempt on the decision process with data collected
from public transport in the area of Punggol, a residential precinct in Singapore. To get an
insight into the strategic decision process the number of passengers using a LRT station is
compared with the number of people living in its catchment area. The aim is to detect a
fluctuation that shows the decision process and then even identify the cause of this
fluctuation.
Generally this is a first attempt to validate the pedestrian modeling framework introduced in
5. Case 1: Modeling the Impact of Function Allocation on Pedestrian Mode Choice. To
validate a system each parameter needs to be calibrated. For each parameter to be
calibrated data is needed: preferably a case where everything is held constant aside from
the one parameter that is to be calibrated. In this case, the decision process is tested for its
validity by comparing the number of agents choosing a particular LRT station with the actual
number of passengers using the stations in reality. Assuming a homogenous distribution of
people walking on a plane with homogenous distributed features the number of people using
a station should be proportional to the people living within the catchment area of that
station. Catchment area, in this case, is a geographic area with its borders defined by a
Voronoi diagram algorithm.
The number of passengers using a particular station fluctuates significantly over the course
of a day (see Figure 17). In contrast to the aforementioned assumed use patterns they does
not reflect the estimated number of people living within the catchment area of the respective
LRT (see Figure 18). This may be explained by the location of secondary functions.
Investigations into the composition of the vicinity of the stations revealed that they differ only
in the functions they provide: some LRT stations house additional functions like restaurants
and shopping centers, while others do not. By including recognition of these secondary
functions into the decision-making processes of the agents, a change in pedestrian activity
can be detected, which more closely represents reality. This indicates that not only distance
to the main goal but also the secondary functions along the path have a significant influence
on decision-making processes with regard to transportation choice.
Planners can adjust the use of individual public transport stops by adjusting the location of
secondary functions. This raises the awareness of how a small change in the urban fabric
can have a big impact (Thaler and Sunstein, 2008) (Gladwell, 2002). Furthermore, using
secondary goals is a particularly gentle way to intervene and make changes to the urban
fabric.
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Figure 17: Use patterns of individual transportation stops in Punggol Singapore on the 15. September 2010 Top:
alighting / Bottom: boarding.
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Figure 18: Left: Total number of people boarding and alighting an individual station over a whole day; Right: total
potential residential floor area within the catchment area generated with Voronoi cells of each LRT station derived
from EZ-Link data from the 15. September 2010.

Case 2, Punggol, exemplifies the cross dependency of transportation and urban planning. In
addition, it highlights the problem of model validation with real world cases whereby multiple
factors exist in reality, but only a limited number of parameters can be used to represent
them. Punggol is particularly interesting as it is a relatively similar to a ‘closed system’ where
the influencing factors are known. This makes it a suitable possible test case to validate the
synthetic city system.

6.1. Site Location
Punggol is located in northeastern Singapore, surrounded by water on three sides and by an
eight-lane highway on the fourth side. The area was used primarily for farming, until 1990
when the last pig farm closed. Since then, farms and roads have been removed and a
residential green field development constructed. Punggol is divided into 121 plots with a
combined area of 4.5 million m2. On this area potential 13.5 million m2 of residential floor
area could be built according to the GPR (Gross Plot Ratio in the Master Plan 2008).
According to the master plan of 2008, 54% of the land in this area is allocated to residential
land use (see Figure 19). A presentation by an Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA) official
put the residential total floor area at 97% of the total built up floor area.
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Figure 19: Land use distribution and total number in Punggol (Master Plan 2008)

Punggol is served by an extension to the North-East MRT (Mass Rapid Transit) line,
enhanced with three LRT-Loops (Light Rail Transit) for fine dispersion. At the time of
observation (15. September 2010), only one LRT-Loop was operational and 22 HDB
(Housing and Development Board) precincts completed. In total, 182 high-rise residential
buildings populate the area. Each high-rise has between 15 and 19 floors (average 17.05)
with each four units, with an occupancy rate of four people per unit. A rough estimate of the
potential maximum number of people living in the area is 49 649 people. Some of the
buildings are still under construction or newly finished, however, most lots are still empty.
The question of how the maturing of an area impacts the decision process is not addressed
in this chapter.
The homogeneity of functionality in the area allows for observation of the impact of small
inclusions of retail (shopping) or leisure (food stand). The EZ-Link data reveals a discrepancy
between the number of people using each station and the possible floor area within its
catchment area (see Table 6). In Table 7 the number of available floor area in the catchment
area of a station is divided by the number of people using it reveling a difference of up to a
factor 2.48 between different stations floor area per commuter. This difference is too large to
be accidental. Investigating the individual LRT stations revealed that the stations with a low
ratio of “residential floor area per passenger” also harbor additional functions and amenities.
The question is how the decision process is influenced by the location of particular
functions. By observing the transport patterns of a day the influence becomes visible.
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Figure 20 shows the public transportation pattern over a day for the LRT stations with a
resolution of 15min. This data allows us to investigate both the ‘strategic’ and ‘tactical’ level
of pedestrian decision-making processes. Looking at the number of passengers getting
normalized against the residential floor area available the Kadaloor LRT station shows an
extraordinary pattern. Figure 21 shows the distribution of passengers of the curse of a day
divided by the residential floor area. The Kadaloor station shows proportionally the largest
number of passengers between 12:00 and 14:30. Kadaloor is also the only LRT station that
has an adjunct food court providing lunch.

Cove LRT
Meridian LRT
Coral Edge LRT
Riviera LRT
Kadaloor LRT

Total Number of Passangers
per LRT-Station

potential
Residential Floor Area

3496
4338
3844
838
2887

586844
815344
462147
284736
279766

Table 6: Number of passengers per LRT Station in Punggol over the course of a day and potential residential floor
area in the catchment area of the same LRT station

Residential Floor Space per Passanger
Cove LRT
Meridian LRT
Coral Edge LRT
Riviera LRT
Kadaloor LRT
Oasis LRT

167.9
188.0
120.2
339.8
96.9
240.8

Table 7: Floor area in the catchment area divided by the number of passengers

Figure 20: Total Number of People Boarding and Alighting of a whole day 15. September 2010
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Figure 21: Share people boarding and alighting in Punggol over the course of a day normalized against the
residential floor area in the catchment area

The socio demographic make-up of the area is homogenous since the URA has very strict
guidelines on who can move in. The number of people using an LRT stations should
therefore reflect the number of people living in its catchment area. The dimensions of each
catchment area depends can be calculated by a weighted Voronoi diagram and depends
therefor on the location of other stations and the weight of each station. The weight reflects
the decision of the individuals to walk to one or another LRT stations. The transportation
pattern in Figure 22 shows a significant discrepancy between the number of people living in
the catchment area and the number of passengers using an LRT station. The physical
structures as a reason for this discrepancy can be neglected since only one typology,
elevated high-rise with public space on the ground floor and car park at the center of the
precinct, is used over the whole area. This leads to the conclusion that the function
configuration is essential to adjust the weight of each LRT station. The weight is adjusted by
the difference in the functional structure of the individual LRT stations. LRT stations provide
a heterogeneous mix of functions and amenities. Evaluating this difference of additional
functions and amenities is not part of the decision process implemented in the pedestrian
agent. By including secondary POIs into the agent’s decision process the weight defining the
size of LRT is adjusted to reflect real observations more closely.

6.2. Setup
The urban model to recreate the site consists of a procedural model with on sight
observations of build heights and a multi agent system (MAS). The procedural model creates
the initial demand model, the physical environment and starting state and locations of the
pedestrian agents. Even though the agents can be mobile (pedestrians, cars, buses) or
immobile (buildings, bus stations etc.) (See (Aschwanden et al., 2009)) the focus lies on the
pedestrians and their decision processes. To generate the pedestrians the buildings have to
exist first.
The buildings are generated based on footprints with annotated attributes from the ‘Building
& Construction Authority’ Singapore from 2011 (see 11.2). Controlling the attributes revealed
a discrepancy with reality. Taking the floor number as an example showed that 59% of
buildings have 0 ‘No of Story’ and even buildings that are the same height have different
floor numbers in the dataset. On the other hand the geometrical footprint has shown to be
precise when compared to a random set of measurements on sight. Therefore the number of
floors is counted on sight by hand. Based on the footprints and measured number of floors
the procedural code generates the buildings and counts apartments within. Given the
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number of apartments in each building and an estimate of how many people are living in
each allows estimating the number of people residing in each building. In total 2780
pedestrian agents are populating the area leading to a 1:16 simulation.
The number of functions and amenities is small and therefore not encoded in the procedural
code but added by hand according to an on-sight survey to the multi-agent system. The
survey revealed that the area of observation consists additional to the 4 LRT stations of 10
types of functions and amenities dotted around the LRT Stations. They are not
homogenously distributed but clustered around two LRT Stations (PE5 Kadaloor / PE3 Coral
Edge). Coral Edge has a shopping mall that houses multiple functions and amenities. This is
a stark contrast to the PE4 Riviera station, where no additional functions are located.

6.3. Goal Finding Process
In this paragraph shows how the ‘strategic’ and ‘tactical’ level of the decision process needs
to be adjusted to incorporate secondary POIs. The adjustment of the strategic goal finding
process is exemplified on the agents’ decision process to choose an LRT station from or to
go home that is within the LRT loop and can therefore be accessed from multiple LRT
stations. The pedestrian agent uses two algorithms to define the preferred LRT station – the
first is based on a shortest path between the LRT and home and the second includes a
decision process.
Since the cost function between any point and the LRT station is as linear the decision
process can be translated into Euclidian distance measurement between the agents location
and all LRT stations (see Equation 20). The agent then sorts LRT stations according to
distance and chooses the first one.

𝑷𝟏 𝑷𝟐 =   

Equation 20:

𝒙𝟏 − 𝒙𝟐

𝟐

+ 𝒚𝟏 − 𝒚𝟐 𝟐   

Where 𝑃! being the home and 𝑃! the LRT location with their respective coordinate 𝑥 and
𝑦 .
The second goal finding process contains two stages. First the agent evaluates the diversity
of a path / direction between a LRT station and the home location. This is an indicator for the
agent if the path is helpful to fulfill its secondary goals. Then the agent weights that path to
the LRTs with the distance.
The fundamental idea is based on Cervero’s observation (Cervero and Kockelman, 1997)
that people are walking where density, diversity and design (DDD) are high. They measured
the density of people and compared them to the DDD at the location. For pedestrians to
arrive at a specific location the decision first to arrive there has to be taken first. Getting lost
doesn’t involve a decision process and can be neglected. The decision is based on the
evaluation of an area according to the DDD in respect of the individual preferences of the
agent. In this simulation the focus lies on the diversity since the design and the density is
homogenous across the area. The following formula describes the calculation of diversity in
respect of direction from each agent:

Equation 21:

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔  𝐿𝑅𝑇(!"#$%&"'(  !) = 𝑓 !!,!!"# =

𝑔 !!,!!"#,!!"# ∙ 𝐼!"# ∙
!"#

𝑤!"#
𝑃!"# − 𝑃!

I POI = Interest of Agent A towards a function, where g(PA ,PLRT ,PPOI ) denotes the weighting
function of the agent’s position between LRT and POI with
else 0 and 𝛼 = cos

!!

(

!∙!
! !

g(PA ,PLRT ,PPOI ) = !"! !   for -45<𝛼<45
!"

).
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The second stage, calculating the maximum walking distance

wPOI

, is based on

measurements of Weinstein and Bekkouche (2007), who measured in the bay-area San
Francisco, the distance people actually walked on foot to LRT stations (see (Weinstein et al.,
2007)). Assuming all other aspects were equal in their measurement the measured distance
can be translated as the willingness of each individual to walk. The distance to the LRT
station is a linear decay function multiplied with the interest of that particular path. The
maximum distance an agent is willing to walk is probabilistic draw that matches the
measurement of Weinstein and Bekkouche and defines the distance where the agent has 0
interest in that path. The path that shows the highest value 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔  𝐿𝑅𝑇(!"#$%&"'(  !)
defines the LRT station the agent chooses. By varying the weight 𝑤!"#   the catchment area of
LRT stations with additional functions and amenities can be increased or deflated.

6.4. Results
The observation on how many people are using the individual LRT station is gained from the
tap-in tap-out of the EZ-Link system. The distribution over the day of the area in Punggol
shows a high number of people entering the public transport system between 07:00 and
08:30 and leaving the public transport system between 17:00 and 21:00 (see Figure 22).

Figure 22: Daily distribution of Public transport users top: boarding; bottom: alighting on the 15. September 2010
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Each LRT station has a catchment area. Using the first decision process the catchment
areas resemble a Voronoi diagram where the LRT stations are the seeds. Each catchment
area encloses all points closer to one seed than to all the others. If this would be true the
residential floor area available to each person alighting or boarding should be the same. In
Table 8 the potential floor area is divided by the number of passenger resulting in values
between 96.9 m2 /passenger and 340 m2 /passenger. The LRT stations with the least area
per passenger (Kadaloor and Coral edge) are also the once with the highest number of
additional functions and amenities.
In the second decision process the agents are aware of the available functions and
amenities and take this into account by choosing a LRT station. The value 𝑤!"# is adjusted to
match the total number of passengers over a day. This adjusts the size of the catchment
areas of LRT stations with multiple functions. This is similar to a weighted Voronoy diagram
where a parameter is assigned to each point, in this case the weight is the kind and number
of additional functions and amenities (Aurenhammer and Edelsbrunner, 1984). This leads
then to a ratio of passengers that are closer to the observed number (see Table 8).

Figure 23: Figure ground map indicating the boarders of the catchment areas of individual LRT stations and their
adjustment

Ratio of Floor Area and Commuters for LRT Stations in Punggol

Cove
Meridian
Coral Edge
Riviera
Kadaloor
Oasis

number of
buildings

residential
floor area

alighting

boarding

ratio of EZLink
passangers

40
52
27
21
20
21

586844
815344
462148
284736
279766
220327

1713
2050
1902
377
1432
397

3496
4338
3844
838
2887
915

21.5
26.4
23.8
5.0
17.9
5.4

decision
decision
process:
process:
Shortest Path Secondary POI

22.2
30.8
17.4
10.7
10.6
8.3

21.5
27.2
22.4
6.1
16.4
6.4
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Table 8: Ratio of floor area within each catchment area in comparison to the ratio of total number of people using the
particular LRT station during the 15. September 2010 in comparison with simulated results of different decision
processes

The weight of individual functions could also be adjusted to match temporal fluctuations in
the movement pattern but has not been done since the number of observations is one and
more observations are needed to calibrate additional parameters with sufficient confidence.

6.5. Summary
By introducing secondary POIs into the decision process the preference of the agents for
diverse paths are adjusted, expanding some catchment areas, deflating others. This brings
the simulation closer to the observed number of people using one or the other LRT station.
This adjustment its subsequent weighting of the preference for secondary POIs is key in the
case of Punggol where few other aspects influence the decision process. In other places the
decision might include even more parameters to represent reality. Since this whole case is
based on the observation at one location at one day the conclusions might be adjusted for
different places. The pedestrian simulation in general is still a simulation and has to be
understood as a representation of probabilistic distribution of a population. The individual
pedestrians agents are not a direct representation of a person living in Punggol and the
catchment areas are not confined by absolute boarders, but represent a probability
distribution to choose one or another LRT station.
This all lead to the conclusion that transportation planning and land use planning have a
strong impact on each other. Exemplified in the case of Punggol is the allocation of functions
and its impact on the use of different modes of transportation. The built environment and its
functional layout have therefore an impact on the mode choice of the people, influencing not
the preference but the actual decision people undertake to walk or not. The transportation
mode choice of the individual to walk has an impact on its own health as well as on transport
related emissions, the time spend for commuting and the load on the transport network. This
shows that function allocation has to become a dynamic part of transportation planning and
not merely an exogenous condition of the system.
Cities are complex entities shaped by innumerable forces and actors. Modeling can give us
the possibility of observing a limited amount of variables with a small number of
interdependencies. In the presented case the impact of secondary functions on the decision
process of pedestrians – how the decision individuals adjust the catchment area of LRT
stations and the total number of people using it.
The case of Punggol also shows that even with focusing on a very narrow problem, the
decision process, a model alone is a limited representation of reality that needs validation.
Even with the calibration using real world observations the question of adjusting the right
values is not answered. There might be multiple combinations of parameters that fit the
simulation results to the real world observation. Even though the goodness of the fit can be
estimate the number of combinations itself is probably innumerable (Sheen, 1980). This
makes it impossibly to prove and ensure that the set of values used are the right once that
make the model fit reality.
Another question lies in the models capability to evaluate different urban configurations. To
evaluate an urban intervention or change in the urban configuration the agent based model
needs to be able to predict behavior not only recreate them. The behavior of people is a
complex phenomenon with an innumerable number of parameters. To allow the system to
have predictive capabilities the number of parameters has to be reduced. The easiest way is
by assuming they are fixed. This is only possible in a very narrow scope of time and place
and reduces the ability of the system to be close to reality. This balance between recreating
reality and predictive capability is one that has to be struck each time a model is crafted.
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Even with the increase calculation power allowed to increase the complexity the problem of
model calibration and validation still exists.
Modeling in general is limited in its ability to be a proven representation of reality for complex
systems with multiple interdependent parameters. The path from theory to model, to model
validation in particular is only possible for a case of a closed system where all boundary
conditions, influencing factors are controlled. Since urban planning always focuses on the
open system of human settlement it rather impossible to prove any model. Nevertheless a
modeling approach is a suitable vessel to test theories and even evaluate confined areas
and sub-systems of a city. This allows gaining insights into isolated mechanisms of a city.
Alternatively observations can be used and might lead to theories or directly to models that
are trained by real world data. As an example of a data driven approach the following ‘Case
3: Pedestrian Exposure to Aerosols in Rochor’ uses multiple datasets are used to learn how
the built environment influences the aerosol concentration.
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7. Case 3: Pedestrian Exposure to Aerosols in Rochor

The previous Case 1: Modeling the Impact of Function Allocation on Pedestrian Mode
Choice illustrated how the location of functions and amenities influences the distances cars
need to travel, their emissions and the pedestrians’ decision to choose public transport over
walking. In this case the health risks pedestrians are exposed to in the urban environment
when walking are elaborated upon, in particular the risk through exposure to aerosols. The
concentration of hazardous air pollutants is an externality of the built environment,
transportation and land use. Pedestrians and non motorized transport users are exposed
more than other transport users (van Wijnen et al., 1995) (Rank et al., 2001). Earlier work
done in collaboration with Erik Velasco and Sok Huang Tan showed that amongst all
available transportation modes in Singapore, exposure was highest during walking (Tan et
al., 2013) (see Figure 24 ). The figure shows the number of particles measured along Orchard
Road in different modes of transportation in comparison to the number of particles
measured in Fort Canning Park far away from other emission sources called background
station. The background station in the park is representative of the ambient concentration on
the ground allowing comparing the current exposures in the field with each other. Compared
with the background station the particle number in the MRT is reduced by 34%. All other
modes have a higher exposure than the background station concentration: Bus +32%, Taxi
+47%, Walk 103%. Even though this is not an exhaustive study of all modes of
transportation, times of the day or locations in Singapore it shows that urban air quality
varies greatly. Furthermore, the OECD estimates that urban air pollution will be the biggest
cause of premature deaths by 2020 worldwide (OECD, 2013).

Figure 24: Example measurement from the 14.03.2013 of particle numbers <10mµ in different modes of
transportation along Orchard Rd Singapore between Orchard MRT Station and Doby Ghaut MRT Station, measured
in collaboration with Sok Huang Tan from NUS and Eric Velasco from MIT along Orchard Rd in different modes of
transportation include MRT (Metro), Bus, Taxi, and walking and total dosage.

One of the problems with aerosol exposure is that humans don’t have a sensor to evaluate
the health risk through exposure. Contrary to common believe the nose is not able to smell
many polluting aerosols such as CO, resulting in personally undetected exposure to toxic
aerosols. Pope could prove a linear relationship between hazardous air pollution and health
risk for individual aerosols (Pope et al., 2004). Aerosol concentrations are the combination of
pollution emitted at different scales like the regional scale, originate within the city
boundaries, are emitted in the neighborhood or are associated with the immediate
surroundings. To quantify the concentration, monitoring networks evaluate hazardous air
pollution. Current monitoring networks measure the concentration on the ambient level.
These are locations that are elevated (rooftops) within the urban boundary layer that are
representative on the district level. Because human activities are mainly performed on the
ground, however, there is a need for the exposure information at this level. With regard to
scale, the current monitoring networks can capture pollution on the regional, city and
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neighborhood scale but fail to incorporate and quantify the immediate surrounding that is
responsible for the highest volatility in concentration, like particle matter. To illustrate this
difference Figure 25 shows the concentrations of a background station on the 22nd floor,
representing the neighborhood level, the 3-hour average published by the NEA (National
Environmental Agency) representing the ambient level, and the measurements on the ground
level, representative of the immediate surrounding.

Figure 25: Concentration of PM2.5 measured by NEA, over the urban canopy, and on the street level

NARSTO is a public private partnership with the goal of improving air quality. The latest
NARSTO assessment recognized the need for a new system that characterizes the multipollutants for risk management and accountability (Hidy and Pennell, 2010). Several
elements of the system are not in place: specifically, the link between emission sources and
ambient measurements, and the link between ambient measurements and exposure.
This case attempts to solve the aforementioned problems by I) linking ground level exposure
to the characteristics of the urban environment (7.1 Exposure Estimation) and II) quantifying
the exposure pedestrians are exposed to along different paths (7.2 Agent-based Aerosol
Exposure Evaluation).
The exposure estimation uses a data driven modeling method that combines ground level
measurements, urban indicators and a machine-learning algorithm to estimate the aerosol
concentration as a function of the urban environment.
To assess the health risk an individual pedestrian is exposed to, the measured information of
aerosol concentration on the ground level is evaluated by individual pedestrian agents and
simulated the an agent-based method introduced earlier. This gives insights into the impact
of individual paths as well as the health risk of global movement patterns.
Rochor, Singapore, has been chosen as a site to apply these methods for three reasons: I)
the area is frequented by pedestrians every day; II) the built environment is heterogeneous in
building typologies, functions and street layouts, providing enough variance for the data
driven model; and III) the differences of the area present themselves in a small area. This is
needed to overcome the 4h deployment limitations of the aerosol.
The urban aspects that might influence aerosol concentration can be found in Rochor. One
of the aspects is the difference in building typology und land use. Rochor consists mainly of
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two distinct typologies, the ‘shop house’ and the ‘residential high-rise tower’. The shop
houses are between 2 and 5 stories high and can have multiple functions and amenities,
including manufacturing. The residential high-rise tower in the area is above 16 stories high
and might have a podium with additional retail functions. Another aspect lies in different
street layouts that vary in Rochor greatly.
The case is divided in two. The first part elaborates on the method used to estimate the
exposure in different locations and the second explains the augmentation of the pedestrian
agents to evaluate the individual paths towards aerosol exposure. The first aim is to use
inverse modeling on an actual case, specifically that of aerosol concentration in Rochor,
where measurements are conducted. The second aim is to see if adjusted urban layouts are
able reduce pedestrians' exposure to aerosols.

7.1. Exposure Estimation
The methods and results presented in this chapter are the result of collaboration with Dr. Erik
Velasco from the SMART (Singapore MIT alliance for research and technology) and Vahid
Mosaavi that culminated in the publication ‘Aerosol Prediction using urban data’ (to be
published in 2014).
Starting from measurements an inverse modeling method is used to estimate the aerosol
concentration on the ground level as a function of the built environment. Urban parameters
and measurements are combined on a grid cell. The function is then applied to infer
concentrations at different locations. With a large number of aerosols concentrations and
urban parameters pairs the cells are grouped according to their aerosol concentration
characteristics. With different groups of different concentration patterns, the urban
parameters that are significant for aerosol concentration can be deducted. This identifies the
urban parameters that are most influential in areas of high or low aerosol concentration on
the ground level.
Information on ground level aerosol concentration is important because it captures the
exposure of pedestrians that relates to health risks: key for policy planning. Current aerosol
monitoring networks are designed to be representative of large geographic areas. Their
sensors are located high above the urban canopy, distant from immediate emission sources,
and measure the concentration on the ambient level where all aerosols are well mixed within
the urban envelope. The urban envelope is the air above the city where air and aerosols are
well mixed. The height of this urban envelope of air is defined by a several factors, including
the solar radiation gain that increases surface temperature or the topology, such as high-rise
buildings, that create thermal tubes. The ambient concentration does not take into account
the high concentration fluctuations on the ground level that are essential when investigating
the health risk of pedestrians. Some monitoring networks in cities include no or few ground
level stations. To capture the high variety in pollution with respect of geographic location, a
large number of monitors would be needed cover a whole city.
To overcome this limitation a method using Self Organizing Maps (SOM) is applied on a grid
of 20m by 20m to derive a function for the estimated aerosol concentration. This estimation
is derived from a combination of local measurements and characteristics of the urban
environment and measurements. For every grid cell multiple urban indicators are measured
or calculated. With a set of aerosol measurements connected to each cell with its set of
urban parameters, a function describing the aerosol concentration as a result of the urban
parameters can be found. The urban parameters include emission sources such as land use,
traffic, and distribution factors such as street width and difference in building height. SOM is
an inverse or data driven modeling technique that doesn’t discriminate non-linear functions,
incomplete datasets or complex functions, making it a suitable method for aerosol
estimation that has all these characteristics.
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Using urban data sets to improve measurements has been applied in Beijing (Zheng et al.,
2013) (Yao et al., 2012). In Beijing a combination of meteorological features, traffic related
features, human mobility features, road network related features, POI, related features and
measurement data is used to estimate the concentration. In Beijing, the approach was used
to estimate the ambient concentration. In the case of Rochor, the approach is extended to
include fine grain urban indicators and measurements on the ground level.
There are two reasons for using Self Organizing Maps for this case. First, in contrast to
existing black-box methods like neural networks that produce results without explaining the
individual influencing factors, the SOM quantifies and explains the influence of individual
parameters on the final results. Second, aerosol concentration is complex and has non-linear
correlation with other factors. In a test against other methods like multi-layer perceptron and
neuronal networks, deterministic modeling system (DMS) and other linear statistical models,
SOM has shown better accuracy (Kukkonen et al., 2003, Hájek and Olej, 2008). For the
prediction of 24 hour averages from meteorological variables, SOM has been applied
(Kolehmainen et al., 2000), but was not able to explain all episodes (Kolehmainen et al.,
2001). One of the advantages of the SOM method is to find local correlations that are
important for high concentrations, which pose the highest health risk.
The following subsections introduce first the measurement techniques, followed by a
detailed explanation of the urban indicators, and conclude with an explanation of the method
used to learn the function that describes the aerosol concentration from the urban
parameters.

7.1.1. Measurement Techniques
Thanks to our colleague Erik Velasco from SMART (Singapore MIT Alliance for Research and
Technology) hand held sensors were available and the expertise for raw data processing the
measurements in Rochor, Singapore.
Aerosols are extremely volatile over time and place. Measuring aerosol concentration with a
minimum amount of confidence requires a large number of measurement cycles. This
section of the chapter explains the processes used in the present research to measure the
aerosol concentration in Rochor. In order to make an inference regarding aerosols in this
area, the same location is measured 20 times. Each measurement set consists of
georeferenced concentration values from within the urban canyon and the values from the
same moment at the background station that measures the concentration within the urban
envelope. Measuring was conducted entirely during workdays (Monday to Friday), in the
evening between 17:39 and 20:14 in a double loop. Each measurement loop is between
43min and 55min long allowing for the assumption that the environmental conditions do not
change.
The measurement includes the mapping of the weight of PM1, PM2.5, PMresp (PM4) and PM
10. 'PM' is an abbreviation for particulates or particle matter with a diameter smaller than 1,
2.5, 4 or 10 micrometers. It is essential to differentiate the sizes for two reasons. First, the
size is a hint to identify the emission source of the particle. The geometry of the individual
particle is also an indication to the source of the emission: by measuring the surface area
and their size, the shape can be inferred. Second, the size is an important factor for health
effects: the smaller the particle, the deeper into the lungs it can penetrate. Therefore, the
total particles number PN (concentration) is also measured. The mass concentration of black
carbon (BC), particle bound polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (pPAHs) and the join active
surface area (ASA) is monitored.
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Aerosol
Particle Matter

Abreviation
PM

Instrument
Dust-Trak TSI 8534

Particle Number

PN

Balck Carbon
particle-bound polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons

BC

Active Surface Area

ASA

Condensation Particle Counters TSI-2007
Micro-aethalometerer AE51 (AethLabs)
Photoelectric Aerosol Sensor Ecochem
Analytics PAS-2000CE
Difusion Charging Sensor Ecochem
Analytics DC-2000CE

pPAHs

Table 9: Monitored aerosol parameters and instruments used

Data Processing:
The 20 measurement cycles amount to 14900 measurement points. These points are postprocessed in a spreadsheet and transferred into a geo-database. The first step of the postprocessing is a temporal alignment of the individual instrument measurements. This is
necessary because even with synchronizing them for every measurement cycle, the internal
clocks shift detectable even after one day.
The first step is to identify common peaks across different measurement parameters to
identify the time delay between the individual instruments. With the instruments of the
background station and in the field running in parallel inter instrument comparison is
performed. For each set of measurement at the beginning and at the end the measurements
are measuring the same place for at least 5 minutes. The measurements during this
synchronizing periods are used to perform a least square method to find the difference for
both synchronizing periods between the same instruments. The difference is used to align
the measurements between the background instrument and the instrument carried in the
field for the beginning and both points combined provide a function to approximate the shift
during the measurement campaign. This function then is applied to the background station
values. Further data cleaning is performed for measurements in cases of environmental
conditions where instruments deliver inaccurate values. Such an example is the particle
counter (PN) that over estimates the number by counting water droplets when the relative
humidity excides 80%. A further measurement inaccuracy is the variance in the GPS
coordinates that leads to measurement points located within buildings, which are removed.
To use the aerosol measurement for the inverse modeling method, each measurement gets
the id from the closest grid cell to attach the urban parameters values of its location later on.

7.1.2. Urban Indicators
The urban parameters influence aerosol concentration through emission, distribution and
deposition. For a meaningful statement about the existence of these parameters the study
area is discretized in grid cells of 50m lengths within the parameters are accumulated.
Parameters on emission sources are of two types, land use and traffic. Traffic based
emission is a function of the street pattern. A multitude of weighted betweenness centrality
parameters with different radii are used. The weight is the angular change allowing this
measure to capture the acceleration pattern of the traffic. The different radii vary between
800m to n allowing for the identification of major arterial axis that also has a higher traffic
volume. Land use patterns are derived from the master plan 2008 as the total area (in m2) of
each category. Not all 27 categories of the master plan exist within Rochor.
The parameters capturing distribution of aerosols are based on the assumption that this is
influenced by airflow, turbulence, and eddies. These factors are caused by the roughness of
the surface or the topology of the built environment. To capture this effect a number of
parameters are used which incorporate the variation in height of buildings, the number of
corners or the variation in the heights of the individual corners.
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Deposition is surfaces ability to absorb particles and other aerosols. Particular the surface
feature and the area covert by buildings are influencing this ability.
The following table includes a list of parameters, their data origin and the calculation
methods used.

Urban Parameters and Data Source
Origine

Origine

Master
Plan 2008

Space Syntax
analysis based
on Street
Network by LTA

Sum Residential
Sum RESIDENTIAL WITH
COMMERCIAL AT 1ST STOREY
Sum COMMERCIAL

LogChoice800
LogChoiceN
T1024 Choice

Sum HOTEL

Radii:

Sum WHITE

800, 1200, 2000, 5000, T1024 Integration
10000, 15000, n
T1024 Node

Sum BUSINESS 1 WHITE
Sum HEALTH MEDICAL CARE

T1024 Total Depth
T1024 Total Depth Segment
Length Wgt

Sum EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION
Sum PLACE OF WORSHIP
Sum CIVIC COMMUNITY INSTITUTION
Sum OPEN SPACE

T1024 Choice Segment Length

NAVTEQ
Buildingfootprint

Sum Building Cover

Sum PARK
Sum BEACH AREA
Sum SPORTS RECREATION
Sum WATERBODY

Master Plan 2008
Avg Avg Possible Height
combined with
Avg Avg Possible Height 2
Building Footprints by
NAVTEQ
Sum Corner Count

Sum ROAD
Sum TRANSPORT FACILITIES
Sum UTILITY

Street Network
LTA

Connectivity

Sum RESERVE SITE
Sum Commercial 1

Table 10: Urban Parameters and data source

7.1.3. Data Driven Modeling using Self Organizing Map
The SOM methodology can be applied for nonlinear function approximation, which in this
case is a detection of local correlations between the urban indicators and the aerosol
concentration. The SOM is trained under the assumption of a relationship between the urban
indicators 𝑋 =    𝑥! , … , 𝑥! and the aerosol concentration 𝑌 =    𝑦! , … , 𝑦! of the sort 𝑦! =
𝑓(𝑋). After the SOM is trained the location for a new data point without 𝑌, which is the point
most similar in the SOM, can be found and the values for 𝑌 predicted.
First the relationship between the individual aerosol concentrations and the urban indicators
𝑦! = 𝑓(𝑋) is validated. The method used is based on off-sampling, where parts of the
observations are not used to train the SOM. The trained SOM is then used to predict the
values of 𝑦! at the location that have not been used for the training. Table 11 shows the error
of 100 times 10% off sampling. It shows that the values for PM2.5 have been predicted with
a median accuracy of 92.36% (see Table 11).
Equation 16:

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑠  % =   

𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒!"#$%&'#$ − 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒!"#$
∙ 100
𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠!"#$
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Median Error Calculation in % with 10% off sampling
Based on Median values of Based on Arithmetic Mean
similar grid cells
values of similar grid cells
Median of
Error

Mean of
Error

Median of
Error

Mean of
Error

PM1

ug/m3

92.2

85.8

93.0

87.1

PM25

ug/m3

92.2

85.9

93.0

87.2

PM10 ug/m3

ug/m3

92.6

87.3

93.2

87.2

Particle Number

Nr/cm3

89.3

86.0

90.2

86.5

Black Carbon

Nr/cm3

78.1

69.4

79.1

67.3

pPAHs

ng/m3

78.7

70.7

82.4

71.0

mm2/m3

88.4

75.1

88.7

76.8

Average Accuracy

%

87.4

80.0

88.5

80.5

Min Accuracy

%

78.1

69.4

79.1

67.3

Max Accuracy

%

92.6

87.3

93.2

87.2

ActiveSurfaceArea

Table 11: Median Error after 100 times 10% off sampling for different aerosols

In the light of the complexity of the aerosol concentration function an accuracy level bellow
10% for the main indicator of PM2.5 is an acceptable range for the values. Looking at the
absolute values ranging up to 80 𝜇𝑔 results in a maximum inaccuracy 8 𝜇𝑔 that is within the
volatility of the measurements.

7.1.4. Interpolation Results
The function derived with the SOM (explained above) is then applied to infer the
concentration in different places (see Figure 26 ). For each estimated grid cell a confidence is
defined. The confidence of the prediction depends on the similarity between the estimated
grid cells and the measured grid cells. Since the space the trained SOM creates keeps the
topological structure of the training data, the distance of two points within the SOM is
representative of the similarity of the two points. This similarity correlates linear to the
confidence of the interpolation. In cases where all urban parameters are the same the
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confidence is 1, in cases where no measured grid cell is similar the confidence is 0.

Figure 27 shows a map indicating the confidence of each grid cell. What is clearly visible is
that areas with green space have a low confidence since no measurements have been taken
in the vicinity of open green spaces.
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Figure 26: PM2.5 concentration in the area of Rochor Singapore
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Figure 27: Confidence of Aerosol concentration for each grid cell.

7.1.5. Finding Cluster of Similar Aerosol Patterns
To identify clusters a targeted learning function is used where the concentration dimensions
are used to train the SOM. Figure 28 shows the distribution of different aerosols in the SOM
– since there is a similar pattern between all PM values it indicates a similar function
describing the concentration. This is to be expected since the PM10 is PM2.5 + particles of the
size >PM2.5 and they are all measured with the same instrument. That black carbon (BC),
pPAHs and ASA show the same pattern even though different instruments measure them
indicates affinity. With this affinity, the urban indicators only have to be found for two
aerosols: different PM concentrations and different concentration of ‘other’ aerosols.
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Figure 28: Aerosols concentration distribution in the SOM

With the reduction to two dimensions, target training that uses only two aerosols (PM and
Particle Number) can be conducted. Clustering in the trained SOM is applied to find places
with similar aerosol concentration characteristics and urban parameter characteristics. To
find a suitable number of clusters the heuristic elbow function is used. This method
measures the change in stability and the compactness of the clusters for different numbers
of clusters. Generally speaking low number of cluster have a low stability and a high number
of clusters a high stability. A suitable number of clusters are found when the stability is
improving with a reduced rate. With a number of clusters the membership of an individual
neurons in the SOM is then identified using k-means method. These clusters then have
similar characteristics in urban parameters as well as in the aerosol concentration. The
average aerosol concentration of PM2.5 in each cluster is shown Figure 30.
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Figure 29: Compactness and Stability of Clusters as a function of the number of clusters

Figure 30: Average concentration and standard deviation of PM2.5 for 4 clusters

The next step identifies the urban parameter that characterizes each of the clusters by using
a term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) method. This method stems from
language patterns where the topic of a chapter is not defined by the word most used but by
the word least used in other paragraphs. In this case, the urban parameter that defines the
character of one clusters, but rarely exists in others. This is not a binary relationship where
one urban parameter is either characteristic or not, but is a fuzzy of relationship urban
parameters where defining the boarders and character of a cluster. Figure 31 shows tf-idf of
clusters defined by the aerosols and the individual urban parameters indicated in red for
highly defining the cluster to blue for low defining of identity.
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Figure 31: Term frequency-inverse document frequency relation between the clusters and the urban parameters
indicating high relation in red and low relation for blue.
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Urban Parameters
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Residential

Residential &
Commercial
Groundfloor

Commercial

Hotel

White

Educational
Institudtion

Place of
Worship

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Warerbody

Road

Civic
Community

Open Space

Park

Beach&Area

Sports&
Recreation

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

Transportation&
Utility
Facility

Reserve&Site

Commercial

Building&Cover

Connectivity

LogChoice800

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

LogChoiceN

Choice

Choice&Radius&
1km0

Choice&Radius&
1200

Choice&Radius&
15km

Choice&Radius&
2km

Choice&Radius&
5km

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

Choice&Radius&
800

Choice&length&
weighted

Choice&length&
weighted&
Radius&1km0

Choice&length&
weighted&
Radius&1200

Choice&length&
weighted&
Radius&15km

Choice&length&
weighted&
Radius&2km

Choice&length&
weighted&
Radius&5km

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

Choice&length&
weighted&
Radius&800

Integration

Integration&
Radius&1km0

Integration&
Radius&1200

Integration&
Radius&15km

Integration&
Radius&2km

Integration&
Radius&5km

43

44

45
Integration&
length&
Integrationleng weighted&
th&weighted
Radius&1km0

46
Integration&
length&
weighted&
Radius&1200

47
Integration&
length&
weighted&
Radius&15km

48
Integration&
length&
weighted&
Radius&2km

49
Integration&
length&
weighted&
Radius&5km

51

52

53

54

55

56

Node&Count&
Radius&1km0

Node&Count&
Radius&1200

Node&Count&
Radius&15km

Node&Count&
Radius&2km

Node&Count&
Radius&5km

Node&Count&
Radius&800

Integration&
Radius&800
50
Integration&
length&
weighted&
Radius&800
57

58

59

60

61

62

63

Total&Depth

Total&Depth&
Radius&1km0

Total&Depth&
Radius&1200

Total&Depth&
Radius&15km

Total&Depth&
Radius&2km

Total&Depth&
Radius&5km

Total&Depth&
Radius&800

65
Total&Depth&
length&
weighted&
Radius&1km0

66
Total&Depth&
length&
weighted&
Radius&1200

67
Total&Depth&
length&
weighted&
Radius&15km

68
Total&Depth&
length&
weighted&
Radius&2km

69
Total&Depth&
length&
weighted&
Radius&5km

70
Total&Depth&
length&
weighted&
Radius&800

64
Total&Depth&
length&
weighted
71

72

73

74

75

76

77

total&Segment&
length&Radius&
1km0

total&Segment&
length&Radius&
1200

total&Segment&
length&Radius&
15km

total&Segment&
length&Radius&
2km

total&Segment&
length&Radius&
5km

total&Segment&
length&Radius&
800

Possible&
Building&Height

78

79
Number&of&
Building&
Corners

80

81

82

PM1&ug&m3

PM25&ug&m3

PM10&ug&m3

Avg&Possible&
Building&Height

Table 12: Urban Parameters with numbers used for Term frequency-invers document frequency
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7.1.6. Summary: Aerosol extrapolation
For PM values the cluster with the highest concentration is cluster 2. This cluster is mainly
associated with the following urban parameters: Choice, Choice length weighted and Choice
length weighted Radius 15km. The cluster with the lowest concentration of particle matter
(Cluster 1) is mainly associated with the following urban parameters: Building Cover,
Connectivity (Intersections) and Choice length weighted Radius 800.
For other aerosol values 3 clusters were identified. The pattern of exposure is consistent for
Black Carbon (BC), the Particle Number (PN) and the pPAHs. The pattern for Active Surface
Area (ASA) differs for Cluster 3 where a lower average concentration. Cluster 1 and Cluster 2
have a similar dominant urban parameter that defines them, such as ‘Total Depth Radius
10km’, Total Depth Radius 15km’. Both clusters than also show a similar pattern of aerosol
concentration (see Figure 32). Cluster 3 shows a different aerosol concentration pattern is
defined by ‘Choice’ with and without segment length weighted.

Figure 32: Aerosol Concentration for ‘Particle Number’ (Top Left), ‘pPAHs’ (Top Right), ‘Active Surface Area’
(Bottom Left) and ‘Black Carbon’ (Bottom Right) for individual clusters in Rochor, Singapore

For both groups of aerosols measured in Rochor the graph measures with larger radii are
defining the clusters. This is an indication that the exposure to aerosols in Rochor Singapore
stems from traffic rather than different land uses. This finding is only applicable for the area
under surveillance and doesn’t include the fact that some urban parameters might not be
included in the model.
To improve the health of the people in the case of Rochor the pedestrians’ exposure needs
to be reduced. From the findings presented above this means that pedestrian walkways
should be distant to streets with a high value of integration for large radii. For urban planning
this means to avoid shop fronts along those roads where shopper would spend longer
periods of time. This might be against the economical forces that desire a high integration
into the whole network to reap the benefits of traffic.
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7.1.7. Summary: Monitor Network Design
The same method, clustering in a trained SOM, can be applied for monitoring network
design by identifying places where measurements are representative for many other places.
The first step is an extrapolation of the aerosol concentration to all grid cells. The first
question to be answered is how many measuring stations are needed to make a confidence
prediction about the whole area. This question is part of the monitoring network design
where the trained SOM can be used to identify places that are representative of a large area.
In the trained SOM a k-mean algorithm identifies clusters with similar attributes. Having a
measurement in each cluster provides information about the aerosol characteristics within it.
The place most representative in each cluster is its gravitational center since this point has
to shortest distance, in the SOM, to all other points and distance in the SOM is a measure of
similarity.
Again, to identify the number of clusters (identifying k) the elbow-method is applied. The
elbow-methods looks at the overall pattern and searches for a number of K where a further
increase doesn’t lead to a significant further increase in compactness. This point is called
the elbow and defines the number of clusters to be used, in this case four. With the four as
the number of clusters identified, the membership of the cells and the center of each cluster
can be identified. The characteristics of the center cell is that it is the closest cell to all other
cells and is therefore the most representative point in each cluster: these cells have the most
‘characteristic’ parameters to represent the whole cluster. Therefore the center cells (or cells
close to center) are locations where aerosol concentration extrapolated for other members of
the cluster is performed with high confidence. Monitors placed in these places provide
information allowing for the highest confidence. Figure 33 shows for each cluster the centers
and for each point the distance to the center mapped in Rochor.
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Figure 33: Four clusters indicating distance to the center in the SOM highlighting the centers in red which are the
possible sensor locations with the highest information gain

7.1.8. Future Work: Interpolation for Singapore
The two examples demonstrate how the SOM methodology can be applied for aerosol
interpolation and monitoring network design in the case of Rochor. This method is not
limited in its scalability and can be applied for citywide optimization of the aerosolmonitoring network. Since the monitors are expensive, this method can improve monitor
distribution by increasing the information gained per sensor, thus allowing for a reduction in
monitor numbers. The trained SOM would then not only provide information about a single
point but also would allow inferring concentration for a higher number of places on a lower
granularity.
On an island wide scale, such as that needed in Singapore, the focus shifts back from
concentration on ground level to the ambient concentration. As discussed earlier, (7.1
Exposure Estimation) on the ambient level different urban parameters influence the aerosol
concentration. Introducing parameters on wind directions would include influences from the
regional scale. Alternatively a multi scale grid ranging from a super large grid, including
aerosols originating from outside the city boundaries, to a the smallest scale, on the
neighborhood scale, could be superimposed to weight different influencing factors. With
these parameters and measurements a new SOM has to be trained to quantify the influence
of the individual parts.
In a preliminary example the available urban parameters are extended, incorporating
transportation data of car traffic and truck traffic loads simulated in MATsim in Singapore
(with thanks to Alex Erath, Sergio Ordonez and the ‘Mobility and Transportation Planning’
team at FCL). The grid size for aggregation is increased to 50m x 50m. To train the SOM with
theses urban parameters an informative set of aerosol measurements on Singapore is
needed.

Figure 34: Citywide urban parameters in Singapore to train a SOM for aerosol concentration
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7.2. Agent-based Aerosol Exposure Evaluation
As demonstrated in Case 1: Modeling the Impact of Function Allocation on Pedestrian Mode
Choice, agents can evaluate multiple aspects of the built environment. In the following
section, the agent’s abilities are extended to measure o the dosage of aerosols they are
exposed to as they navigate through their environment. For proof of concept, two cases are
developed: the first is modeled after the civic district, with an estimated concentration of
aerosols, while the second is an infinite grid of a shop house typology, with characteristic
concentrations in both the front and the back alley. Last a test case resembling Rochor in its
physical structure and aerosol concentration is conducted to test the agent based aerosol
evaluation of different paths.
Poor urban air quality is a serious threat to the health of city inhabitants: it has been
predicted that by 2050, aerosol pollution in the urban environment will be the leading cause
of death (OECD, 2013). The danger does not arise simply from the existence of aerosols but
from exposure to them, or the total dosage each individual experience over a longer period
of time and walking is the mode of transportation with the highest exposure to aerosols in
Singapore (see Table 13). This case examines the ways in which an urban design mitigates
this threat by changing pedestrian flow and consequently reducing exposure to aerosols.
A general assumption is that the working and living locations of an individual are fixed
leaving the mode of transportation and the paths taken as changeable parameters. The
collaborative work with Eric Velasco (MIT) and Sok Huang Tan (NUS) shows the difference in
exposure along the same path in different modes of transportation (see Table 13) (Tan et al.,
2013).

Aerosol Concentration in different modes of transportation along Orchard Rd
Concentration (#/cm3)
average
Max
Min
Median
total exposure to cover
the distance

MRT

Bus

Taxi

Walk

9488.75
14661
6738
8595

27253.09
92370
7235
21062

28270.86
94317
8808
13164

46015.22
91800
25992
41477

5704118

27316175

22653518

77443614

31.93
74
20
31

59.90
1290
12
48

32.58
139
17
22

86.54
1890
41
61

15574

53887

21481

140072

PM2.5
average
Max
Min
Median
total exposure to cover
the distance

Table 13: Exposure to particles in different modes of transportation for a fixed distance traveled along Orchard Rd
Singapore

This evaluation focuses on aerosol exposure along different walking routes. The initial step is
the proof-of-concept, comprised by two different examples in which agents are used to
evaluate their path in respect to exposure. One example is the civic district of Singapore,
while the other is an infinite urban raster built out of back lanes and main roads, resembling
the old building structure of Singapore. Then this agent-based evaluation is applied in the
Rochor area.
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7.2.1. Civic District
The setup of the civic district proof of concept consists of obstacles representing buildings
and waterways, as well as 16 origin and destinations (see Figure 35). The civic district is a
central area in Singapore with many waterways restricting pedestrian movements and open
spaces allowing free movement of pedestrians. The aim of the simulation of pedestrian flow
is not to recreate the existing pedestrian flow, but to show how different paths lead to
different aerosol exposure.

Figure 35: Top: Setup and locations of origin and destinations in the civic district Bottom: Exposure map of the same
location Red = high exposure, Black = low exposure

The concentration of aerosol pollution is stored in an exposure map that is readable to the
agent (see Figure 35). The red value is a linear translation of the concentration ranging from 0
to 255 µg. Assuming the agent's walking speed and breathing rate is consistent as it
navigates a path, it is able to add up the total weight of particles smaller than 2.5 µg. The
agent learns from a map the exposure at its current location (red value of the map). When
the agent reaches its goal, the total dosage is calculated as a sum of all elements of the
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path. Fours key factors are then stored: total exposure, distance travelled, origin ID and
destination ID. Each agent’s results are plotted on a scatterplot, where the x-axis represents
distance travelled, and the y-axis represents total exposure. Origin and destination pairs are
represented/indicated by color (see Figure 36). In this scatterplot the respective
origin/destination pairs create clusters representing similar ratio of total exposure and
distance travelled. In cases where multiple paths are possible, the total exposure and
distance could vary, resulting in multiple clusters. Examination of the patterns of clusters
allows for increased understanding of aerosol that can be introduced in planning taking into
account the relative health risks along different paths.

Figure 36: Scatterplot indicating the distance traveled and total exposure, color indicates different origin destination
pairs

7.2.2. Shop House Typology
The setup of the shop house proof of concept case is to evaluate how the difference in
pedestrian preferences for main roads or back alleys results in different aerosol exposure
levels. In order to test the difference a homogenous grid of equal proportions that resembles
a shop house typology is the backdrop for 100’000 agents emitted by 81 different origin and
destinations that are located at intersections. The agents evaluate their path in respect of
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aerosol exposure. The agents randomly select a destination out of the remaining 80
buildings, and choose the most suitable path according their programmed preferences.
This framework allows us to evaluate the impact of agent preferences without
origin/destination bias (put measurement in figure). Three different preferences for agent
path-finding are tested: first, the shortest path with a bias for the longest line of sight (to be
explained in meth), second, back lanes and third, main road. As explained above in 7.2.1
Civic District, the total exposure and total distance are stored after the agent has reached
the final destination.
In this case, the impact of the three aforementioned preferences is evaluated. The setup is
designed that the origins and destinations can be neglected to focus entirely on ration
between the total distance travelled and the total accumulated exposure. Figure 37 shows
the scatterplots for the three different walking preferences of the pedestrian agents. Every
agent is represented as a dot in the scatter plot. The distance the pedestrian agent traveled
as x-value and total accumulated aerosol exposure as y-value defines the position of each
point. Two things are evident: one, there is high variance in total pollutant exposure amongst
the group of agents who's preference is the shortest distance/longest line of sight. Two, the
overall aerosol exposure is reduced where there is a preference for the back alleys. This is
consistent with the initial setup where aerosols concentrate along main roads as opposed to
back alleys and can be explained by the increased exposure by travelling along the main
roads. To generate a more striking result the difference in exposure between the two types
of roads needs to be increases. The increase in distance has a positive correlation with the
total amount of exposure (see Figure 37). The variance in the accumulated exposure values
also expands. With the used values for exposure along back lanes and main road the
difference between the respective exposures is not significant.

Figure 37: Scatterplot indicating the distance traveled and total exposure 100'000 agents are experiencing in the
shop house typology

7.2.3. Case Study Rochor
In this experiment the concentration map is based on measurements points that are
interpolated. This concentration map is the basis for the agent-based simulation, evaluating
different paths and movement patterns. For the simulation, the origin and destination pairs
for agents are congruent with public transport nodes, including bus stops and MRT stations
of Rochor. The agents then walked according to shortest path / longest line of sight, and
monitor the aerosol concentration along their path.
Problematic to the agent-based aerosol measurement process is the small size of the
measured area and respective exposure map. This leads to agents moving into places where
the aerosol exposure is unknown, and therefore interpreted by the agents as zero. Therefore
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the underlying map of aerosol exposure limits the agent based evaluation method of
pedestrian movement patterns.

7.2.3.1.

Interpolation with ArcGIS

With the measurement points georeferenced ArcGIS’s ‘Geostatistical Wizard’ offers
interpolation methods based the points. The points are starting locations of an interpolation
where the weight of an individual point has a distance decay function following a Gaussian
distribution. The buildings outlines are barriers of this interpolation (Hoerl and Kennard,
1970). The result is a continuous map indicating the concentration of aerosols at different
locations (see Figure 38). These methods are limited in their extend since the method is an
interpolation between measurement points. This function can have many forms but doesn’t
extend much beyond the points measured. Therefore the known area of the map is defined
by the maximum extend of individual points.

Figure 38: Aerosol concentration in Rochor interpolated with ArcGIS.

7.2.3.2.

Agent-Based Evaluation

Origin and destination are public transport nodes in the area of Rochor. The buildings are all
obstacles. The building morphology is based on the SLA building footprints (see Figure 39).
In Figure 39 also the simulated pedestrian density is shown indicating a high density in major
pedestrian shopping streets like Serangoon Road. It also shows a total neglect of the back
lanes in the area. Since the particle based agents navigation is guided purely by the
geometry of the environment the reason can be detected by the obscured entrances to
these back lanes and the not existence of straight paths through due to the blocking at
some places.
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Figure 39: Geometrical set up and origin and destination in Rochor Singapore for agent based evaluation of aerosol
exposure

Figure 40 shows the total exposure to PM2.5 in relation to distance walked. The increase is in
both cases exactly the same even though the paths taken differ. The reason is that the
concentration in the back lanes might have a higher volatility but is total not much different
to the one along the main road.
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Figure 40: Exposure to PM2.5 evaluated by 100’000 pedestrian agents moving in Rochor between public transport
nodes

These results have to be taken with caution since the concentration is not known for all
places where agents are walking. The interpolation method is based on a polynomial
interpolation between the known points and doesn’t go beyond that, taking into account that
buildings are obstacles. The points furthest apart define the area possible to interpolate. To
know concentrations at locations outside the measured area a new method has to be found.
To expand the area of known concentration, a ‘Self Organizing Map’ (SOM) (Kohonen, 1982)
can be used to derive a function that allows to interpolation concentration beyond the extent
of the measurement points. This Self Organizing Map is a neural network, trained with
measured data and known impacting factors for aerosol concentration. The trained ‘Self
Organizing Map’ allowed the concentration to be interpolated for a larger area, and identified
places where future measurements should be conducted to gain the greatest amount of
information. This method is explained in detail under ‘5.5. Case 5: Urban Aerosol
Concentration’.

7.2.4. Summary: Agent-based Aerosol Exposure Evaluation
A surprising finding was that the back lanes, which are car-free streets, do not have
significantly smaller concentrations of aerosols than the sidewalks along the larger road.
What was found, however, is that the back lanes have a higher volatility in the
measurements. This indicates that there are some particular areas, specifically in the back
lanes, with an uneven distribution of aerosols. Further examination showed that kitchen
exhausts and small temples and shrines where incense is burned are the sources of these
pockets of high concentration. Sometimes a simple solution can mitigate this health hazard
like the introduction of chimneys for kitchens. Polluted air would then be released high
above the pedestrians rather than directly onto the back lane.
The use of pedestrian agents to evaluate health risks has shown to be feasible. This system
can be deployed to many places with a small amount of needed information on aerosol
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concentration and building geometry. Additionally the impact of changes in the urban fabric
on the pedestrian flow and the resulting aerosol exposure can be investigated for future
designs.
The results presented in this case show that the built environment has an influence not only
on the mode choice but also on the health risk people are exposed to when walking. This
leads to the question of the health benefits of walking. Is the additional distance covered in
the urban environment improving the health of the people? The following case tries to find a
connection between the existing structure and the health of the people in that particular area
in the case of Switzerland.
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8. Case 4: Built Environment, Walkability and Mortality

The following research into the correlation between walkability and mortality was made
possible through collaboration with the Swiss National Cohort (SNC) (see 4.5.3), a Swiss
National Science Foundation (SNF) initiative that uses census data to create a cohort for
Switzerland. The detailed insights gained wouldn’t be possible without Adrian Spörri-Fahrni,
who created the scripts for the statistical evaluation.
This project aims to evaluate the association between the built environment, measured by
different walkability indices, and different causes of deaths in Switzerland. Inadequate
housing conditions have been identified by the World Health Organization as a contributing
factor to injuries and preventable diseases such as cancer, pulmonary diseases, nervous
system and cardiovascular diseases (WHO, 2012). While with regard to Switzerland housing
conditions are not an acute issue, this demonstrates that also the WHO identifies the built
environment as a factor for healthy living. The residential space, with its unique
environmental conditions, is a place where people spend a lot of time of their daily lives. The
environmental conditions, like aerosol concentration, at this location must therefore have a
health impact. Since the information in the SNC only contains the causes of death the focus
is on mortality. Mortality can be understood as the culmination of a lifetime of health impacts
ranging from genetic preposition to life style choices and environmental influence:
differences in the prevalence for particular causes of death are therefore an indicator for
what influences people were exposed to during their lifespan. On the urban scale the
hypothesis is that people who live in an area with high walkability do indeed walk more. As
physical activity is linked to circulatory diseases this increase in light exercise, like walking to
a shop, might be detectable by a reduction in the risk of cardio vascular deaths. This
connection between physical activity and health has been first shown in a study comparing
the exercise patterns during work of bus drivers to bus conductors in London. The light
increase in exercise gained by the conductors standing and walking rather than sitting and
driving reduced the risk of cardio vascular incidences (ICD-10 I00-I99) (Rosenman and
Friedman, 1958). Therefore a reduction in cardio vascular mortality should be detected
where the walkability is good. This correlation, however, has not yet been shown with
statistical vigor on a large cohort.
In order to show this association on a large cohort, data from the Swiss National Cohort
(SNC) is used. They are combined with the data from the death registry to identify the cause
for each entry. Included in this national cohort is also the socio statistical data on the level of
the building, household and the individual. These parameters also have an influence on
mortality that is incorporated in the analysis. This case ads the parameter for walkability to
every entry of the cohort and evaluates the health hazard that stems from it. Since the
walkability parameter is a relative parameter to all the other the values of the quintiles are
compared with each other. For each quintile of the walkability indices the mortality risk is
calculated and compared against the lowest quintile. This makes it possible to show the
association between different levels of walkability and causes of death. Quintiles with high
walkability should show a negative correlation with cardio vascular diseases.
First the details about the cohort are explained, then the walkability indicators are introduced
and how they are calculated, the correlation between the individual mortality and the
walkability is calculated and last the results are presented.

8.1. Cohort
This project uses a different approach than the existing data-driven statistical methods
because the data used is a population where N=all rather than a sample. Using a nearly
complete data set changes the paradigm and handling of data. Using only a sample of the
data demands an extrapolation and rationalization into a function representing a trend in the
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data. By doing so extreme values are deemed outliers and can be neglected or their
influence on the function reduced. But with completeness each measurement point has to
be taken into account: outliers are not removed from the data set in the interest of avoiding
statistical errors.
This case uses Swiss census data, which is linked over 20 years to form a cohort of people
living in Switzerland between 1990 and 2000 that includes 6’873’687 (1990) and 7’288’010
(2000) entries (Bopp et al., 2009). The longitudinal cohort links not only the individual
censuses to each other, but also with the mortality registry and the emigration, immigration
and naturalization of foreign and Swiss nationals. This longitudinal cohort allows for the
observation of how many people died during this period of time, and what the cause of
death was.
A limitation related to using the entries in the SNC lies in the reporting of cause for mortality
in the elderly. In cases where very old people die the cause of death is not identified
anymore. Since the doctor has to identify the cause ‘heart failure’ is over represented as a
cause of death. The same is true for infants where no autopsy is performed for sympathetic
reasons towards the parents. To avoid inaccurate observations, for this case the population
in the cohort is limited to people between 30 and 75 years of age. This reduces the
measured population to 5’272’015 people living in 651’203 residential locations in
Switzerland during the observation period between the 01. January 1990 and 31. December
2008.

8.2. Walkability Indicators used in this Case
As explained in Methods 2.3 Walking and 4.5.1 Walkability Indicators, three categories of
walkability indicators can be identified: geographic-, graph- or Crowd-based. With the
available data sets from Switzerland only a limited set of indicators can be generated: a
graph based indicator after Hillier / Turner (Hillier and Hanson, 1984) and a geographic
based indicator after Frank (Frank et al., 2005). For the crowd-based method, no data was
available and no system in place to gather data to perform an evaluation over the whole of
Switzerland.
To calculate the walkability indicator after Frank four parameters are needed: residential
density, number of intersections, land-use mix, and retail floor area. The residential density
was derived on a hectare grid from the 2000 census in Switzerland. The number of
intersections for each hectare counts the number of nodes with more than 3 links counted
on the TOMTOM network. For the land-use mix the “Arealstatistik” was used that has 27
categories. The 27 categories were mapped on the 6 categories used by Frank (for details
see 11.3 Appendix C: Code and Processes). Since the number of retail floor area is not
included in the presented measure is called “¾ Frank”. Since retail floor area is only fraction
of the indicator the measure should already have and indication or all other parameters could
be removed.
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Figure 41: Map of Switzerland showing ¾ Frank walkability indicator from green = 0 to red = 5.5

The graph integration measures after Hillier and Hanson (Hillier and Hanson, 1984), (Space
Syntax Measures), have been shown to represent ‘natural movement’ for different modes of
transportation depending on the distance radius chosen. The measures are the values of
graph integration, centrality or angular change weighted betweenness centrality for every link
of the graph. The basis for the graph is the street network of Switzerland generated by
TOMTOM, a company that provides mobile guiding services. By varying the distance radius
upon which the integration is calculated, the measure can be representative for different
modes of transport. Pedestrians walking to public transport in the bay area of San Francisco
walk a mean distance of 834m. The argument can be made that the place with a high value
at this radius is well integrated into a pedestrian network. The measures of “choice” and
“total depth” (see 2.3 Walking) has been calculated for 800m, 2500m, 5km, 10km, 50km
and n (without limitation). To incorporate all modes of transportation the links with attributes
ranging from hiking path to highway were included. This shows the integration of some
residential areas into transportation networks that serve different purposes like commuting
and leisure activities.
The cleaned network consists of 1’356’105 links. Dangling links bellow 5m, parallel lines
bellow 2m have been removed and nodes and link end of 5m have been merged in order for
the algorithm to be able to calculate the measures in a meaningful way (see details 11.3).
The highest quintile of the choice measure with radii between 800m and 5km highlight the
population centers of each municipality. The larger radius (beyond 20km) highlights the
“Mittelland”, the area between the Jurassic mountains in the northwest and the Alps in the
south, where the majority of people in Switzerland are living. As introduced earlier network
integration measures indicate walking as a mode of transportation have a radius of around
2500m.
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Figure 42: Total Depth with segment length weighted of the graph with a radius of 800m, the to quintile is
highlighted in red

Figure 43: Total Depth with segment length weighted of the graph with a radius of 1600m, the to quintile is
highlighted in red
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Figure 44: Total Depth with segment length weighted of the graph with a radius of 2500m, the to quintile is
highlighted in red

Figure 45: Total Depth with segment length weighted of the graph with a radius of 5km, the to quintile is highlighted
in red
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Figure 46: Total Depth with segment length weighted of the graph with a radius of 20km, the to quintile is
highlighted in red

Figure 47: Total Depth with segment length weighted of the graph with a radius of 50km, the to quintile is
highlighted in red
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8.3. Results
The walkability indicators are mapped to the residential location of the SNC in Switzerland
(130650 residential locations). In cases where the walkability indicator is based on the street
graph, such as space syntax, the value of the closest street is taken. The cohort is then
divided into its 5 quintiles and compared against the first quintile.
To calculate the mortality rate the ‘number of deaths’ is divided by the ‘number of life years’
(normalized against parameters existing in the cohort) for each quintile of the walkability
graph measure and are normalized against the first quintile. This comparison between the
quintiles showed that existing walkability indicators have very little impact on mortality. More
promising results stem from the difference between the quintiles of integration into the street
network. These indicators can be understood in how central the residential location is. This
‘centrality’ highly depends on what distance radius is taking into account, which is an
indication for the needed mode of transportation to overcome this distance. The mortality of
circulatory diseases and ischemic heart diseases is reduced by 10.8% and 11.8%
respectively in places with a high ‘total depth’ value for distances radii of 2500m, which is a
radius representative for walking.
To compare this finding first the association with the walkability indicator after ¾ Frank is
presented. Afterwards, the other graph-based indicators and their associations with different
causes of death are shown.
GIS Measure:
The ¾ Frank walkability indicator has shown no significant correlation with all cause mortality
or all circulatory diseases mortality (see
Table 14 2013_correlation_indices_mortality.xlsx). The risk that stems from transport related
incidents (traffic accidents ICD-10 V01-V99) are reduced by a third. In Switzerland the
average annual number of fatal traffic accidents amounts to 511 over the last 20 years. With
this small number of events it is difficult to draw concrete conclusions. Nevertheless the
probability that a traffic accident is fatal is a function of the speed of the car. The speed on
the other hand depends on the location and city centers have lower speed limits than the
main roads or highways. ‘¾ Frank’ might therefore be an indicator for city centers.

Association between '3/4 Frank' indicator and different causes of death
All-cause mortality
circulatory diseases
Transport incidents
0.0 - 0.5
0.00
ref
0.0 - 0.5
0.00
ref
0.0 - 0.5
0.00
ref
-3.15 (0.96 - 0.98) 0.5 - 0.7
-4.75 (0.94 - 0.96) 0.5 - 0.7 -12.04 (0.78 - 0.99)
0.5 - 0.7
-2.38 (0.97 - 0.99) 0.7 - 0.8
-5.19 (0.94 - 0.96) 0.7 - 0.8 -23.21 (0.68 - 0.87)
0.7 - 0.8
1.54
(1.01 - 1.03) 0.8 - 1.0
-1.90 (0.97 - 0.99) 0.8 - 1.0 -26.30 (0.65 - 0.84)
0.8 - 1.0
4.01
(1.03 - 1.05) 1.0 - 5.5
-1.38 (0.97 - 1.00) 1.0 - 5.5 -34.15 (0.57 - 0.75)
1.0 - 5.5
Table 14: Walkability calculated after ¾ Franks' correlation with causes of different causes of mortality

Street Graph Measures:
Different integration measures into the street network shows a strong influence on
circulatory diseases and ischemic heart diseases. The most distinct pattern shows the radius
dependent integration measure of total depth with Ischemic Heart Diseases that are the
cause of mortality (see Figure 48). In the following section the results are presented in detail.
They are organized first according to the integration measure, second, the correlation with
the mortality risk of a specific disease and finally the duration of exposure and the reduction
to different types of municipalities.
The measures are generated with the break of distances or radii of 800m, 2500m, 10km and
50km. As 842m is the mean distance people are walking to public transportation in the bay
area of San Francisco, 800m and 2500m are used to represent walking distance. Larger radii
up to 5km represent distances that self-propelled modes of transportation can be used for.
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Beyond 5km the transportation mode choice is likely to be car or train making physical
benefits questionable.

Association 'Total Depth' and Ischeamic Heart Disease

Risk Change

1.2-1.3

1.3

1.1-1.2

1.2

1-1.1

1.1

0.9-1

1

0.8-0.9

0.9
0.85

50000
10000
4

5000
3

Quintile

2500
2

1600
1

Radius

800

Figure 48: Radius dependent association between 'Total Depth' measure of the Swiss street network and Ischemic
Heart Disease (ICD-10 I20-I25)

Total Depth

First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth

Quintile
Quintile
Quintile
Quintile
Quintile

Ischeamic Heart Disease
Radii:
800
1600
2500
Ref
Ref
Ref
3.03
4.22
1.67
4.26
2.79
2.76
1.28
-0.21
-1.39
-4.18
-9.40
-11.80

5km
Ref
2.02
1.32
2.65
-10.39

10km
Ref
4.19
5.54
3.04
-4.13

50km
Ref
11.95
17.25
28.70
30.79

Table 15: Risk for Ischemic Heart Diseases for different radii compared with the first quintile

Integration:
The integration measure indicates how segregated the network is. A high value is a
measurement of how central the link is in respect of the whole network. In previous research,
the integration measure showed the strongest correlation with the occurrence of
pedestrians. Since the measures have not shown any significant correlation with all causes
of mortality, mortality risk from circulatory diseases, Ischemic heart diseases, stroke,
respiratory diseases or chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases they where only calculated
up to a radius of 5km (
Table 16).
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Association between Integration and Different Causes of Death %

First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth

First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth

2500
Ref
0.76
3.75
4.99
5.25

Ischeamic Heart Diseases
5000
800
1600
2500
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
2.08
0.26
1.72
1.59
4.01
0.81
3.89
3.47
4.06
3.29
1.46
1.44
3.80
-1.53
-1.12
-1.76

5000
Ref
3.98
5.79
3.54
-0.20

Circulatory Diseases
Radii:
800
1600
2500
Quintile
Ref
Ref
Ref
Quintile
-0.43
1.50
0.24
Quintile
1.51
3.22
2.64
Quintile
1.89
2.59
1.57
Quintile
0.32
-0.56
-1.92

Respiratory Diseases
5000
800
1600
2500
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
2.80
-2.28
0.27
-1.44
3.96
2.60
1.77
0.59
1.14
3.00
4.16
3.54
-2.50
5.96
9.55
9.95

5000
Ref
-0.96
1.62
2.48
8.64

all cause mortality
Radii:
800
1600
Quintile
Ref
Ref
Quintile
0.66
2.09
Quintile
2.97
4.42
Quintile
3.84
5.47
Quintile
4.62
5.67

Radii:
First

Quintile

Second Quintile
Third

Quintile

Fourth

Quintile

Stroke
800
Ref
-1.92
2.42
0.10

1600
Ref
3.61
2.36
3.86

2500
Ref
1.36
2.73
2.36

5000
Ref
3.75
5.52
3.22

COPD
800
Ref
-3.55
0.09
1.38

1600
Ref
-3.27
-2.37
-0.06

2500
Ref
-5.44
-3.05
-0.53

5000
Ref
-5.94
-5.27
-0.39

Table 16: Integration measures association with multiple causes for mortality

Choice:
Choice is an indicator of how central a segment in the graph is in respect to all other
elements of the graph. Comparing the ‘Choice’ measures with the all cause mortality reveals
a constant increase independent of radius (Figure 49). Similarly week is the association with
respiratory mortality (Figure 50). A significant distinct pattern starts to appear when focusing
on the circulatory diseases (ICD-10 I00-I99). The pattern is defined by an increase in
mortality risk in the fifth quintile that increases with increasing radius. This increase goes up
to 7.22% on a 50’km radius: higher than the confidence (+/- 5%). This pattern is consistent if
the scope of observation is reduced to ‘cities & suburbs’ with an exception for 800m where
the 5th quintile has a strong increase in mortality (see Figure 49).
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Assoication of 'Choice' and all Cause Mortality

Risk Change
1.1

1.1-1.1

1-1.1
50000
20000

1
5000
2500
Quintile

1600

Radius

800
Figure 49: Radius dependent association between ‘Choice’ measures of the Swiss street network and all cause
mortality

Association of 'Choice' with Different Radii and all Causes of Mortality in %
Radii:
800
1600
2500
5km
10km
First
Quintile
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
Second
Quintile
0.70
0.90
0.63
1.15
0.95
Third
Quintile
1.18
0.69
1.01
0.56
1.25
Fourth
Quintile
1.98
2.31
2.43
2.26
1.67
Fifth
Quintile
3.82
3.90
3.74
3.69
3.86

50km
Ref
0.70
0.87
2.15
4.18

Table 17: Risk for all cause mortality for different radii of ‘Choice’ measure as comparison with the first quintile
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Association of 'Choice' and Respiratory Diseases

Risk Change
1.1

1-1.1

1

0.9-1
50km
20km

0.95
4

5km
3

Quintile

2500
2

1600
1

Raidus

800

Figure 50: Radius dependent association between ‘Choice’ measures of the Swiss street network and mortality
caused respiratory diseases

Association of 'Choice' with Different Radii and Respiratory Causes of Mortality in %
Radii:
800
1600
2500
5km
10km
50km
First
Quintile
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
Second
Quintile
0.16
0.78
-3.26
-1.74
2.49
-0.04
Third
Quintile
0.95
0.67
-0.31
-1.18
1.35
-0.43
Fourth
Quintile
1.83
2.19
-1.51
-1.36
-0.11
0.60
Fifth
Quintile
1.99
1.40
0.46
1.04
1.48
-2.70
Table 18: Risk for all respiratory for different radii of ‘Choice’ measure as comparison with the first quintile

Association of 'Choice' and Ischeamic Heart Disease

Risk Change
1.1-1.15
1.1

1-1.1

1

0.9-1

0.95

50km
4

10km
3

Title

1600

2
1

2500
Title

800
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Figure 51: Radius dependent association between ‘Choice’ measure of the Swiss street network and Ischemic Heart
Disease

Choice
f2

IHD

Ischaemic Heart Disease

M4

Total Model

800

1200

1600

2500

5000

10000

20000

50000

Quintile 1

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Quintile 2

1.05

1.06

1.07

1.07

1.08

1.07

1.06

1.04

Quintile 3

1.06

1.05

1.04

1.04

1.03

1.04

1.04

1.05

Quintile 4

1.06

1.06

1.06

1.06

1.05

1.05

1.05

1.05

Quintile 5

1.04

1.05

1.05

1.06

1.08

1.08

1.10

1.12

Table 19: Risk for Ischemic Heart Disease for different radii of ‘Choice’ measure as comparison with the first quintile

Total Depth:
Total Depth is a measure of how many shortest paths from all segments to all other
segments are going through that segment. Since few shortest paths go through the
peripheral segments the measure is biased towards the center of the network. This is
particularly true for large radii where the distance radius is similar or bigger then the network
diameter itself. The measure is not bias and carries more significant for smaller radii.
A significant correlation between the Total Depth measures and a general ‘all cause
mortality’ was not detected. A pattern of the 5th quintile over different radii emerges that
further amplifies when looking at individual causes of mortality.
Examination of mortality risk related to circulatory diseases (ICD-10 I00-I99) shows an
decreased number of cases for the 5th quintile for radii bellow 5km, with a reduction of
10.1% for 2500m and of 10.8% for 5km radius. It also shows an increase of mortality risk
above 10km, with a maximum increase of 18.6%. With regard to ‘Ischemic Heart Disease’
(ICD-10 I20-I25) the same pattern can be seen. Total depth with a radius of 2500m has a
reduction of 11.8% comparing the fifth quintile to the first and an increase of 30.8 % can be
seen for a radius of 50km.

Association of Total Depth and all Causes of Mortality

Risk Change
1.1

1-1.1

1

0.9-1
50km
10km

0.95
4

5km
3

Quintile

2500
2

1600
1

Radius

800

Figure 52: Radius dependent association between ‘Total Depth’ measures of the Swiss street network and all cause
mortality.
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Association of 'Total Depth' with Different Radii and all Causes of Mortality in %
Radii:
800
1600
2500
5km
10km
50km
First
Quintile
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
Second
Quintile
1.68
1.80
-0.07
0.40
1.82
3.91
Third
Quintile
3.19
2.23
1.87
0.84
2.23
4.93
Fourth
Quintile
3.31
3.68
1.43
1.67
0.54
4.81
Fifth
Quintile
2.42
0.82
-0.94
-2.47
-2.19
5.56
Table 20: Risk for all cause mortality for different radii of ‘Total Depth’ measure as comparison to the first quintile

Association of 'Total Depth' and Circulatory Diseases

Risk Change
1.2

1.1-1.2

1.1

1-1.1

1

0.9-1
50km
10km

0.95
4

5km
3

Quintile

2500
2

1600
1

Radius

800

Figure 53: Radius dependent correlation between ‘Total Depth’ measures of the Swiss street network and circulatory
diseases mortality.

Association of 'Total Depth' with Different Radii and Circulatory Diseases Causes of
Mortality in %
Radii:
First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth

Quintile
Quintile
Quintile
Quintile
Quintile

800
Ref
1.21
1.61
0.96
-2.61

1600
Ref
1.44
0.87
0.10
-7.01

2500
Ref
-0.13
0.26
-1.62
-10.11

5000
Ref
-0.02
-0.14
-0.59
-10.80

10000
Ref
2.84
3.11
-0.54
-6.59

50000
Ref
10.45
12.62
17.79
18.61

Table 21: Risk for circulatory diseases mortality for different radii of ‘Total Depth’ measure as comparison to the first
quintile
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Association 'Total Depth' and Ischeamic Heart Disease

Risk Change

1.2-1.3

1.3

1.1-1.2

1.2

1-1.1

1.1

0.9-1

1

0.8-0.9

0.9
0.85

50000
10000
4

5000
3

Quintile

2500
2

1600
1

Radius

800

Figure 54: Radius dependent association between ‘Total Depth’ measures of the Swiss street network and Ischemic
heart disease.

First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth

Association of 'Total Depth' measures with different radii
and IHD causes of mortality in %
Radii:
800
1600
2500
5000
10000
Quintile
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
Quintile
3.03
4.22
1.67
2.02
4.19
Quintile
4.26
2.79
2.76
1.32
5.54
Quintile
1.28
-0.21
-1.39
2.65
3.04
Quintile
-4.18
-9.40
-11.80 -10.39
-4.13

50000
Ref
11.95
17.25
28.70
30.79

Table 22: Risk for Ischemic heart disease for different radii of ‘Total Depth’ measure as comparison to the first
quintile

8.4. Summary
The results show that the structure of the built environment is associated with the hazard of
mortality, especially with ischemic heart diseases. The aim of this case was to examine if
high walkability in a particular area results in lower mortality for the people living there. Since
physical activity has the strongest impact on mortality of cardio vascular and ischemic heart
diseases the focus was these causes for death. An association between ‘total depth’ with
different radii and number of death caused by ‘ischemic heart diseases’ has been shown.
An unexpected outcome of this research was that the geographic indicators for walkability
after Frank did not show any correlation with circulatory disease mortality. This can have
multiple reasons: the indicator is not meaningful, the indicator does not correctly measure
walking, the geographic distribution of the population is not homogenous, the indicators are
not applicable to Switzerland, the measure at the residential location is not an important
location or the data used did not contain the necessary information. It is difficult to identify
the week link in the causal pathway between the built environment and cardio vascular
disease. External effects, like self-selection of people with preference for physical fitness for
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places where they can be performed are also not included in the indicators. As such, it is
possible that the walkability indicators have insufficient explanatory power. Furthermore, the
measures have yet to be proven to have any impact on behavior, including transportationmode choice. Since the ‘¾ Frank’ shows a correlation with transportation mortality the
indicator might also shows something else than walkability. Transportation fatalities are
correlating highly with transportation speed (Richards et al., 2009). Transportation fatalities
are therefor an indication of car speed and this is generally lower for centers of
municipalities. It can therefore be argued that ¾ Frank is an indicator for urban centrality and
not how easy it is to walk.
Graph-based measures correlate with mortality from different circulatory diseases. They
show a reduced risk in particular where the residential location is integrated enough to walk
ore use self-propelled modes of transportation like cycling. This result can be interpreted as
an indication that people living in places where they can use self-propelled modes of
transportation are using them. This increases in physically activity results in the better health
outcomes. This is based on the assumption that the genetic risk factors are evenly
distributed in the population. These are factors that are not included in the SNC since they
are dynamic or behavioral based. A cohort is therefore always limited in its ability to answer
research questions by the available measures gained in this case from the census
information.
The results show that despite an established association between the built environment and
the mortality rates, not a single urban indicator can explain everything. Health is the result of
numerous internal and external influences and therefore cannot be derived from the variance
of one single indicator. Further investigation is needed in order to fully identify principle
factors that impact upon health in the urban environment.
This chapter, with its focus on the connection between mortality and the built environment,
closes the central part of this thesis presenting individual cases examined during the course
of this research. Each case approached one aspect of the research question, ultimately
aiming to establish a connection between the built environment and health, as well as a
connection between walking in the urban context and health impacts.
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9. Discussion

9.1. Research Summary
This thesis set out to find answers to a wide range of questions located on different scales
(personal to urban) and dimensions (temporal and– cognitive). All findings aim to empower
urban planners: either with tools, or with analytical results enabling the designing, planning
and adjustment of the built environment to improve the health of its occupants. The thesis
focused on the following questions: which elements of the built environment motivate people
to walk? What risks and benefits arise through walking? What health outcomes different
designs of the built environment have on the health of the population?
In the first stage a new modeling framework was created that simultaneously simulates the
built environment and pedestrian flow. The choice to create a new framework rather than
extend existing methods was made because this framework increases increase the temporal
granularity of the urban fabric. The city is no longer perceived, used or planed in a static
manner, but as a fluctuating entity. The modeling technique presented in this thesis tries to
take this into account. In this modeling framework the connection between the functional
allocation, guided by a master plan, and several urban aspects were shown, including the,
motivation of pedestrians, street capacity and emissions generated by individual
transportation. The aim of this experiment was to show the impact of urban planning has in
providing the basis for healthy and sustainable long-term development.
When applied, the initial the model proved to be difficult to verify. A dive into the details of
individual sub-models (pedestrians decision) became necessary and proved fruitful. The
strategic decision processes, formerly deemed exogenous to pedestrian models and
therefore neglected in modeling, were introduced as processes causing constant
reevaluation of decisions. In the same stage, additional influencing factors for operational
decision processes were identified and validated.
The successful validation of one sub-model cannot obstruct the general problem of
modeling; in which each parameter needs validation and calibration. In acknowledgement of
this, I chose an alternative modeling approach, which uses existing data to learn the
behavior of a model. This data-driven approach has shown to be suitable for studying
aerosol concentration based on urban parameters. The application of this method was only
possible through the availability of aerosol related data. This shows the necessity of access
to data in this method and exposes its limitation of not having suitable datasets.
Similarly, the case relating walkability indicators to mortality (Case 4: Built Environment,
Walkability and Mortality) would not be possible without datasets. The datasets contained
each individual living in Switzerland, each road link in Switzerland and stretches over a
decade. The creation (collection), handling and evaluation of such large datasets are not
feasible for an individual researcher, demanding collaborations with researchers from
different fields. In nearly every project, an expert from a different field was providing expert
knowledge, without which the project would have not been feasible.

9.2. Contributions
The project is characterized by its cross-disciplinarily approach, bridging urban planning,
public health, geography, computer science, and artificial intelligence. The project
contributes to research on three major problems: pedestrians decision for walking behavior,
risks arising from walking, and health outcomes arising from living in different places. The
results are presented in earlier individual chapters but are briefly summarized here to show
how they extend the state of knowledge in each topic. Additionally, I will present my insights
into how this might be applicable to and or influence practice:
•

The motivation of people to walk is connected to the number of available locations
within walking distance. That extends to acknowledge the fact that pedestrians can
adjust the path they take and walk further.
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•

•

Practice Impact: This insight could be harnessed to adjust many places, in order
not only to increase the distance people are walking, but also to bring more
pedestrians to underutilized places (currently accessed only by car if at all) making
them safer and economically more viable.
Walking is the mode of transportation that exposes the user, i.e. pedestrian, to the
highest number of aerosols per unit of distance travelled. The street layout and land
use patterns have an influence on the exposure level of a particular area allowing the
possibility of reducing the exposure levels in places where pedestrians are present.
Practice Impact: Two methods are available to reduce these health risks: first,
guide pedestrian streams through less polluted areas; and second, adjust land use
patterns and street layouts to reduce aerosol concentration where pedestrians are
present. It highlights the responsibility of urban planners to adjust the urban design,
street layout and land use, and to use the master plan for the reduction of health
risks that stem from aerosol exposure.
The street layout and integration measures at residential locations have an impact on
the prevalence of causes of death.
Practice Impact: This finding can be translated into practice in several ways. One
can argue that the future street design needs to be optimized for better integration
values for non-motorized transportation. Whether this will improve health (i.e.
increase walking distances), is yet to be shown. Alternatively the number of people
living in areas with good integration values can be increased. Increasing density has
to be accompanied by a political will and will find limitations caused by infrastructure
capacity and the willingness of people to share space.

9.3. Limitations
The research has also exposed the limitations present in the different cases examined in this
thesis.
Although correlations between some diseases and the built environment has been shown,
the research, by virtue of the size of the project, was not able to show connections between
all diseases and all environmental or urban parameters. This shows both that more research
is needed to find more connections, and that there are aspects that will be always beyond
the reach of methods presented in this thesis. Most important is the fact that the statistical
method used is not able to show causation. The reason why people get sick in some places
might relate to a different aspect of the built environment that was not included in the model.
Another limitation lies in the subject of observation. It is impossible to identify the parameters
that lead to the decision of an individual. This is particularly true for the statistical methods
applied over a whole population. Both relations have to do with the ‘open world problem’
where a finite list of influencing elements cannot represent reality.
In the case of identifying urban parameters influencing aerosol concentration, a learning
approach was used instead of a modeling approach. This approach is able to overcome this
open world problem as long as datasets used contain the information answering the
question.
An additional problem arises from how the presented work fits in with the existing
knowledge. Different fields examine the question of walkability and health, ranging from
computer science to public health. Both fields mentioned have a canon of knowledge and an
established set of methodologies that provide insights and knowledge. This work arises out
of the field of urban planning where a long history of humanistic discussion forms the
discourse. This has not yet translated into empirical methods and knowledge. It would be
valuable for architecture and urban planning to work towards a canon of knowledge similar
to the axioms, lemmas and proofs existing in the field of mathematics. Without this
foundation it is difficult to generate justified true beliefs about an observation, limiting the
users of findings from the field of urban planning to urban planners.
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The field of urban planning includes ideas about the structure of space, its geometry and the
relationships between different spaces that can be applied in other fields. For example, in
this thesis, this thinking is applied to public health questions. Case 4: Built Environment,
Walkability and Mortality shows that the minute location of a person’s residence has an
impact on its health. This has implications on the one hand for stakeholders in urban
planning and for the field of public health. Public health should therefore also take into
account spatial configuration parameters in their cohorts.
Out of the thesis two aspects determine the limitations of the findings: the method used may
not be suitable for evaluating a specific question, or the available data may not contain the
answer to the question posed. For example, the method of cellular automata is not suitable
to simulate individual behavior, and agent-based modeling is not suitable for simulating the
health of a population. The alternative approach of inverse modeling raises the question of
the availability of data that is connected to the question of place. Each place is unique and
offers a unique insight into the structure and mechanism that are shaping it. These
mechanisms can be observed indirectly through data, which available in different
granularities and dimensions for every place. Therefore, to gain a holistic view over the
relation between the built environment and health multiple places need to be investigated.
The following is a list of places used in this thesis, what characterizes them and what
insights can or cannot be gained there.
The first site of investigation is a “Synthetic City” model created from an artificial design that
combines procedural city modeling and agent-based simulation and applied in Case 1:
Modeling the Impact of Function Allocation on Pedestrian Mode Choice. This process allows
modifying the composition of the city in order to see the potential impact of adjustments to
public transportation, personal transportation (i.e. walking) and the use of cars. In this case
the model itself is merely a vessel for the theory rather than a real place where true and just
insights can be gained that are applicable in reality.
The method is then applied to a northern suburb of Singapore called “Punggol”. The
simulation results are validated with public transportation data. This demonstrates a variance
that shows that explaining that the decision process in reality includes more factors and is
thus considerably more complex than in the controlled environment of a “Synthetic City”.
This shows that the reality is more complex than the model and exposes the limitation of the
initial approach. The model is based on theories that are derived from observations gained in
a confined laboratory settings that are only representative of real world phenomena in a
special case. This is particularly true for urban planning where the nature of the field is an
open world that defies the confinements of a laboratory.
An alternative approach is data-driven modeling where observations are gained through
data. In different pilot studies using data in Singapore, a transition in methodology took
place, away from the path of ‘theory -> model -> representation -> validation’ and towards a
‘data -> observation -> model’. This was needed since theory based models use a finite
number of factors and cannot be validated in a real world where the number of factors is
innumerable (see “open world assumption” (Keet, 2013)). The limitation of this approach is
twofold: one limitation lies in the availability of data and the other in the selection of the data.
The selection of datasets is key in identifying any correlation and still needs an expert
knowledge. Also, the parameters extracted from it have to be relevant to the phenomenon
under observation. To find a pattern a significant amount of observations needs to be
available. The significance is dependent on the linearity / complexity of the phenomenon.
Taking aerosol concentration as an example, the concentration is a highly complex and nonlinear phenomenon. The combination of already available and newly gathered data opened a
new possibility for modeling this aerosol concentration. Using aerosol concentration as an
example, this thesis shows that the methodology can go beyond the existing limitations of
some modeling techniques. For future investigations and experimental designs this is an
essential insight.
The Case 4: Built Environment, Walkability and Mortality a statistical data driven method is
applied that investigates correlations between walkability indicators and different causes of
death in Switzerland over 20 years. Since the available data only contains deaths and
doesn’t illustrate the health conditions of the living, it limits the investigation to mortality that
is a special case of health.
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This shows that each case is unique, particularly with respect to data. Singapore offers a
real-time, precise and complete representation of public transport users over a week. With a
complete dataset like this outliers can’t be removed to reduce the variance in the data.
Similarly statistical methods trying to minimize the R2 error do not capture the relevant
phenomena in in these datasets since they neglect extreme values even though they are
true. Not all data in Singapore has this quality. It is lacking, however, other information such
as building heights and residential locations. Switzerland, in contrast, collects precise
statistics on the locations of businesses and people up to 2000 in a 10 yearly census where
a near completeness can be assumed. The difference in temporal granularity defines
possible questions about the time scale of days or decades for each location, making
Singapore ideal for investigation into daily movement patterns and Switzerland suitable for
research related to health issues such as longevity.
The combination of multiple data sources and methods has been fruitful. In some cases a
phenomenon can be observed with different points of view. Three datasets show a similar
structure of Singapore: Points of Interests, public transport patterns and graph measures on
the street graph. The POIs and the public transport patterns gained from the EZ-Link data
indicate the location of functions within the city. The graph measures calculated with the
Space Syntax method shows the formation of disconnected islands that explains the large
demand for transportation between the residential and office locations.
Even though these observations raise the question, ‘what is the influence of the
transportation system on the allocation of function?’ or ‘Do work locations move to where
people are or is the master plan guiding the locations?’ these ‘why’ questions can’t be
answered by the data driven method and responses have to be found independently.

9.4. Future Research Directions
This thesis opens several avenues for future research:
•

•

•

•

•

Dynamic city models in transportation planning do not include pedestrian movement
or neglect the “last mile” of commuting. Dynamic City models that include the
transformation of the urban layout work on larger time scales and include the shift in
buildings and work locations but do not include daily changes. Urban planning
models can be rather static, simulating energy analysis, thermal, day lighting etc. but
shying away from functional simulation.
This thesis makes use of geometry and geographical indicators in evaluating health
outcomes. Health outcomes are complex phenomena that might be better
understood with its geographical and geometrical components. Public health already
uses geographical indicators to incorporate environmental factors but falls short of
using fine-grained geometrical indicators. This avenue of exploration might narrow
that gap between the urban planner and public heath and be beneficial for future
urban designs.
The risk to which pedestrians are exposed was examined in the case of aerosol
concentration. This map doesn’t incorporate the dynamic nature of the risk
exposure. A dynamic map of multiple risks would be a more realistic representation
of reality and be beneficial for people planning their schedule over the course of a
day or week.
The applied pedestrian simulation model has shown convincing movement patterns.
The social force model has been tested for high-density crowds and the particle
based method for individual traces. No pedestrian model exists that has been
validated in mid- to large-scale urban settings.
The impact of pedestrian flow on the built environment, especially its functional
layout, is not fully understood. Even though anecdotal knowledge exists on the
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•

•

association between pedestrian flow and business locations, no clear correlation has
been established.
Tools to model walking as a mode of transportation seem still to be in their infancy.
It seems to be difficult to measure pedestrian flow in comparison to vehicle
movement such as traffic flow rates and speed, or to model and run tests for
transportation modeling. Litman: “most walking is invisible to transportation
planners.” (Litman, 2011)
Urban models are geared to serve a particular purpose, focus on one problem
neglecting many other factors. This selection of coordinating systems speaks to this
gap. Urban models need to incorporate a much larger range of factors and subsystems to be representative of the city as a whole.

Looking beyond the horizon of this thesis it is my firm believes that the interplay of urban
planning and health presents significant opportunities for future work in population health.
The presented work can not only guide urban planners and policy makers in their efforts to
improve health: also, in showing the important relationship between the city form and health,
it opens numerous avenues for understanding the urban fabric and designing for the longterm betterment of the people’s health. It is time for urban planners to embrace the scientific
findings and ask themselves if the beauty of the design and its concept is more important
than the health of the people who will live in it.
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10. Glossary

Aerosol
Conglomerates of small solid particles or liquid droplets that are suspended in the air and
harmful to humans.
Agent
A computer program, or part of a program, that can be considered to act autonomously and
that represents an individual, organization, nation-state, or other social actor.
Agent-Based Models (ABMs)
A class of models developed since the 1980s, which are based on representing objects and
populations at an elemental or individualistic level and reflects behaviors of those objects
through space and time. These models operate from the bottom up and sometimes generate
emergent spatial and temporal patterns at more aggregate levels.
Air-Pollution
Are particles, chemicals or biological materials into the air that can be detrimental to the
health of the people. In contrast to aerosols air-pollution includes gases to.
Artificial neuronal network
A computational structure consisting of interconnected units that can be trained to model
complex relationships between the inputs applied to the network and its outputs.
Attribute / Parameter
A characteristic or feature of an agent or the urban environment that is numerically
quantifiable. It may be set at the beginning of ta simulation, and alter in value during the run
to indicate changes in the agent.
Calibration
The process of dimensioning a model in terms of finding a set of parameter values that
enable the model to reproduce characteristics of the data in the most appropriate way.
Calibration is not the same as validation, which seeks to optimize a model’s goodness of fit
to data, but often, these processes are equivalent.
Cellular Automata
A regular array of identical finite state automata that’s next state is determined solely by their
current state and the state of their neighbors.
Cellular Automata (CA)
A class of spatially and temporally discrete, disaggregate and deterministic mathematical
systems characterized by local interaction and inherently parallel form of evolution. Often
pictured as being formed on a two-dimensional lattice of cells, where each cell represents a
land use and embodying processes of change in the cellular state are determined in the local
neighborhood of any and every cell. Such models can be seen as simplifications of agentbased models where the focus is on emergent spatial patterns through time.
Complex Systems
Systems that show non-linear, surprising and unanticipated or ‘emergent’ behaviors. as
shown in patterns that arise at the aggregate level from the operation of system processes at
the micro or agent level. Such systems are intrinsically unpredictable in an overall sense but
can be fashioned in such a way that makes knowledge of them useful and certain. Cities are
the archetypical example, but so too is the economy.
Communicable Disease
are infectious diseases that can be transmitted from one host to the next.
Connection weight
In an artificial neuronal network, this is the numerical weighting factor applied to an input to a
unit.
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Discrete Choice
A development of computable microeconomic theory in which individuals maximize a utility,
subject to constraints on their choices that can be tailored to reflect how decisions are made
in complicated situations. Such models have been applied extensively in transportation
modeling and have strong links to more aggregate maximization models as derived from
spatial interaction and social physics.
Environment
The simulated surroundings in which an agent is located, possibly including simulated
physical elements and other agents.
Flood fill method
A method the fills a connected area given a starting node.
Health
When a living organism has efficient metabolism or functionality.
Land-Use Transport (LUT)
Models a class of models that focus primarily on the way populations and employments
locate in urban space consistent with the spatial interactions between different locations of
these activities. These models usually simulate the city at a cross section in time and as
such, bundle urban dynamics into equilibrium behaviors.
Method
Is a way of doing something in an orderly systematic way, implicating a logic arrangement.
Model
A simplified representation of a phenomenon. Executing or ‘running’ the model yields a
simulation whose behavior is intended to mirror some process or processes.
Non-Communicable diseases
Also known as chronic diseases cannot be transmitted from one host to the next. They are
characterized by a long duration and slow progression.
Procedural
Programming (imperative programming) containing a series of hierarchical computational
steps to be carried out. Every procedure and step can be called at any point during a
program’s execution or by other procedures.
Research questions
A question whose answer can be found by carrying out research. It needs to be sufficiently
specific that the research has a reasonable likelihood of obtaining a result, but not so
specific that the results will be of limited use or generality.
Simulate
To run a model and observe its behavior over time.
Social Physics
The application of ideas from classical ‘Newtonian’ physics to social systems, usually in the
form of analogies with Newton’s laws of motion as reflected in the concepts of potential
energy and gravitational force. This lies at the heart of spatial interaction modeling but more
recently such physics has been extended to embrace notions of complexity as reflected in
scaling, self-organization, and the dynamics of far-from- equilibrium systems.
Urban Dynamics
Representations of changes in urban spatial structure through time, which embody a myriad
of processes at work in cities on different, but often interlocking, time scales ranging from
life cycle effects in buildings and populations to movements over space and time as
reflected in spatial interactions.
Urban Economics
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The development of microeconomic theory at the urban scale, following the tradition of the
von Thunen model in which location and land rent are hypothesized as a function of distance
or travel costs from some market center. The development of these ideas in the 1960s led to
this branch of economics being called the New Urban Economics and more recently it has
been extended using growth and trade theory.
Urban Modeling
The process of identifying appropriate theory, translating this into a mathematical or formal
model, developing relevant computer programs, and then confronting the model with data
so that it might be calibrated, validated, and verified prior to its use in prediction.
Urban Models
Representations of functions and processes which generate urban spatial structure in terms
of land use, population, employment, and transportation, usually embodied in computer
programs that enable location theories to be tested against data and predictions of future
locational patterns to be generated.
Urban Planning
Urban planning is the process focusing on land use and transportation planning to organize
orderly development of human communities. The scientific field focuses on architecture,
analysis, urban design, public participation, policy planning, implementation, phasing and
management of human settlements.
Validation
The process of checking that a model is a good representation of the target
Verification
The process of checking that a model conforms to its specification, that is, that it does not
include errors, or ‘bugs.’
Walking
A mode of transportation of a legged animal, like humans, that uses an inverted pendulum
movement of its legs to move forward without loosing contact to the ground.
Weibul-Regression
Finds the survival function in a population as a function of the proportional hazards the
individuals are exposed to.
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11. Appendix

11.1.

Appendix A: Publications

11.2.

Appendix B: Used Datasets:

-‐ Public Transport data EZ-Link Data provided by LTA from the 15. September 2010
-‐ Digitized Cadastral of Singapore provided by SLA 2008
-‐ Building footprints for all of Singapore provided by Navteq
-‐ Street network of Switzerland provided by Swiss National Cohort based on TomTom
-‐ Areal Statistic Schweiz
-‐ Betriebszählung Schweiz provided by ‘Bundesamt für Statistik’
-‐ Swiss National Cohort
-‐ Swiss Census provided by ‘Bundesamt für Statistik’
-‐ Wohnfläche pro Gemeine provided by ‘Bundesamt für Statistik’
-‐ Annotated Building Footprints of Punggol provided by BCA (Building Construction
Authority)

11.3.

Appendix C: Code and Processes

This appendix explains the generation of individual values used in the cases above. It
particular explains which datasets are used and which excluded, what mathematical or
preprogrammed methods applied and the overall processes that needed to regenerate the
same results.
Space Syntax Measures Network Preparation:
For the processing ET-Tool geo wizard was used where the following task can be found as
individual processes.
-‐ Import and Combine "Street" Layers into ArcGIS
-‐ ‘Clean Pseudo Nodes’
-‐ ‘Clean Dangling Nodes’ wit radius 2m
-‐ ‘Generalize’ bellow 5m
-‐ ‘Split polyline’
-‐ ‘Clean Dangling Nodes’
-‐ Export as dxf
Evaluation is performed with Depthmap:
-‐ 1. New
-‐ 2. Import dxf
-‐ 3. Convert Drawing Map to Segment map
-‐ 4. Segment Analysis
Frank Walkability:
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Net residential density:
-‐ Definition: Residential units divided by acres in residential use
-‐ Data source: Census
-‐ Aggregated on layer:
Street connectivity
-‐ Definition: Intersections per square kilometer
-‐ Data source: TomTom 2012; Openstreetmap
-‐ Aggregated in two layers
-‐ - Counting all intersections with more than 4 Links
-‐ - Weighting the intersections according to the numbers of (links-1)
Land use mix:
-‐ Definition: A/(ln(N)
-‐ A= (b1/a)*ln(b1/a) + (b2/a)*ln(b2/a) + (b3/a)*ln(b3/a) + (b4/a)*ln(b4/a) + (b5/a)*ln(b5/a) +
(b6/a)*ln(b6/a)
-‐ a = total square feet
-‐ 1 = education uses
-‐ 2 = entertainment
-‐ 3 = single-family residential
-‐ 4 = multifamily residential
-‐ 5 = retail
-‐ 6 = office
-‐ N = number of six land uses with Floor Area Ratio >0
-‐ Data Source: Arealstatistik
-‐ Done:
-‐ g1 = Industry
-‐ g2 = Residential
-‐ g3 = Public buildings
-‐ g4 = Green spaces / Parks
-‐ g5 = Agriculture
-‐ g6 = Forrest
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